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Art. 244

COMPILE D EDITION

ART. 244. The other rules established respecting alimony to
he granted to* legitimate children, take place likewise with respect
to illegitimate children, except so far as they may be contrary to the
foregoing provisions.
RCC-229 et seq.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 244.

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

( Same as Art. 244 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

(No reference in Projet)

Art. 261 .

The other rules established respecting
alimony to be granted to':' legitimate
children, take place likewise with respect to natural Children except SO far
as they may be contrary to the foregoing provisions.

Toutes Jes autres regles etablies en
la precedente section, relativement aux
alimens a fournir aux enfans legitimes,
OU par eux, * ont lieu egalement a J'egard
des enfans naturels, sauf en ce qui peut
etre contraire aux dispositions ci-dessus.

CC 1 808, p. 56,

-p. 57, Art. 66.

Art. 66.

Same as above.

The other rules established respecting
alimony to be granted to* legitimate
children, take place likewise with respect
to natural children, except so far as
they may be contrary to the above
directed provisions.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding al'ticle.

*English translati o n of French text incomplet e ; should include "or by."

ART. 245. Alimony is due to bastards, though they be adul
terous and incestuous, by the mother and her ascendants.
RCC-182, 183, 2 02, 2 3 9 et seq., 920, 1488.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 245.

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 262.

(Projet, p. 2 0.
dactors)

Addition adopted ; comment by re

II est du des alimens au batard, meme
adulterin et incestueux, par sa mere
et !es ascendans de sa mere.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No correspo nding article.

CN 1 804.

No correspo nding article.

TITLE VIII-OF MINORS, OF THEIR TUTORSHIP AND
EMANCIPATION
Chapter I-OF TUTORSHIP
Section I-GENERAL DISPOSITIONS

ART. 246. The minor not emancipated is placed under the
authority of a tutor after the dissolution of the marriage ? f his father
and mother or. the separation from bed and board of either one of
them from the other. (As amended by Acts 1 924, No. 72)
140
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Art. 247

R C C-3 7 , 84, 1 3 6, 1 3 8 et seq ., 2 1 9, 3 1 2, 3 1 3 , 3 1 5 , 3 3 4, 3 3 5 , 363, 365 et seq . ,
3 7 8 et,seq . , 4 1 5 , 2 8 1 6 . CP- 1 0 8 , 1 09 , 1 1 5 , 1 1 6, 944 e t seq.
Acts 1902, No. 4 5 ;
1918, No. 2 19 (as am. b y 192 6 , No. 1 3 3 ) ; 1932, No. 71 ( as am. b y 1934, No. 2 0 1).
( Same as Art. 246 of Proposed Revision of 1869;
in conformity with Acts 1 8 2 8 , No. 3 6 , and Acts
1 8 3 0, p . 48, !9 fRS §2 3 4 8 ] )
The minor n o t emancipated i s placed under the authority o f a tutor, after the
dissolution of the marriage of his father and mother.

RCC 1870, Art. 246.

CC 1825, Art. 263.

( No reference in Projet)
Les mineurs impuberes, � c'est-a-dire,
au-dessous de !'age de quatorze ans
accomplis p o ur !es gar�ons, et douze
pour !es filles, sont places, quant a leurs
personnes et a leurs biens, sous l'au
tol'ite d'un tuteur.

The minor,* that is, the male who
has not arrived to the full age of four
teen years, and the female who has
not arrived to the full age o f twelve
years, are .both as to their person and
their estate, placed under the authority
of a tutor.
Above that age, and until thefr ma
jority or emancipation, they are pla ced
under the authority of a curator.

Au-dessus de cet age et jusqu'a leur
majorite ou emancipation, ils sont places
sous l'autorite d'un curateur.

CC 1808, p. 58, Art. 1.

·p.

The minor* or pupil,** that is the
minor male who has not arrived a t the
foll age of fourteen years and the
minor female who has not arrived a t
the full age o f twelve years, are both,
as to their p erson, and their estate,
placed under the authority of a tutor.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "c' est-a-dire", after "gari;ons", or
after "places."

CN 1804.

59, Art. 1.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Go'uvernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 2.

Minority is divided into two p eriods:
In the first, the minor, considered
absolutely incapable of taking care of
himself and of administering his prop
erty, is placed under the care and
guidance of a tutor.
Jn the second, he recovers the simple
administration of his property, and can
not a ct with regard to anything else
without the assistance of a curator.

La minorite se divise en deux
epoques:
Dans la premiere le mineur, con
sidere comme absolument incapable de
se conduire lui-meme et de regir ses
biens, est place sous la garde et la
direction d'un tuteur;
Dans la seconde, ii recouvre la simple
administration de ses biens, et ne p eut
agir pour le surplus qu'avec !'assistance
d'un curateur.

*English translation of French text incomplete; should include "under the age of
puberty."
**"Or pupil" has no counterpart in French text.

ART. 247. There are four sorts of tutorships :
Tutorship by nature;
Tutorship by will;
Tutorship by the effect of the law;
Tutorship by the appointment of the judge.
RCC-2 4 8 , 250 et seq., 2 6 3 et seq . , 270 et seq . , 2 7 3.

RCC 1870, Art. 247.
Same as above.
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Art. 248
CC 1825,

COMPILED EDITION

Art. 264.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

II y a quatre sortes de tutelles:
La tutelle naturelle;
La tutelle testamentaire;
La tutelle legitime;
La tutelle dative.

CC 1808, p. 58,

Art. 2.

-p. 59, Art. 2.

Pars. 1-4 same as p a rs. 1-4, above.
And Tutorship by
of the judge.

CN 1804.

the

Pars. 1-4 same as pars.

appointment

1-4, above.

Et la tutelle dative.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 3.
There are fours sorts of tutorships:

II y a quatre sortes de tutelle:
La tutelle naturelle des pere et mere;

The tutorship by nature of the father
and mother;
The tutorship conferred by the father

La tutelle deferee par le pere

or mother;
The tutorship by the

effect of the

law, of the other ascendants;
The

tutcrrship

conferred

by

ou

la

mere;
La tutelle legitime des autres ascen
dans;
La tutelle deferee par le conseil de

the

family meeting.

famille.

ART. 248. Tutorship by nature takes place of right; every
other kind of tutorship must either be confirmed, or given by the judge.
RCC-250, 307 et seq., 3 3 5, 363.

RCC 1870,

Art. 248.

Same as above.

CC 1825,

Art. 265.

(No reference in Projet)
La tutelle naturelle a lieu de plein

Same as above.

droit; toute autre tutelle doit etre con
firmee ou deferee par le juge.

CC 1808, p. 58,

-p. 59, Art.

Art. 3.

3.

Same as above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "confirmed."

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 4.
Tutorship by nature takes place of
right, and requires no accounting.
Every other sort of tutorship must
be confirmed by the family meeting

La tutelle naturelle a lieu de plein
drnit, et n'est pas comptable.
Toute autre tutelle doit etre con-

and requires an accounting.

comptable.

ART.

249.

firmee par le conseil de famille, et est

For every sort of tutorship, the tutor is accountable.

R C C-2 5 1 , 356, 3 5 7 , 3 5 9, 3 3 14.

RCC 1870,

Art. 249.
Same as above.

CC 1825,

(No reference in Projet)

Art. 266.

Toute tutelle entraine
de la part du tuteur.

Same as above.

CC 1808, p. 58,

Art.

4.

-p. 59, Art.

Same as above; but no punctuation

4.

Same as above.

after "tutorship."

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art.
Quoted under RCC 1 87 0 , Art. 24 8, above.
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Section 2-0F

Art. 251

TUTORSHIP BY NATURE

ART. 250. * Upon the death of either parent, the tutorship of
minor children belongs of right to the other. Upo n divorce or judicial
separation from bed and board of p arents, the tutorship of each minor
child belongs of right to the p arent under whose care he or she has
been placed or to whose care he or she has been e ntrusted.
All those cases are called tutorship by nature. (As amended by
Acts 1924, No. 196)
RCC-81 et seq., 1 3 6, 1 3 8 , 1 39, 1 57 , 216, 223 et seq., 247, 248, 253, 256, 2 5 7 ,
801, 305 e t seq., 3 1 5, 335, 3 3 6 e t seq. CP-944 e t seq., 949, 95 0 . Acts 1920, No.
206 ; 192 1 , E . S . , No. 34; 1 92 6 , No. 2 4 3 .
( Same as Art. 250 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69)
After the dissolution of marriage by d eath of either husband or wife, the tutor
ship of minor children belongs of right to the surviving m other or father.
This is what is called tutorship by nature.

RCC 1870, Art. 250.

CC 1825, Art. 268.

(No reference in Projet)

After the dissolution of marriage b y
death o f either husband o r wife, the
tutorship of the minor children belongs
of right to the surviving mother or
father ;
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Apres la dissolution du mariage, ar
rivee par le deces de l'un des epoux ,
la tutelle des enfans mineurs appartient
de plein droit au survivant des pere et
mere.
C'est ce qu'on appelle tutelle natu
relle.

CC 1808,

-p. 59, Art. 6.

p.

58, Art. 6.

Same as above ; but period ( . ) after
"father."

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "mariage";
c omma
( ,)
after
"droit."

CN 1804, Art. 390.
After the dissolution of marriage by
the natural 01· civil death of either the
husband or wife, the tutorship of the
minor children not emancipated be
longs of right to the surviving father or
mother.

Apres la dissolution du mariage ar
rivee par la mort naturelle ou civile
de l'un des epoux, la tutelle des enfans
mineurs et non emancipes appartient de
plein droit au survivant des pere et
mere.

·Art. 302.

_Quoted under RCC 1870, Art. 1 57, above.
*In connection with this article see Acts 1920, No. 2 0 6 ; 1921, E.S., No. 3 4 ;
1926, No. 243.

ART. 251. * Tutors by nature are bound to cause an inventory
to be made, and an undertutor to be appointed, but they are not com
pelled to give security.
They are required to give a special mortgage, or to cause the
legal mortgage in favor of the minor to be inscribed in the manner
hereafter provided.
RC C - 249 , 3 1 6 et seq., 320, 3 2 1 , 1 105 et seq., 3 3 14. CP-949. Acts 1916, No.
254; 1 9 2 0, No. 2 2 3 (as am. by 1 9 2 4, No. 6 8 ; 1 9 2 6 , No. 2 8 3 ) ; 1 92 2 , No. 3 1 .

RCC 1870, Art. 251.
Same as above.

( Same as Art. 251 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;
i n conformity with Acts 1 8 3 0 , p. 46, § 1 , and
Acts 1 8 55, No. 324, Vi [RS §2 3 3 2 l )
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Art. 252
CC

COMPILE D E DITION

1825, Art. 269.

(No reference in Projet)
Le tuteur nature! est tenu de faire

Same as par. 1, above.

proceder a un inventaire et a la nomi
nation d'un subroge tuteur, mais il est
exempt de donner caution.

CC

1808, p. 58, Art. 7.

-p. 59,

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "made."

CN

1804.

Art. 7.

Same as above.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouverneme nt (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 7.
Tutors by nature are bound to cause
an inventory to be made, and an under
tutor to be appointed.

Le tuteur nature! est tenu de faire
proceder a un inventaire, et a la nomi
nation d'un subroge tuteur.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1916, No. 254; 1920, No. 223 (as am.
by 1924, No. 68, and 1926, No. 283); 1922, No. 31.

ART. 252. If a wife happens to be pregnant at the time of the
death of her husband, no tutor shall be appointed to the child tilJ
after his birth ; but, if it should be necessary, the judge may appoint
a curator for the preservation of the rights of the unborn child, and
for the administration of the estate which may belong to such child.
At the birth of the p osthumous child, such curator shall be of right
the undertutor.
RCC-29, 30, 270, 273, 275, 308, 309, 312, 954, 1482, 1705.

RCC

1870, Art. 252.

(Same as Art. 252 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 415.

(No reference in Projet)

If a wife happens to be pregnant at
the time of the death of her husband,
no guardian shall be appointed to the
child till after his birth; but if it should
be necessary, the judge may appoint
a curator for the preservation of the

Si

une

veuve se trouve

g-rosse

au

tems de la mort de son mari, on ne
peut nommer de tuteur a l'enfant jus
qu'a sa naissance; mais s'il est neces
saire, le juge nommera un curateur
pour la conservation des droits de l'en
fant qui pourra naitre, et pour !'admi

rights of the children who may be born,
and for the administration of the es
tate which may belong to such child.

nistration des
appartenir.

biens qui pourront

Jui

-Art. 270.
S i , lors du deces du mari, la femme

If at the time of the death of the
husband, the wife shall be pregnant, a
curator shall be appointed to the un
born child; and at the birth of that
posthumous child, such curator shall be
of right the under-tutor.

CC

se trouve enceinte, ii est nomme a l'en
fant a naltre, un curateur, lequel, a la
naissance du posthume,
subroge tuteur.
-p. 83,

1808, p. 82, Art. 32.

If a widow happens to be pregnant
at the time of the death of her hus
band, no guardian shall be appointed to
the child till after his birth. But if it

est

de

droit

Art. 32.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 415, above;
but no punctuation after "naitre."

should be necessary, the judge may ap
point a curator for the preservation of
the rights of the child who may be born,
and for the administration of the es
tate which may belong to said child.
59,

Art. 8.

-p. 58,

-p.

husband, the wife shall be pregnant, a

Same as CC 1825, Art. 270, above;
but no punctuation after "Si", or after

Art. 8.
Ii at the time of the death of the

curator shall be appointed to the un
born child; and at the birth of �aid
posthumous child, said curator shall be
of right the under tutor.

"lequel."
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Art. 254

CN 1804, Art. 393.
Si, !ors du d ec es du m ari, la femme
est enceinte, ii sera nomme un cura
teur au ventre par l e conseil de famille.

If, at the time of the death of the
husband, the wife shall be pregnant, a
curntor to the unborn child shall be
appointed by the family meeting.
At the birth of the child, the mother
shall become its tutrix, and the curator
shall be of right the undertutor.

A la naissanc e de l 'enfant, la m ere
en deviendra tutrice, et le curateur en
sera de plein droit le subroge tuteur.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 8 .
S ame as CC 182 5, Art. 2 70, abov e ;
but no punctuation after "naltre."

Same a s C C 1 82 5 , Art. 270, above.

ART. 253. * The mother is not compelled to accept the tutor
ship of her minor children, but in case she refuses, she shall be bound
to fulfill the duties of a tutor, until she has c aused a tutor to b e
appointed.
The mother, who refuses the tutorship of her children, retains
the superintendence of them, and the care of their education. The
tutor, in such a case, is merely intrusted with what concerns the
administration of their property.
RCC-2 2 1 , 2 5 0 , 270, 2 72, 299, 3 0 0, 337.

Acts 1 92 1 , E . S . , No. 34.

RCC 1870, Art. 253.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 271.

( Projet, p. 2 0.

Same as above.

Amendment adopted ; no comment)

La m ere n'est point obligee d'accepter
la tutelle de ses enfans mineurs ; mais
en cas qu'elle n e l'accepte pas, elle
devra en remplir Jes devoirs, jusqu'a
ce qu'elle leur ait fait nommer u n
tuteur.
La mern qui refuse la tutelle de ses
enfans, n'en conserve pas moins la sur
veillance et le soin de leur education.
Le tuteur, en c e cas, n'est charge que
d e ce qui concerne !'administration d e
leurs biens.

CC 1808, p. 58, Art. 9.

-p. 59, Art. 9.

The mother is not compelled to ac
cept the tutorship of her minor chil
dren, but in case she refuses it, she
shall be bound to fulfill the duties of a
tutor until she has caused a tutor to
be appointed.

La mere n'est est point obligee d'ac
cepter la tutelle d e ses enfans mineurs,
mais en cas qu'elle la refuse, elle devra
en remplir Jes devoirs jusqu'a ce qu'elle
leur ait fait nommer u n tuteur.

CN 1804, Art. 394.
The mother is n ot bound to a cc ept
the tutorshiri; nevertheless, and in case
she refuses it, she shall be bound to
fulfill the duties o f a tutor until she
has caused a tutor to be appointed.

La m ere n'est point tenue d'accepter
la tutelle ; neanmoins, et en cas qu'elle
la refuse, elle devra en remplir !es
d evoirs jusqu'a ce qu'elle ait fait nom
mer un tuteur.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 1, E.S., No. 34.

ART. 254. * If the mother, who is tutrix to her children, wishes
to marry again, she must, previous to the celebration of the marriage,
apply to the judge in order to have a meeting of the family called for
the purpose of deciding whether she shall remain tutrix. If she shall
neglect to call such a meeting, she shall he ipso facto deprived of the
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tutorship, and together with her husband shall be answerable in

solidum for all the consequences of the maladministration of the

tutorship unduly kept by her, and the estate of the husband shall he
legally mortgaged as a security for that responsibility from the day
that the mortgage has been inscribed i n the manner required by law.
R C C-82 , 2 55, 3 18, 3 2 2 , 3 3 1 6, 3 3 4 2 , 3 348. Acts 1921, E.S., No. 3 4 ; 1926,
No. 3 1 9; 1 934, No. 47 (as am. by 1935, 2 E .S. , No. 18).

RCC

1870, Art. 254.

(Same as Art. 2 5 4 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 272.

(No reference in Projet)

Par. 1 same as sentence l, above.

Si la mere tutrice veut se marier,
elle devra avant l'acte de mariage,
s'adresser au juge, pour faire convoquer
une assemblee de famille, a l'effet de
decider si la tutelle doit Jui etre conservee.

If she shall neglect to call such a
meeting, she shall be ipso facto deprived

A defaut de cette convocation, elle
perdra la tutelle de plein droit, et son
nouveau mari sera solidairement re
sponsable de toutes Jes suites de la tu
telle qu'elle aura indument conservee,
et les biens du mari seront tacitement
hypotheques pour surete de cette re
sponsabi!ite, du jour de la celebration
du nouveau ma1·iage.

of the tutorship, and together with her
husband shall be answerable in solidum
for

all the consequences of the mal
administration of the tutorship unduly
kept by her, and the estate of the hus
band shall be tacitly mortgaged as a
security for that responsibility from the
d a y of the celebration of the last marriage.

CC

1808, p. 60, Art. 10.

If

the

mother who

-p. 6 1 , Art. 10.
is

tutor

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above; but no

to her

children, wishes to marry again, she
must, previous to the celebration of

punctuation after "juge."

the marriage, apply to the judge in
order to have a meeting of the family
called

for

the

purpose

of

deciding

whether she shall remain tutor.
If she shall neglect to call such a
meeting, she shall be ipso facto, de

A defaut de cette convocation, elle
perdra la tutelle de plein droit, et son

deprived of the tutorship and together
with her husband, shall be answerable

nouveau mari sera solidairement respon
sable de toutes les suites de la tutelle
qu'elle aura indument conservee et Jes

in solidum for all the consequences of
the

ma!

administration

of

tutorship

unduly kept by her, and the estate of
the husband shall be tacitly mortgaged
as a security for the said responsibility
from the day of the celebration of the

biens dudit mari seront tacitement hy
potheques pour surete de ladite respon
sabilite du jour de la celebration du
nouveau mariage.

last marriage.

CN

1804, Art. 395.

If the mother, who is tutrix to her
children, wishes to marry again, she
must, previous to the celebration of the
marriage, call a family meeting, which
shall decide whether she shall remain
tutrix.
If

she

shall neglect

to

call such a
ipso facto de
prived of the tutorship; and her hus
band shall be answerable in solidum for
all the consequences of the maladmin
istration of the tutorship unduly kept by
her.
meeting,

she

shall

be

Si Ia mere tutrice veut se remarier,
elle devra, avant l'acte de mariage, con
voquer le conseil de famille, qui deci
dera si la tutelle doit Jui etre conservee.

A defaut de cette convocation, elle
perdra la tutelle de plein droit; et son
nouveau mari sera solidairement re
sponsable de toutes !es suites de la tu
telle qu'elle aura indument conservee.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 1, E.S., No. 3 4 ; 1926, No. 319;
1 9 3 4 , No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 3 5, 2E.S., No. 18 ) .
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Airt. 256

ART. 255. * When the family meeting shall retain the mother
in the tutorship, her second husband becomes of necessity the co
tutor, who, for the administration of the property, subsequently to
his marriage, becomes bound in solido with his wife, and his estate
shall he legally mortgaged as a security for that responsibility, from
the day of his marriage; provided, the evidence of such mortgage
against the said co-tutor be recorded according to the law now regulat
ing the registry of mortgages against tutors, before the proceedings of
the family meeting can be homologated; and provided further, that
if said registry is not so made, then the tutrix and her husband shall
come under the provisions of the preceding article . (As amended by
Acts 1882, No . 18)
RCC-2 5 4 , 3 1 8 , 322, 3316.
CP-9 5 1 .
Acts 1 92 1 , E . S . , No. 34 ; 1 9 2 6 , No.
319; 1 934, No. 47 ( as am. by 1 9 35 , 2 E . S . , No. 18) .

RCC 1870, Art. 255.

(Same as Art. 255 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

When the family meeting shall retain t h e mother in the tutorship, her second
husband becomes of necessity the cotutor, who for the administration of the prop
erty, subsequently to his marriage, becomes bound in solido with his wife.

CC 1825, Art. 273.

( Projet, p.
redactors)

When the meeting of the family shall
retain the mother i n the tuto1·ship, her
second husband beco mes of necessity,
the co-tutor, who for the administra
tion of the property, subsequentl y to
his marriage, becomes bound jointly**
with his wiht [wife].

CC 1808.

2 0.

Addition

ado pted ;

comment

by

Lorsque l'assemblee de famille con
s ervera la tutelle a la mere, celle-ci
aura necessairement pour co -tuteur le
second mari, qui diviendra solidaire
ment * • respo nsable avec sa femme de
la gestion posterieure a u mariage.

No corresponding article.

CN 1.8 04, Art. 396.
When the family meeting, duly called
shall retain the m o ther i n the tutor
ship, the second husband shall be
come of necessity the cotutor, who for
the administration of the property, sub
sequently to his marriage, becom es
bound in solido with his wife.

Lorsque le conseil <le famille, d ument
convoque, conservera la tutelle a la
mere, ii lui d onnera necessairement
pour cotuteur le second mari, qui de
viendra solidairement responsable, avec
sa femme, <le la gestion posterieure a u
m ariage.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 92 1 , E.S. , No. 34 ; 1 92 6 , No. 3 1 9 ;
1934, N o . 4 7 ( a s a m . by 1 9 35, 2 E. S . , N o . 1 8) .
**Note error in English translation of French text ; "jointly" should be "in

solido."

A RT. 256. The mother is of right the tutrix of her natural
child not acknowledged by the father, or acknowledged by him alone
without her concurrence.
After the death of the mother, the father is of right the tutor of
his natural child acknowledged by him alone.
i st the
The natural child, acknowledged by both, has for tutor, fr
father, in default of him, the mother.
RCC-203, 2 05 , 2 38, 250, 2 6 1.

Rec 1870, Art. 256.

( Same as Art. 2 5 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 274.

(Projet, p. 21.

The father is of right the tutor of
his natural child acknowledged by him.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Le pere est, de droit, tuteur de son
enfant nature! reconnu par Jui.
La
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COMPILED EDITION

The m other is of right the tutrix of
her natural child not acknowledged by
the father.
Par. 2 same as par. 3, above.

CC

1808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1804.

No corresponding article.

Section 3-0F

mere est, de droit, tutrice de son en
fant nature! non reconnu par le pere.
L'enfant reconnu par les deux, a
d'abord pour tuteur le p ere, et a son
defaut, la mere.

THE TUTORSHIP BY WILL

The right of appointing a tutor, whether a relation
ART. 257. *
or a stranger, belongs exclusively to the father or mother dying last.
This is called tutorship by will, because generally it is given by
testament; but it may likewise be given by any declaration by the
surviving father or mother, executed before a notary and two witnesses.
RC C-216, 219, 247, 2 5 0 , 260, 263, 27 0 , 3 3 4 , 3 3 5 , 441, 1574 et seq., 1690
CP-9 5 6 .
Acts 1892, No. 6 1 ; 1920, No. 206; 1926, No. 243; 1 932,
et seq. , 2 8 1 6 .
No. 7 1 .

RCC

1870, Art. 257.

(Same as Art. 257 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 275.

(No reference in Projet)

The right of appointing a tutor,
whether a relation or a stranger, be
longs exclusively to the surviving father
or m other.
This tutorship is called testamentary
tutorship, because generally it is given
by testament, but it may likewise be
given by any declaration by the sur
viving father or mother, executed be
fore a notary and two witnesses.

CC

Cette tutelle s'appelle testamentaire,
parce qu'elle se defere ordinairement
par testament ou acte de derniere vo
lonte; mais elle peut egalement se de
ferer par toute declaration du survi
vant des pere et mere, re�ue pardevant
un notaire et deux temoins.

1808, p. 60, Art. 11.

·P·

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "tutor"; semicolon ( ; ) after "tes
tament."

CN

Le droit de choisir un tuteur, parent
meme etranger, n'appartient qu'au
dernier mourant des pere et mere.
OU

61, Art. 11.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "tuteur'', after "etranger", or
after "testamentaire"; comma ( ,) after
"volonte."

1804, Art. 397.

The individual right of appointing a
tutor, whether a relati o n or a stranger,
belongs exclusively to the father or
m o ther dying last.

Le droit i ndividuel de choisir un tu
teur parent, OU meme etranger, n'appar
tient qu'au dernier mourant des pere et
mere.

-Art. 398.

This right may be exercised only in
the manner prescribed by Article 392,
and under the exceptions and !imita
tions hereafter expressed.

Ce droit ne peut etre exerce que dans
Jes f ormes prescrites par !'article 392,
et sous les exceptions et modifications
ci-apres.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 8 92, No. 6 1 ; 1920, No. 206; 1926,
No. 243.

ART. 258. * The mother who has married again, and who has
not been maintained in the tutorship of the children of her preceding
marriage or marriages, has no right to appoint a tutor to them.
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Art. 259

The father or mother against whom a judgment of divorce has
been obtained has no right to appoint a tutor to the children who are
the issue of the marriage which has been dissolved.
Acts 1 92 1, E.S., No. 34; 1928, No. 283.

RCC 1870, Art. 258.

(Same as Art. 258 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, A1·t. 276.

(No reference in Projet)

The mother, who is married again,
and who is not maintained in the tutor
ship of the children of her preceding
marriage or marriages, has no right t o
appoint a tutor t o them.

La mere remariee et non maintenue
dans la tutelle des enfans de son ou de
ses precedens m ariages, ne peut leur
choisir un tuteur.

CC 1808, p. 60, Art. 12.

-p. 61, Art. 12.
Same as above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "mother", or after "again."

CN 1804, Art. 399.
La mere remanee et non maintenue
dans la tutelle des enfans de son pre
mier mariage, ne peut leur choisir u n
tuteur.

The mother who h a s married again
and who has not been maintained in the
tutorship of the children of her first
marriage, has no right to appoint a
tutor to them.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1921, E.S., No. 34.

ART. 259. The tutor by will is not compelled to accept the
tutorship to which he is appointed by the father or mother.
But if he refuses the tutorship, he loses in that case all the legacies

and other a dvantages, which the person who appointed him may have

made in his favor under a persuasion that he would accept this trust.
RC C-292 et seq., 295 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 259.

(Same as Art. 2 5 9 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 277.

(No reference in Projet)

The tutor by will is not compelled to
accept the tutorship to which he is appointed by the father or mother, if
there are relations of the minors entitled b y l a w t o t h e tutorship in preference to him.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Le tuteur testamentaire n'est pas
tenu d'accepter Ia tutelle qui lui est
deferee par les pere et m ere, s'il existe
des parens qui y soient appeles par l a
Joi de preference a Jui.
Mais s'il refuse la tutelle, en ce cas
ii perd tous Jes legs et autres avantages
que celui ou celle qui !'a nomme, lui
a faits dans !'opinion qu'il accepterait
cette charge.

CC 1808, p. 60, Art. 13.

·1»

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"case", and after "appointed him"; n o
punctuation after "advantages."

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"loi."

61, Art. 13.

CN 1804, Art. 401.
The tutor elected by the father or
mother is not compelled to accept the
tutorship, unless he b e one of the class
of persons on whom, in the absence of
this special election, the family meeting
could have conferred the tutorship.

Le tuteur elu par le pere OU la mere,
n'est pas tenu d'accepter la tutelle, s'il
n'est d'ailleurs dans la classe des per
sonnes qu'a defaut de cette election
speciale le conseil de famille eut pu en
charger.
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ART. 260. * The judge may refuse to con firm the tutorship
given by the surviving father or mother, if he deems it conducive to
the interest of the minor, provided i t be by and with the advice of
the family meeting.
In this case a tutor is appointed to the minor agreeably to the
rules hereafter prescribed.
RCC-2 5 2 , 2 5 4 , 2 5 7 , 2 6 3 et seq., 2 7 0 et seq., 281 et seq., 307 et seq., 312.
CP-924, 956. Acts 1 9 2 6 , No. 3 1 9; 1934, No. 47 (as am. by 1935, 2E.S., No. 18 ) .

RCC 1870, Art. 260.**

(Same as Art. 2 6 0 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 278.

(No reference in Projet)

The judge may refuse to confirm the
tutorship given by the surviving father
or m o ther, if he deems it conducive to
the interest of the minor, provided it be
by and with the advice of the assembly
of the family.
And in this case a tutor is appointed
to the minor agreeably to the rules hereafter prescribed.

Le juge peut refuser de confirmer la
tutelle d eferee par le dernier mourant
des p ere et mere, s'il le croit convenable
aux interets du mineur, p ourvu que ce
soit par e t avec l'avis de l'assemblee de
famille.
En ce cas, le mineur est pourvu d'un
autre tuteur, conformement aux regles
ci-apres prescrites.

CC 1808, p. 60, Art. 14.

-p. 61, Art. 14.
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above; but
comma (,) after "soit par."
Et en ce cas le mineur est pourvu
d'un autre tuteur conformement aux
regles ci-apres prescrites.

S a m e as above.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1926, No. 319; 1934, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

**Official edition reads "Art. 269."

ART. 261 . The father or mother who is entitled to the tutor·
ship of the natural child, according to the provisions of article 256,
can choose a tutor for him, whose appointment, to he valid, must be
approved by the judge.
RCC-25 6.

RCC 1870, Art. 261.*

(Same as Art. 2 6 3 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 279.

(Projet, p.
redactors )

The father or mother of the natural
child acknowledged by either of them,
can choose a tutor for him, whose ap
pointment, to be valid, must be ap
proved by the judge.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

21.

Addition

adopted;

comment by

Le pere OU la mere d e l'enfant na
ture! reconnu, peut Jui choisir un tu
teur, dont la nomination aura besoin,
pour etre valable, d'etre approuvee par
le juge.

*Official edition reads "Art. 270."

ART. 262. If the parent who died last has appointed several
tutors to the children, the person first mentioned shall he alone charged
with the tutorship, and the second shall not be called to it, except in
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Art. 263

case of the death, absence, refusal, incapacity or displacing of the
fri st, and in like manner as to the others in succession.
RCC-302 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 262.

( S a m e as Art. 262 of Proposed R evision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 280.

(Projet, p.
redactors)

If the parent, who died last, has ap
pointed several tutors to the children,
the person first m e ntioned shall be alone
charged with the tutorship, and the sec
ond shall not b e called to it, except in
case of the death, absence, incap acity
or displacing of the first, and in like
manner as to the others in succession.

CC 1808.

N o corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

21.

Addition

adopted;

comment

by

Si le dernier mourant des pere et
m ere avait nomme plusieurs tuteurs a
ses enfans, le premier nomme serait
seul charge de l a tutelle, et le second
n'y serait appele qu'en cas de mort,
absence, incap acite ou destitution du
premier, et ainsi de suite.

Section 4-oF THE TUTORSHIP BY THE EFFECT OF THE LAW
ART. 263.
When a tutor has not been appointed to the minor
by father or mother dying last, or if the tutor thus appointed has not
been confirmed or has been excused, then the judge ought to appoint
to the tutorship the nearest ascendant in the direct line of the minor.
RCC-84, 247, 250, 257, 260, 270, 307 et seq., 334, 335.
952 et seq. Acts 1894, No. 45.

CP-944 et seq.,

RCC 1870, Art. 263.

(Same as Art. 263 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

C C 1825, Art. 28 1 .

(No reference in Projet)

Same a s above.

When a tutor has not been appointed
to the minor by the surviving father o r
mother, o r i f such tutor having b e e n
appointed, has not been confirmed o r
has been excused, then the judge o ught
to appoint to the tutorship the nearest
ascendant in the direct line of the
minor.

Lorsqu'il n'a pas ete choisi au mineur
u n tuteur par l e dernier mourant d e
s e s pere et m e r e , o u si ce tuteur n'a
p a s ete confirme, ou a ete excuse, l e
juge doit deferer la tutelle a son plus
proche ascendant en ligne directe.

CC 1808, p. 60 Art. 1 5.

-p. 61, Art. 1 5 .

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "appointed"; comma (,)
after
"confirmed."

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "confirme."

CN 1804, Art. 402.
When a tutor has not been appointed
to the minor by the father or mother
dying last, the tutorship belongs of
right to his paternal grandfather; in
default of such, to his maternal grand
father, and so on ascending, in such
manner that the paternal ascendant
shall be preferred always to the m a 
ternal ascendant of the same degree.

Lorsqu'il n'a pas ete choisi au mineur
un tuteur par le dernier mourant de
ses pere et mere, la tutelle appartient
de droit a son a"ieul paternel; a default
de celui-ci, a son a"ieul maternel, et ainsi
en remontant, de maniere que !'ascend
ant paternel soit toujours prefere a !'as
cendant maternel du meme degre.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 20, par. 1 .
When the minor child has neither
father nor mother the family m eeting
'
ought to appoint to the tutorship the
nearest ascendant.

Lorsque l'enfant mineur n'a ni pere
ni mere, le conseil de famille doit de
ferer la tutelle a !'ascendant le plus
proche.
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ART. 264. In case there shall be more than one ascendant in
the same degree, in the direct line, but of different sexes, the tutorship
shall he given to the male.
CP-952 et seq.

RCC-25, 270 et seq., 302, 893.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 264.

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 282.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as abo ve .

CC 1808, p. 60,

En cas de conco urs de plusieurs as
cenda ns e n ligne directe a u meme de
gre e t de sexe different, la tutelle est
deferee a u ma le .
Art.

1 6.

-p.

Same as above ; but no punctuatio n
a fter " de gree ."

CN 1 804.

6 1 , A r t . 16.

Same as a bove .

No corresponding article.

Book I , T itle I X , Art. 2 0 , par. 2 .
I n case there shall b e two ascendants
En cas d e concours de deux ascenin the same degree , but of different dans a u meme degre et de sexe ditffir
sexes, the tuto rship is co nfe rred on ent, la tutelle est defe ree au male.
the male.
Projet d u Gouvernement ( 1 800),

ART. 265. * In case there shall be more than one ascendant in
the same degree, in the direct line, and of the same sex, the judge shall
appoint one of them as tutor by and with the advice of the family
meeting.
RCC-2 81 et seq. CP-952 et seq. Acts 1926, No. 319 ; 1934, No . 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5, 2E.S., No . 1 8 ) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 265.

(Same as Art. 2 6 5 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1825,

Art. 283.
(No reference in Projet)
In case there shall be more than one
En cas de conco urs de plusie urs as
ascendant in the same degree, in the
cendans en ligne directe , au rneme degre
direct line , and of the same sex, the
et de m eme sexc , le juge choisira celui
judge shall appoint one o f the m as tutor a uq ue l la tutelle doit ctre defe ree , ·
by and with the advice of the meeting d'apres l'avis de l'assemb!ee de famille.
o f the family.

CC 1 808, p. 60, Art. 1 7.

-p. 6 1 , Art. 1 7.

Same as above ; but no punctuatio n
a fter " de gree ."

Same as a bove; but no punctuation
afte r "directe."

CN 1 804,

Art. 403.

Si, a defaut de l'aleul paterne l et de
l'aleul mate rnel du mineur, la conc ur
rence se trouvait etablie e ntre deux
asce ndans du degre supe rie ur qui ap
partinssent tous deux a la ligne pate r
nelle du mine ur, la tu te lle passera de
droit a celui des deux qui se tro uvera"
etre l'aleul pater nel du pere du mine ur .

If, in default of the paternal grand
father a n d of the maternal grandfather,
a n equal claim shall appear to be es
tablishe d between two ascendants of
the higher de gree in the pate rnal
line of the minor, the tutorship shall
pass of righ t to that one of the two
who is the paternal gra ndfather of the
father of the minor.
-Art. 404.

If the re are two great-grandfathers
in the maternal line , the nominatio n
shall be made by the family meeting,
which, ne ve rtheless, mus t choose one of
these two ascenda nts .

Si la meme concurrence a lieu entre
deux bisale uls de la ligne maternelle,
la nomination sera faite par le conse il
de famille , q ui ne pourra neanmo ins
que choisir l'un de ces deux ascendans.

*In connection with th is article see Acts 1926, No . 3 1 9; 1934, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 93 5 , 2E.S., No . 1 8 ) .
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Art. 267

ART. 266. The grandmother of the minor is the only woman
who has a right to c laim the tutorship by the effect of the law, but she
is not compelled to accept it.
CP-95 2 et 1rnq.

RCC 1870, Art. 266.
Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)

CC 1825, Art. 284.
Same as above.

L'ayeule du mineur est l a seule
f emme qui puisse reclamer sa tutelle le
gitime, mais elle n'est pas obligee de
!'accepter.

CC 1808, p. 60, Art. 1 8.
Same as

above ;

but

-p.

semicolon

(; )

6 1 , Art. 1 8.

S ame as abov e .

after "law."

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 267.* In ca se the m inor has no ascendant i n the d irect
line, the tutorship shall be g iven to the nearest of k in in the collateral
line.
And if there arc t wo or more relations in the same degree, the
ju dge shall appoint one of them by and with the a d vice of the family
meeting.
RCC-84, 85, 257 et seq., 270, 281 et seq., 295, 308, 309, 31 2. CP-953
et seq. Acts 1 926, No. 319 ; 1 9 34, No. 47 ( as am. by 1 935, 2E.S., No. 18 ) .

RCC 1870, Art. 267.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 285.

( Same a s Art. 267 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
similar t o CC 1825, Art. 285, as amended by Acts
1855, No. 20 7 ms § § 4 20, 2 346] )
(No refere n c e in Projet)

In case the minor has no a scendant
in the direct line, the legal tutorship
shall be given to the nearest of kin in
the collateral line, who comes immedi
ately after the presumptive heir or
heirs of the minor.
And if there are two or more rela
tions in the same degree after the pre
sumptive heir or heirs of the minor,
the judge . shall appoint one of them
by and with the advice of the meeting
of the family.

Dans le cas ou le m ineur n'aurait
pas d'ascendans en ligne directe, l a
tutelle legitime sera deferee au plus
proche parent en !igne c ollaterale, qui
vient immediatement apres l'heritier o u
! e s heritiers presomptifs d u mineur.
Et s'il y a plusieurs p arens au meme
degre, immediatement apres l'heritier
ou les heritiers presomptifs du mineur,
le juge choisira parmi eux celui auquel
la tutelle doit etre deferee, d'apres
!'avis de l'assemblee de famille.

CC 1808, p. 62, Art. 1 9.

-p .

In case the minor has no ascendant
in the direct line, the legal tutorship
shall be given to the nearest of kin in
the collateral line who comes imm e diately after the presumptive heir o r
heirs o f the said minor.
And if there are two or more rela
tions in the same degree after the pre
sumptive heir or heirs of said minor,
the judge shall appoint one of them
by and with the advice of the meeting
of the family.

63, Art.

1 9.

S ame as above ; but no punctuation
a f ter "collaterale", or after "degre. "

CN 1804. No corresponding article.
•rn connection with this article see .Acts 1 9 26, No. 31 9 ; 1 9 34, No. 47 (as am.
by 193 5, 2E . S . , No. 18) .
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ART. 268.
The relation even in the f ourth degree inclusively,
who refuses to take charge of the tutorship, is responsible to the minor
for all losses and damages which may result therefrom.
RCC-295, 3 1 0.

RCC 1870, Art. 268.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 286.

( Projet, p. 2 1 .

Same as above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 18 04.

No corresponding article.

ART. 269.
tions by affinity.

Addition adopte d ; no

comment)

Le parent, jusqu'au quatrieme degre
inclusivement, qui refuse de se charger
de la tutelle, est responsable envers le
mineur de toutes Jes pertes et dom
mages qui peuvent Jui en resulter.

Under the name

relation are not included connec·

RCC-892.

RCC 187 0, Art. 269.
Same as above.

CC 1825, A1·t. 287.

( Proj et, p. 2 1 .

Same as above.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Sous le nom de parens, ne sont pas
compris Jes allies.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresp onding article.

Section 5-oF DATIVE TUTORSHIP

ART. 270. * When a minor is an orphan, and has no tutor ap·
pointed by his father or mother, nor any relations who may claim
the tutorship by the effect of the law, or when the tutor appointed
in some of the modes above expressed, is liable to he excluded accord·
ing to the rules hereafter established, or is excused legally, in such
cases the judge shall appoint a tutor to the minor, by and with the
advice of the family meeting.
R C C-84, 85, 2 1 9 , 2 4 7 , 2 5 0 et seq., 2 5 3 , 2 5 7 et seq., 260, 2 6 3 et seq., 2 8 1
et seq., 2 92 , 2 9 5 , 3 08, 3 12 , 3 3 5, 4 1 5. CP-92 4 , 9 4 4 et seq., 948, 9 5 2 et seq., 9 5 7,
9 5 9.

Acts 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 34 No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 3 5, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 187 0, Art. 270.

( Same as Art. 2 70 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 288.

(No reference in Projet)

·when a minor is an orphan, and has
no tutor appointed by his father or
mother, nor any relations who may
claim the tutorship by the effect of the
law, or when the tutor appointed in
some of the modes above expressed, is
liable to b e excluded according to the
rules hereafter established, or is ex-

Lorsqu'un mineur. restera sans pere
ni mere, ni tuteur elu par ses pere et
mere, ni parens qui puissent reclamer
sa tutelle I egitime, comme aussi lors
que le tuteur de I'une des qualites ci
dessus exprimees, se trouvera dans le
cas des exclusions qui sont ci-apres
etablies, ou va!ablement excuse, il sera
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cused legally, in such cases the judge
shall appoint a tutor to the minor, by
and with the advice of the meeting of
the family.

CC 1808,

p.

p ourvu par le juge a la nomination d'un
tuteur au mineur, sur l'avis de l'assem
blee de famille.

62, Art. 20.

-p.

When a minor shall be an orphan and
shall have no tutor appointed by his
father or mother, nor any relations who
may claim the tutorship by the effect
of the law, or when the tutor appointed
in some of the modes above expressed,
shall be liable to be excluded accord
ing to the rules hereafter established,
or shall be excused legally, then and
in such cases, the judge shall appoint
a tutor to said mino1· by and with the
advice of the meeting of the family.

Art. 272

63, Art. 20.

Lorsqu'un mineur restera sans pere
ni mere, ni tuteur elu par ses pere et
mere, ni parens qui puissent reclamer
sa tutelle legitime, comme aussi lorsque
le tuteur de l'une des qualites ci-dessus
exprimees, se trouvera dans le cas d e s
exclusions q u i s o n t ci-apres etablies, ou
valablement excuse, ii sera pourvu par
le juge a la nomination d'un tuteur a u
d i t mineur sur l ' avis d e l'assemblee d e
famille.

CN 1804, Art. 405.
When a minor not emancipated is an
orphan, and has no tutor appointe d by
his father or mother, nor male ascen
dants, or when the tutor appointed in
one of the modes above expressed shall
be liable to be excluded according to
the rules hereafter established, or is ex
cused legally, the family meeting shall
appoint a tutor.

Lorsqu'un enfant mineur et non
emancipe restera sans pere ni mere,
ni tuteur e!u par SCS pere OU mere, ni
ascendans males, comme aussi lorsque
l e tuteur de l'une des qualites ci-dessus
e xprimees se trouvera ou dans le cas
des exclusions dont ii sera parle ci
apres, ou valablement excuse, ii sera
p o urvu, par un conseil de famille, a la
nomination d'un tuteur.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 6 , No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 47 (as am.
by 1935, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 271 . * Whenever it shall occur that n o one will take upon
himself the tutorship of a minor, and comply with existing laws b y
giving the required security, it shall h e the duty o f t h e judge to summon
a family meeting, and with its advice to nominate one discreet and
responsible person in the parish to be tutor, and another to be under
tutor, who shall in all respects comply with existing laws in relation
to tutors, except that of giving bond.
Acts 1 922, No. 3 1 ;
RCC-27 3 , 281 et seq., 313, 3 1 8 , 3 2 1 , 3314.
CP-7 5 7.
1 92 6, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1.870, Art. 2 7 1 .
Same a s above.

CC 1825.

(Same as Art. 271 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;
similar to Acts 1833-3 4 , p. 1 1 2, § 4 , Acts 1 8 4 6 ,
No. 9 6 , § 4 , and Acts 1 8 5 5 , N o . 3 2 4 , § 4 [RS § 2 3 2 9 ] )

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 922, No. 3 1 ; 1 9 2 6 , No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4 ,
am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2 E . S . , N o . 1 8 ) .

No 47 ( a s

ART. 272. The judge can appoint a tutor to a foundling or a
child abandoned, giving the preference always* to the person protecting it.
RCC-2 1 3 , 2 8 2 , 337 et seq., 3 3 1 4.

RCC 1870, Art. 272.
S ame as above.
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1 825, Art. 296.

CC
CN

22.

( Projet, p.

Same as above.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Le j uge peut nommer d'office un tu.
teur a l'enfant trouve OU abandonne,
en donnant la preference* a celui qui
l'a recueilli.

1808.

No corresponding article.

1 804.

No corresponding article.

* "Always" has no counterpart in French text.

S ection 6-0F THE UNDERTUTOR
AnT. 2 73. In every tutorship there shall be an undertutor,
whom it shall be the duty of the judge to appoint at the time the letters
of tutorship are certified for the tutor.
R C C-247, 2 5 2 , 2 7 1 , 3 06 , 3 07, 406, 4 1 5 .

RCC

1 870, Art. 273.

Same as above.

CC

( Projet, p. 22. Amendment amended and adopted ;
comment by redactors)

1 825, Art. 300.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"every tutorship."

CC

Dans toute tutelle ii y aura un subroge tuteur qu'il sera du devoir du
juge de nommer d'office, en meme temps
qu'il expediera au tuteur des lettres
de tutelle.

1808, p. 64, Art. 32.

·P·

In every tutorship there shall be an
under tutor appointed by the judge.

CN

1804, Art. 420,

par.

65, Art. 32.

Dans toute tutelle ii y aura un sub·
roge tuteur nomme par le juge.

1.

In every tutorship there shall b e an
undertutor appointed b y the family
meeting.

Dans toute tutelle ii y aura un sub
roge tuteur, nomme par le conseil de
famille.

·Art. 4 2 1 , par· 1 .
When the duties o f tutorship shall
have devolved on a person of one of
the classes specified in sections I, II, and
III of this chapter, the tutor shall, be
fore entering into the duties of his of
fice, cause a family meeting, composed
as provided in section IV, to be con
voked for the appointment of an under·
tutor.

Lorsque !es fonctions du tuteur se
ront devolues a une personne de l'une
des qualites exprimees aux sections I,
II, et III du present chapitre, ce tuteur
devra, avant d'entrer en fonctions, faire
convoquer, pour la nomination du sub
roge tuteur, un conseil de famille com
pose comme ii est <lit en la section IV.

-Art. 422.

In the other tutorships, the appoint
ment of the undertutor shall take place
immediately after that of the tutor.

Dans !es autres tutelles, la nomina
tion du subroge tuteur aura lieu imme
diatement apres celle du tuteur.

ART. 274. The undertutor shall, prior to his entering upon the
exercise of his duties, take an oath before the proper officer, that he
will well and faithfully fulfill his trust.
RCC-49, 2 75, 3 1 3, 3 3 4 , 1 1 2 6.

RCC

1..8 70, A ..t. 274.

(Same as Art. 274 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
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Art. 276

( No reference in Projet)

CC 1825, Art. 328.

Both the tutor and the under-tutor
shall, prior to their entering upon the
exercise of their duties, take an oath
before the judge, that they will well
and faithfully fulfil their trust.

Le tuteur et le subroge tuteur sont
tenus avant d'entrer dans l'exercice de
leur charge, d e preter serment, devant
l e juge, de se bien et fidelement comporter dans leurs fonctions.

CC 1808,

-p.

p.

68, Art. 53.

Both the tutor and the under tutor
shall prior to their entering upon the
exercise of their duties, take an oath
before the judge that they shall well
and faithfully fulfil their trust.

CN

1804.

69, Art. 53.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "serment."

No corresponding article.

ART. 275. It is the d uty o f t he undertutor to act for the m inor ,
whenever the interest of the minor i s i n opp osition to t he intere st of
the tutor.
If the tutor should neglect to render his annual account as re
quired by law , the undertutor must give n otice to t he judge having
jurisdiction , that the tutor has failed to a c c ount, whereupon the judge
shall order the tut or to render hi s account.
RCC- 5 5 , 2 7 4 , 276, 279,
et seq., 407, 4 1 0, 3 3 3 1 , 3 3 35.

RCC 1870, Art. 275.

306,

323

e t seq. ,

336

e t seq.,

3 5 3,

355,

356

( Same a s Art. 275 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 0 1 .

(No reference in Proje t )

Same a s par. 1, above.

CC 1808,

p.

Les fonctions du subroge tuteur con
sistent a agir pour des interets du mi
neur, lorsqu'i!s sont en opposition avec
ceux du tuteur.

64, Art. 33.

·P·

It is the duty of the under tutor t o
act for the minor whenever t h e interest
of the minor is in opposition with the
interest of the tutor.

CN 1804, Art, 420,

par.

65, Art. 33.

Les fonctions du subroge tuteur con
sistent a agir pour les interets du mi
neur, lorqu'i!s sont e n opposition avec
c e ux du tuteur.

2.
S e s fonctions consisteront a agir pour
les interets du mineur, lorsqu'ils seront
en opposition avec ceux du tuteur.

It shall be his duty to act for the
mino1', whenever the interest of t h e
mino1· shall b e in opposition to t h e in
terest of the tutor.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 36, par. 2.
Same as C C
above.

1 8 08 , p.

64,

Art.

Same
a bove.

3 3,

as

CC

1 8 0 8 , p.

6 5, Art.

33,

ART, 2 76. The undertutor can not be a member of family
meetin gs, but he m u st be present for the purpose of advising, and
when he is of opinion that the determination of the meeting is injuri·
ous to the interest s of the minor, it i s hi s duty to oppose the homolo ga
tion of the proceedings.
RCC-2 7 5 , 2 7 7 , 2 8 1 , 328, 4 08.

RCC 1870, Art. 276.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 302.
Same as above.

( Projet, p.
redactors)

22.

Addition

adopted;

comment

by

Le subroge tuteur n e pourra etre
m e mbre des assemblees de famille; mais
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il devra y etre appele et y aura voix
consultative ; et lorsqu'il croira que la
deliberation de l'assemblee de famille
blesse !es interets du mineur, il sera de
son devoir de s'opposer a son homolo
gation.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 277. Whenever an undertutor shall refuse to approve
of the deliberations of a family meeting, or obje ct to their homologa·
t ion , the court shall de cide whether the opposition is well founded,
and if not, the opposition shall be overruled , and the deliberations
homologated, as if no o pposition had taken place. When the court
shall de cide that the opposition of the undertutor is unfounded, and
sha ll homologate the deliberations of the family meeting, the under
t utor who shall have made the opposition, shall be exonerated from
all responsibility.
RCC-276, 281, 2 9 1 , 328.

RCC

1 870, Art. 277.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2 7 7 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as Acts 1 8 3 0 , p. 48, §5, Acts 1855, No.
252, § 5, and Acts 1 8 5 5 , No. 324, § 1 0, par. 2 ms
§ 2 3 3 5 , par. 2l )

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2 78. The undertutor who fails or negle cts to cause to be
ins cr ibed in the manner req uired by law, the evidence of the minor's
legal mortgage against h is tutor , shall be liable for all the damages
which the minor may s ustain in conseq uence of such failure or neg·
le ct ; and this claim for damages shall not be prescribed so long as
the minor's right of a ction exists against h is t utor.
RCC-323, 324, 3 2 8 , 3 6 2 , 3 3 14, 3 3 30, 3 3 3 1 , 3 3 42 , 3351, 3522.

Acts 1920,

N o . 2 2 3 (as am. by 1 9 2 4, No. 68, and 1 926, No. 2 8 3 ) ; 1 922, No. 2 1 .

RCC

1 870, Art. 278.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2 7 8 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
i n conformity with Acts 1869, No. 9 5 , § 2 ms

§ 2 360] )

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresp_onding article.

ART. 279. The tutorship does not devolve on the undertutor,
when it is vacant.
B ut when it b e comes ne cessary to appoint another tutor, it is
the duty of the undertutor, under his responsibility, to cause such
appointment to be made .
RC C-308, 309, 3 12, 3 1 5 , 409.

RCC

1870, Art. 279.

Same as above.
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CC 1 825, Art. 303.

(No reference i n Projet)

S ame as above.

CC 1 808,

p.

Art. 281

L e subrog e tuteur n e remplace pas
l e tuteur, lorsque la tutelle est vacante.
Mais lorsqu'il y a lieu au remplace
m ent d'un tuteur, le subroge tuteur e s t
tenu, sous sa responsabilite d e le pro
voquer.

64, Art. 34.

-p. 65, Art. 34.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
But when it becomes necessary to ap
point another tutor, it is the duty of

S ame as above; but n o punctuation
after "le tutem"' ; c o m m a ( , ) after "re
sponsabilite."

the under tutor, under his responsibility
to cause said appointment to be made.

CN 1 804, Art. 424.
The tutorship shall not devolve of
right on the undertutor wh<'n it be
comes vacant, or when it is abandoned
by absence ; but the umlertutor shall
be bound in such case, under liability
fo1· the damages which may result there
from to the minor, to c ause the appoint
ment of a new tutor.

Le subroge tuteur ne remplacera pas
de plein droit le tuteur, lorsque la tutelle
deviendra vacante, ou qu'elle sera aban
donnee par absence; mais ii devra, e n
c e c a s , sous p e i n e des dommages-inte
rets qui pourraient en r esulter pour le
m i n e ur, provoquer la nomination d'un
n o uveau tuteut".

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book I , Ti lle IX, Art. 3 6, pars. 3, 5.
S ame as CC
above.

1 8 08,

p.

64, Art.

34,

II ne remplace pas le tuteur, lorsque
la tutelle est vacante.
Lorsqu'il y a lieu a u remplacement
cl' u n tuteur, le subroge tuteur est tenu,
s o u s sa responsabilite , de le provoquer.

ART. 280.
The duties of the undertutor are at a n end at the
same time with the tutorship.
RCC-356 et seq., 3 5 9, 361, 37 9, 4 1 1 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 280.

( No reference i n Prnjet)

S ame as above .

CC 1 825, Art. 304.
Les fonctions d u subroge tuteur ces
sent a la meme epoque que la tutelle.

S ame as above.

CC 1 808,

p.

64, Art. 35.

-p.

Same as above.

65, Art. 35.
Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 425.

Les fonctions du subroge tuteur ces
seront a la meme e p o que que la tutelle.

Same as above.

Section 7-0F

FAMILY MEETINGS

ART. 281. *
Family meetings, in all cases in which they are
required by law, for the interest of minors or of other p �rsons, must
.
he composed of at least five relations, or in default o f relations, friends
of him on whose interests they are called upon to deliberate.
These relation s or friends must be selected from among those
domiciliated in the parish in which the meeting is held, or in a nei?h·
boring parish provided they do not reside at a distance exceedmg
thirty miles .
RCC-38, 276, 282 et seq.
2E. S., No. 18) .

by 1 935 ,
Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 31 9 ; 1 9 34, No. 47 ( as am.
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Art. 282
RCC
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1 870, Art 28 1 .

( Same as Art. 2 8 1 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ·
same as C C 1 8 2 5 , Art. 3 0 5 , as amended by Act

�

S a m e as above.

1 826, p. 1 6 2 r n s § § 4 2 1 , 1 4 9 9 J )

CC

1 825, Art. 305.

(Projet, p . 22.

A d dition t adopted ; no comment)

L'assemblee de famille, dans tous !es

Par. 1 same as par. 1 , above.

cas ou elle est requise par la Joi, con
ccrnant Jes interets des mineurs ou ceux
d' autres personnes, doit etre composee

These relations

o r friends

must

d'au m oins cinq des parens OU a defaut
de parens, des amis de celui sur Jes interets d uquel ii s'agit de deliberer.

be

Ces parens ou amis seront pris parmi
c e ux qui sont domicilies dans la pa
roisse o u l'assemblee doit se tenir.

selected from among those domiciliated
in the parish in which the meeting is
held.

CC

1 808,

p.

62, Art. 2 1 .

-p 63, Art. 2 1 .

I n such a case a n d indeed in every
case when it is prescribed and necessary
that a meeting of the family shall be
call e d , such meeting shall consist of at
least five of the relations, or if there
be no relations, of the friends of the
minor, called by order of the judge who
is to appoint the tutor, in the office of
any n otary or justice of the peace
residing in the place, which said notary
or justice of the peace shall put their
deliberation in writing and cause it to
be signed by such of the attending re

L'assemblee d e famille clans ce cas,
et dans tous Jes autres ou elle est pre
scrite ou necessaire, devra etre com
posee d'au moins cinq des parens ou
amis a defaut de parens du mineur, con
vo ques par ordre du juge qui doit nom
m e r le tuteur, en l'etude du premier no
tail'e o u juge de paix d u lieu, lequel
devra rediger leur deliberation par ecrit
et l a faire signer par ceux des delibe
rans qui savent signer et la signer lui
meme. ( Suppressed on recommendation
of redactors; Projet, p . 2 1 )

lations or friends as know how to sign
a n d shall also sign it himself.
(Sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors ; Pro jet, p. 2 1 )

CN

1 804, Art. 407, par. 1 .
L e conseil de famille sera compose,
non compris le juge de paix, de six
parens o u allies, pris tant dans la com
mune ou la tutelle sera ouverte que
dans la distance de deux myriametres,
moitie du cote paternel, moitie du cote
maternel, et en suivant l'ordre de proxi

The family meeting shall be com
posed, exclusive of the justice of the
peace, of six relatives or connections
taken from the town or from within
two
m yriameters distance from the
place where the tutorship
shall be
opened, half of the m e mbers from the
paternal and half from the maternal
side, f ollowing the order of proximity
in each line.

mite dans chaque ligne.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 34, No. 47
by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

(as am.

ART. 282. The relations shall b� selected according to their
proximity beginning with the nearest.
The relation shall b e preferred to the connection of the same
degree, and among relations of the same degree, the eldest shall he
preferred.
RCC-28 1 , 283 et seq.

RCC

1.870, Art. 282.

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 306.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 23.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les parens y seront appeles suivant
l'ordre de la proximite, commeh�ant
par Jes plus proches.
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Art. 285

Le parent sera prefere a l'allie du
m e m e degr e ; et parmi Jes parens d u
m eme degre, l e p l u s a g e a celui qui l e
sera l e moins.

CC 1808. No corresponding article.
CN 1804, Art. 4o7.
Par. 1 quoted under RCC 1 8 7 0 , Art. 2 8 1 , a bove.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Le parent sera prefere a l'allie du
meme degre ; et, parmi Jes parens de
meme degre, le p l us age a celui qui le
sera le moins .

. ART. 283. Any person who shall hav e interests conflicting
with those o f a minor, in any matt er in which a family m eeting may

be necessary, shall be incomp etent to be a memb er
meeting, although he be one of t h e n ea r est r elations .
RCC 1 870, Art. 283.

( Same as Art. 2 8 3 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar to Acts 1828, No. 8 3 , § 2 4 ; same as Acts
1 8 5 5 , No. 2 5 2 , § 1 rns § 1 49 4 ) )

Same as above.

CC 1 825.

N o corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 284.
meeting, shall

o f said family

Th e appointment of th e memb ers of the family
hy th e jud ge.

be made

RCC 1 870, Art. 2 84.
Same as above.

CC 1.825, Art. 307.
Same

as

( Pro jet, p. 2 3 .

Addition + adopted ; no comment)

La
nomination
des
membres
de
l'assernblee de famille sera faite par le
juge.

above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN · 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2 85.
The fam ily m eet ing shall be h eld b efor e the r e·
of th e par ish, a justice of t h e p eac e, or notary public appointed
the j ge for th e purpose. It shal l b e called for a fixed day and
by citations d el iv ered at l east three days b efor e th e d ay appointed
the meeting.
The family meeting may h e h eld a t an ear lier d a y b y consent o f
members composing it and th e un dertutor .

corder
by
ud
hour,
for
:the

RCC-330.
Rec 18701 Art. 2ss.
.Same as above.

n of 1869 ;
( Same as Art. 2 8 5 of Propos ed Revisio
§2 CRS
in conform ity with Acts 1864-65 , N o . 53,

§3066 ] )

English text
(Proje t, p. 2 3 . Additi on amen d e d in
and adopte d ; no comme nt)
· The family
L'assemb lee de famille . s e tiendra �e
meeting shall be held benotaire
fore a justice of the peace or notary
vant tout juge de pa1x ou
Elle �era
publi c appointed by the judge for the
n om m e par le juge a cet effet.
sommations
purpose. It shall be called for a fixed
conv oquee a jour fixe p a r
avant le
jours
trois
moins
day -and hour, by citations delivered at
au
rees
deliv
,
le �st three days before the day apj ou r fixe pour l'assemble e .
pomted for the meet ing.

CC 1825, Art. 308.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.
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1 804, Art. 4 1 5, sentence t .

The assembly shall be held a s of right
at the office of the justice of the peace,
unless he designates another place.

Cette assemblee se tiendra de plein
droit chez le juge de paix, a moins qu'il
ne designe l ui-meme un autre local.

-Art. 4 1 6.
The family meeting shall be presided
over by the justice of the peace who
may join in the deliberation, and who
shall prevail if the parties are evenly
divided.

Le conseil de famille sera preside
par le juge de paix, qui y aura voix de
liberative, et preponderante en cas de
partage.

-Art. 41 t .

The time for meeting shall b e fixed
by the j ustice of the peace for a certain
day, but in such a manner that there
shall be always, between the n otice of
citation and the day set for the family
meeting, an interval of at least three
days, when all the parties cited reside
in the town, or within a distance of
two myriameters.
In all cases where, among those cited
there shall be some domiciled at a
greater distance, the delay shall be
augmented by one day for every three
myriameters.

Le delai pour comparaitre sera regle
par le juge de paix a jour fixe, mais de
maniere q u'il y ait toujours, entre la
citation notifiee et le jour indique pour
la reunion du conseil, un intervalle de
trois jours au moins, quand toutes }es
parties citees resideront dans la com
mune, ou dans la distance de deux
myriametres.
Toutes }es fois que, parmi les parties
citees, il s'en trouvera de domiciliees
au dela de cette distance, le delai sera
augmente d'un jour par trois myria
metres.

A.RT. 286. If any relative of a minor, after having been legally
summoned to compose a family meeting, shall fail to attend, he shall
he liable to a fine, at the discretion of the court ordering the family
meeting, not exceeding twenty dollars, to he applied by the court to
wards defraying the expenses of convoking and holding such family
meeting. This fine shall he collected in the same manner as those
imposed on witnesses failing to attend, after having been regularly
summoned.

RCC

1 870, Art. 286.

Same as above.

CC

(Same as Art. 2 8 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar t o Acts 1833-34, p . 1 1 2 , § 1 ; same a s Acts
1855, No. 252, §2 rns § 14951 )

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804, Art. 413.

Any relative, connection by affinity
or friend who has been cited and who,
without legitimate excuse,. fails to ap-·
pear, shall incur a fine not _ _ excee<;lil)g
fifty francs, which fine shall be imposed
by the justice of the peace, and shall
not be subject to appeal.

Tout parent, allie ou . ami, convoque,
et qui, sans excuse legitime , ne com
paraitra point, encourra une amende
q1Ji ne pourra exceder cinquante francs,
et sera prononcee sans appel
par le
·
juge de paix.

ART. 287. If any relative of a minor, after having been legally
summoned to compose a family meeting, shall neglect to attend, the
officer holding the meeting shall have power to appoint, instanter,
friends to compose or complete such family meeting, as in default
of relations.

RCC

1 8 7 0, Art. 287.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 287 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar t o Acts 1 8 3 3-34, p. 1 1 3, §2, and Acts 1855,
No. 252, §3 rns § 1 4 9 6 1 )

CC

1 825.

CC

1 8 08 . No corresponding article.

No corresponding article.
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Art. 290

CN 1 804, Art. 4 1 4.

If there be sufficient excuse, and it
is convenient, either to await the absent
member, or to replace him, in this, as
in all cases, as the interests of the
minor may seem to require, the justice
of the peace may adjourn the meeting
or prorogue it.

S'il y a excuse suffisante, et qu'il
convienne, soit d'attendre le membre
absent, so it de le remplacer ; en ce cas,
comme en tout autre ou l'interet du
mineur semblera l'exiger, le juge de
paix pourra ajourner l'assemblee o u la
proroger.

ART. 288. The notices delivered by the officer in whose office
the family meeting is to he held, to the members who are to compose
it, shall have the same effect, legally, as a summons served by the
sheriff.
RCC 1 870, Art. 288.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 288 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar to Acts 1 8 3 3-34, p. 1 1 2 , § 3 ; same as Acts
1 8 55, No. 2 52, §4 rns § 1 4 9 7 1 )

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No conesponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 289. The members of the family meeting, before com
mencing their deliberations, shall take an oath before the officer before
whom the meeting is held, to give their advice according to the best
of their knowledge, touching the interests of the person on which they
are called upon to deliberate.
RCC 1 870, Art. 289.

Same as above.
C C 1825, Art. 309.

s,tme as above.

(Projet, p. 23. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Les membres de l'assemblee de famille
devont avant d'opiner, preter serment
entre Jes mains de l'officier public devant
qui l'assemblee se tient, de donner leur
avis, en leur ame et conscience, pour le
plus grand avantage de celui sur Jes
interets duquel ils sont appeles a de
liberer.

CC 1 808. No corresponding article.
CN 1804. No corresponding article.

ART. 290. Whenever the officer, before whom the family meet
ing is to he held, shall think proper to . adjourn it in consequence of
the ahserice of a member, or to prorogue it for want of time to termi
nate the business in one day, he can order the a djournment or proro
gation.
RCC 1870, Art. 290.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 0.

(Projet, p. 2 3 .

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "held."

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Dans tous Jes cas ou J'officier public:,
devant qui l'assemblee doit se tenir,
croira convenable de l'ajourner a cause
de !'absence de quelque membre, ou de
la proroger faute de temps suffisant
pour terminer en un jour !es affaires
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p o ur lesquelles elle est convoquee, ii
en pourra ordonner l'ajournement ou
la prorogation.

CC 1 808.

No corresp o n ding article.

CN 1 8 04,

Art.

414.

Q u o ted under RCC 1 8 7 0 , Art. 287, above.

ART. 291.
The officer before whom the family meeting is held,
must make a particular proces verbal of the deliberations, cause the
members of the f amily to sign it, if they know how to sign, sign it
himself, and deliver a copy to the parties that they may have it homol
ogated.
R C C-277.

RCC 1 870,

Art.

29 1 .

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art.

31 1 .

(Projet, p. 2 3 .

Same a s above.

Addition adopted ; no

comment)

L'officier public devant qui l'assemblee
se tient, doit dresser un proces verbal
circonstanc i e de ses deliberations, le
faire signer aux membres de l'assemblee,
s'ils savent signer, et le signer lui
meme, et en delivrer copie aux parties
pour qu'elles puissent en demander
l'homologation.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

SECTION 8-0F THE CAUSES WHICH DISPENSE OR EXCUSE
FROM TH.E TUTORSHIP
ART. 292. The following persons are dispensed or excused
from the tutorship by the privilege of their offices or functions :
1. The Governor and the Secretary o f State ;
2 . The j udges o f the different courts o f this State and t h e officers
of the same ;
3. The Mayor of the city of New Orleans ;
4. The Collector of the Customs ;
5.
The officers and soldiers attached t o the regular troops,
whether on land or sea service, employed and in actual service in this
S tate, and all the officers who are intrusted in this State with any mis·
sion from the Government, as long as they are employed ;
6.
Preceptors and other persons keeping public schools, as long
as they remain in the useful and actual exercise of their profession ;
7. Ministers of the gospel.
RC C-259, 263, 2 7 0 , 2 9 3 et seq., 2 9 6, 2 9 8 , 2 9 9 , 3 0 1 , 302, 4 14, 4 1 5 .

CP-

5 8 0, 1 0 5 9.
Art. 292.
Same as above.

RCC 1870,
CC 1 825,

Art.

3 1 2.

( Same as Art. 2 92 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )
(Projet, p . 2 3 .
Recommendation to suppress re
jected; comment by redactors)
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Par. 1 and subds. 1-4 same as par.
and subds. 1-4, above.

Art. 293

Sont dispenses ou excuses de la tuteTie
par leurs places ou fonctions :
Le gouvcrneur et le secretaire
1.
d'Etat;
Les juges des differentes cours
2.
d e l'Etat et les divers officiers de ces
cours;
Ia
de
Ia ville
de
Le maire
3.
Nouvelle-Orleans ;
Le collecteur de la douane ;
4.
Les militaires attaches aux corp�
5.
des troupes d e ligne o u de Ia marine
cmployes dans cet Etat et en activite
de service, et tous autres officiers qui
remplissent m omentancment dans cet
Etat quelqucs missions du gouverne
mcnt, tandis qu'ils sont en exercice ;

5 . The officers and soldiers attached
to the regular trnops, whether on land
or sea service, employed and in actual
service in this State, and all the other
officers who arc entrusted in this State
with any mission from the ii;overnmcnt,
as long as they are employed ;

6. Les precepteurs et autres per
sonnes tenant des ecoles publiques en
dans
qu'ils restent
tant
cet Etat,
l' exercice utile et reel de leurs fonc
tions;
7. Les ministres du culte.

Subds. 6 , 7 same as subds. 6, 7, above.

CC 1808,

p.

64, Art. 36.

-p .

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
period ( . ) after "functions."
1st. The governor and secretary of
the government ;
Subds. 2 - 7 same as subds. 2-7, above ;
after "same", after
(.)
but period
"Orleans", after " Customs", after "are
employed", and after "profession" ; no
punctuatio n after "sea service" ; "terri
tory" instead o f " State."

65, Art. 36.
Par. 1 same as par. 1 , above.

Le gouverneur et le secretaire d u
1.
gouvernement ;
Subds. 2-7 same as subds. 2-7, above ;
but comma ( , ) after " momentanement
dans ce territoire " ; "ce tenitoire" in
stead of "cet Etat."

CN 1804, Art. 4 2 7 .
The following p ersons are dispensed
from the tutorship :
The members of the authorities es
tablished by Titles II, III, and IV of
the constitutional act ;
The judges of the court of cassa
tion, the commissaire and deputies of
the same court ;
The commissioners of the national
accounts ;
The prefects ;
All citizens exercising a public func
tion in a department other than that
in which the tutorship is established.

Sont dispenses d e Ia tutelle,
Les membres des autorites etablies
par Jes titres II, III et IV de l'acte
co nstitutionne l ;
Les juges a u tribunal d e cassation,
commissail'e et substituts pres le meme
tribunal ;
Les commissaires de Ia comptabilite
nationale ;
Les prefets ;
Tous citoyens exer�ant une fonction
p ublique dans un departement autre
que celui ou la tutelle s'etablit.

·Art. 428.
The

following

are

also

Sont egalement

dispensed

from the tutorship :
The officers and soldiers in actual
service, and all other citizens who are
intrusted, outside the territory o f the
Republic, with a mission of the Govern
ment.

dispenses de

la tu

telle,
Les militaires en activite de service,
et tous autres citoyens qui remplissent,
hoi·s du territoire de la Republique, une
mission du Gouvernement.

ART. 293. The persons mentioned in the preceding article,
who have accepted a tutorship posterior to their being invested with
the offices, engaged in the service, or intrusted with the mission which
dispenses from it, shall not be admitted to he excused on that account.
RCC-2 9 2 et seq., 2 99.

1 65

Art. 294
RCC
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1 870, Art. 293.

(Same as Art. 293 of Proposed Revision of

1869)

S a m e a s above.

CC

1 825, Art. 3 1 3.

(Projet, p. 2 3 .

Recommendation to

suppress re

jected; comment by redactors)
Same as above ; but "dispenses" mis
spelled "dispense."

Les personnes des qualites exprimees
en !'article precedent, qui ont a ccepte
la tutelle posterieurement aux fonctions,
services ou missions qui en dispensent,
ne seront plus admises a s'en faire
de charger pour cette cause.

CC

1 808, p. 64, Art. 37.

-p. 65, Art. 37.

Same as above.

CN

Same as above ; but comma
"services."

(,) after

1 804, Art. 430.

The citizens mentioned in the preced
ing articles, who have accepted a tutor
ship posterior to their being invested
with the offices, engaged in the service,
or intrusted with the mission which
dispenses from it, shall not b e admitted
to be excused on that account.

Les citoyens de la qualite expnmee
aux articles precedens, qui ont accepte
la tutelle posterieurement aux fonctions,
services ou missions qui en dispensent,
ne seront plus admis a s'en faire
decharger pour cette cause.

ART. 294. Those, on the contrary, who shall have been in
vested with offices, who shall have engaged in the service, or shall have
been intrusted with commissions, posterior to their acceptation and
administration of a tutorship, may, if they do not choose to continue
to act as tutor, he excused from the tutorship, and apply for the
appointment of another tutor to supply their place.
RCC-292 et seq., 299.

RCC

1 870, Art. 294.

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 3 1 4.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 2 3 . Recommendation to suppress re�
jected; comment by redactors)
Ceux au contraire a qui ces fonctions,
services ou missions auront ete confies
posterieurement a !'acceptation et ges
tion d'une tutelle, pourront, s'ils ne
veulent pas la conserver, s'en faire
decharger, et requerir la nomination
d'un tuteur pour les rempla cer.

CC

-p. 65, Art. 38.

1 808, p. 64, Art. 3 8.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after· "Those", after "commissions",
after "may", or after "the tutorship."

CN

Ceux au · contraire a qui lesdites
fonctions, s ervices, ou missions auront
ete confies posterieurement a. !'accep
tation et gestion d'une tutelle, pourront,
s'ils ne veulent la conserver, s'en faire
decharger et requerir la nomination d'un
autre tuteur pour Jes remplacer.

1 804, Art. 43 1, par. 1 .

Those, on the contrary, who shall
have been invested with offices, who
shall have engaged in the services, or
shall have been intrusted with com
missions posterior to their acceptation
and administration of a tutorship, may,
if they do not choose to continue to
act as tutor, cause a family meeting
to be called within one month to ap
point another tutor to replace them.

Ceux, au contraire, a qui lesdites
fonctions, services ou missions, auront
ete conferes posterieurement a !'accep
tation et gestion d'une tutelle, pourront,
s'ils ne veulent la conserver, faire con
voquer, dans le mois, un conseil de
famille, pour y etre procede a leur
remplacement.
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Art. 296

ART. 295. No person, who is not a relation of the minor by
consanguinity, or who is only related to him beyond the fourth degree,
can he compelled to accept the tutorship.
RCC-2 5 9 , 2 63, 267, 268, 2 70, 2 9 6 et seq.
RCC

1870,

Art.

( Same as Art. 295 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 )

295 .

Same as above.
CC

Art.

( Projet, p.
redactors )
No person who is neither a relation
nor a connexion by affinity* of the
minor, or who is not related or con
nected with • * him beyond the fourth
degree, can be compelled to accept the
tutorship.
CC

1825,

1808,

p.

66,

Art.

39.

1804,

Art.

Tout individu, non parent du mineur,*
ou qui n'en est parent qu'au* • dela du
quatrieme degre, ne peut etre force
d'accepter la tutelle.

-

No person who is neither a relation
nor a connection• of the minor, can be
compelled to accept the tutorship, ex
cept in cases where there shall not be
in the territory either relations or con
nections* * * able to manage the said
tutorship.
CN

23. Amendment adopted ; comment b y

315.

p.

67, Art. 39.

Tout individu non parent du mineur,*
ne peut etre force d'accepter la tutelle,
que dans le cas ou !edit mineur n'aurait
pas dans le territoire, des parens
males* .. en etat de s'en charger.

432.

No citizen who is neither a relative
nor a connection by affinity can be
compelled to accept the tutorship, ex
cept in the case where there shall not
exist, within the distance of four myria
meters, relatives or connections by
affinity in a position to manage the
tutorship.

Tout citoyen non parent ni allie n e
peut etre force d'accepter la tutelle,
que dans le cas ou ii n'existerait pas,
dans la distance de quatre myriametres,
des parens ou allies en etat de gerer
la tutellc.

*"Nor a c o n n e ction by affinity" has no counterpart in F re n c h text.
* * Note error i n English translation of l•'rcnch tex t ; "not related o r connected
with" should be "only related to."
* .. Note error in English translation of fo'rcnch text ; " e i t h e r n• lutions o r c o n nec
tions" should be " male relations."

ART. 296. Every person who has attained the age of sixty
five years, may refuse to he a tutor.
The person who shall have been appointed prior to that age, may
he excused from the tutorship at the age of seventy years.
RCC-292, 295, 297, 4 1 4 . C P-9 60.
RCC

1870,

Art. 296.

Same as above.
CC

1825,

Art.

( Projet, p. 2 4 . Amendment adopted ; no comment)
Tout individu iige de soixante cinq
ans accomplis, peut refuser d'etre tu
teur.
Celui qui aura ete nomme avant cet
age, pourra, a soixante dix ans, se faire
dechargcr de Ia tutelle.

316.

Same as above.

CC

1808,

p.

66,

Art.

40.

-p.

Every person who has attained the
full age of sixty years may refuse to
be a tutor.

67, Art. 40.

individu age de soixante ans
accomplis, peut refuser d'etre tuteur.

1 67
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A rt. 297

The person who shall have been ap

C e l u i qui aura ete n o m m e avant cet

pointed prior to that age, may be ex

age, p o u rra a soixante-c i n q ans, se faire

cused from the tutorship at the age of

d e charger de la tutcllc.

sixty five years.

CN

1 804, Art. 433.

Same as CC 1 8 2 5 , Art.

3 1 6 , above.

Same a s C C 1 8 2 5 , Art. 3 1 6, above.

ART. 2 97.
Every person affected with a serious infirm ity, may
he excused from the tutorship, if this infirmity be of such nature as
to render him incapable of transacting his own business.
He may even be discharged from the tutorship, if such infirmity
has b efallen him a fter his appointment.
RCC-295, 3 8 9 .

RCC

1 870, Art. 297.

Same as above.

CC

( No referen c e in Projet)

1 825, Art. 3 1 7.

Same as above.

Tout individu atteint d 'une infirmite
grave,
si

pourra s'excuser

cette

infirmite

est

de

de

Ia

tute!le,

nature

a

le

r en dre incapable
de vaquer a ses propres
·
affaircs.
II pouna meme s'en faire d echarger,
si

cette

infirmite est survenue

depuis

sa nomination.

CC

1 808,

p.

66, Art. 4 1 .

·P·

Every person affected with a serious
i n firmity may be excused from the tutorship, if this infirmity b e of such a
nature as to render him incapable of
transacting his own business, he may

67, Art. 4 1 .

Same a s above.

even be discharged from the tutorship,
if such infirmity has befa lle n him after
his appointment.

CN

1 8 04, Art. 434.
Tout individu atteint d ' u n e infirmite

Every person affected with a serious
infirmity duly proved, is dispensed from
the tutorship.
Par. 2 same as CC
par. 2, above.

grave et dument justifiee,

est dispense

de Ia tutelle.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

1 8 2 5, Art. 3 1 7,

ART. 298. The person who is appointed to two tlltorships has
a legal excuse for _ not accepting a third.
He who, being a husband or father, shall have already been ap·
pointed to one tutorship, shall not be compelled to accept a second
tutorship, except it he that of his own children.
_

_

_

_.

_

_

,

_

_

R CC-2 92, 2 9 5 , 4 1 4.

RCC

(Same as Art. 2 9 8 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )"

1 8 70, A!"t. 298.

· Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 318.

Par.
comma

1

same as par.

(,)

( No reference i n Proj et)

1 , above ; but

Deux

tutelles sont pour

to u te

per-

sonne une juste dispense d 'en accepter
une troisieme.

after "tutorships."

H e who, being a husband or a father,
shall have already been appointed to
one tutorship, shall not be compelled to
accept a second tutorship, except it be
that of his own children.

Celui qui, epoux O U pere, sera deja
charge d'une tutelle, n e p ourra etre
tenu d 'en accepter une seconde, ex
cepte - celle de ses enfans.
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CC

1 808, p. 66, Art. 42.

-p.

The person who is appointed to two
tutorships is justly dispensed from ac
cepting a third.
Par. 2 same aR par. 2 , above ; but
no punctuation after "who", or after
"father."

CN 1 804, Art. 435.

Art; 299

S7, Art. 42.

Deux tutelles sont pour toutes per
sonnes unc ju;;te dispense·
d'en accepter une troisieme.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but n o
·
punctuation a te1; "p.ere/'

�

.
Same as above ; btit c·onima ( , ) after
"so11t", after "pei·sonries'', and after
"p-�re."

Same as above.

ART. 299. The tutor, who has excuses to offer against his
appointment, must propose them to the judge who has appointed him,
within ten days after he has been acquainted with his appointment,
or after the same shall have been notified to him, which period shall
be increased one day for every ten miles distance from his residence
to the place where his app ointment was made, and after this delay he
shall no longer be admitted to offer any excuse, unless he has sufficient
reason to account for such delay.
CP-5 8 0 , 9 6 0 , 9 6 1 , 970, 1 0 59 .

RCC

1 87 0, Art. 299.

( Same as Art. 299 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

S a m e as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 3 1 9.

( No reference in Projet)

The tutor, who has excuses to offer
against his appointment, must propose
them to the j udge who has appointed
him, within ten days after he has been
acquainted with his app ointment, or
after the same shall have been notified
to him, which period shall be increased
one day for every four leagues distance
from his residence to the place where
his appointment was made, and after
this delay he shall no longer be admitted to offer any excuse, unless he
has sufficient reason to account for such
delay.

CC 1 808,

p.

6 6, Art. 45.

Le tuteur qui aura des excuses a
faire valoir contre sa nomination , sera
tenu de Jes proposer au juge qui !'a
nomme, dans les dix jours de la con
naissance qu'il aura eue de sa nomi
nation, ou d e la n otification qui lui en
aura ete faite, lequel delai sera aug.
mente d'un jour pour chaque quatl'e
lieues de distance du lieu de sa residence
a celui de l'ouverture de la tutelle ;
passe ce delai, il sera declare non re
cevable, s'il n'a de bonnes raisons pour
se justifier d e ce retard.
·P·

CN

67, Art. 45.

Same as above.

The tutor who has excuses to offer
against his appointment, shall propose
them to the judge who has appointed
him, within ten days after he has been
acquainted with his appointment, or
after the same shall have been notified
to him, which delay · shall be en creased
one day for every four leagues distance
from his residence to the place where
he has been appointed, and after this
delay he shall no longer be admitted t o
offer excuces, unless h e has sufficient
reason t o justify himself for such delay.
1804, Art. 438.

If the tutor appointed is present at
the conference which confers upon him
the tutorship, he must immediately,
under p e nalty of not being admitted to
offer any excuse in any subsequent pro
ceeding, give his excuses, on which the
family meeting shall deliberate.

Si le tuteur nomme est present a la
deliberation qui Jui defere la tutelle, ii
devra sur-le-champ, et sous peine d ' etre
declare non recevable dans toute re
clamation ulterieure, proposer ses ex
cuses, sur lesquelles le conseil de famille
dcliberera.
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-Art. 439.
If the tutor appointed was not pres
ent at the conference which conferred
upon him the tutorship, he may cause
the family meeting to be called for
the purpose of considering his excuses.
His efforts in this matter should take
place within three days from the time
that his appointment was notified to
him ; which period shall be increased
one day for every three myriameters
distance from his domicile to the place
where his appointment was made ; after
this delay, he shall no longer be ad
mitted to offer any excuse.

Si le tuteur nomme n'a pas assiste
la deliberation qui Iui a def�re la
tutelle, ii pourra faire convoquer le
conseil de famille pour deliberer sur
ses excuses.
Ses diligences. a ce sujet devront
avoir lieu dans le delai de trois jours,
a partir de la notification qui Jui aura
ete faite d e sa nomination ; lequel delai
sera augmente d'un jour par trois
myriametr�s de distance d u lieu de son
domicile a celui de l'ouverture de la
tutelle : passe ce delai, ii sera non
recevable.
a

ART. 300. During the time of the p endency of the litigation
relative to the validity of his excuses, the tutor who is appointed shall
be bound provisionally* to administer as such, until he shall have been
regularly discharged.
RCC-335. CP-5 8 0, 9 6 1 , 1 059.

RCC 1 870, Art. 300.
Same as above.

CC

(No reference in Projet)
Pendant la duree du litige pour faire
admettre ses excuses, le tuteur nomme
sera toujours tenu d'administrer• en
cette qualite, jusqu'a ce qu'il ait ete
regulierement decharge.

1825, Art. 320.

Same as above.

CC 1 808, p. 66, Art. 46.

·P ·

During the time of the contest for the
admissibility of his excuses, the ap
pointed tutor shall b e bound to ad
minister provisionally as such until he
shall have been regularly d ischarged.

67, Art. 46.

Pendant Ia duree du litige pour faire
admettre ses excuses, le tuteur nomme
sera toujours tenu d'administrer proi
visoirement en cette qualite, jusqu'l
ce qu'il ait ete regulierement decharge.

CN 1 804, Art. 440.

If his excuses are rejected, he may
appeal to the courts to have them ac
cepted ; but he shall be bound, pending
the litigation, to administer provision
ally.

Si ses excuses sont rejetees, il pourra
se pourvoir devant !es tribunaux pour
!es faire admettre ; mais ii sera, pendant
le litige, tenu d'administrer provisoire
ment.

*"Provisionally" has no counterpart in French text.

301. The causes herein expressed, or any other, can not
from the obligation of accepting the tutorship of his
father
excuse the
children.
ART.

RCC-227, 250, 292, 3 05.
RCC 1870, Art. 301.

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 321 .
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 24. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Les causes exprimees ci-dessus, ni
aucune autre, ne peuvent dispenser le
pere de !'obligation de se charger de
la tutelle de ses enfans.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.
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Art. 302

Section 9-0F THE INCAPACITY FOR, THE EXCLUSION FROM, AND
DEPRIVATION OF THE TUTORSHIP
ART. 302. * The
1. Minors, except

following persons can not he tutors, to wit :
the father and mother ;
2. Women, except the mother and grandmother ;
3. Idiots and lunatics ;
4. Those whose infirmities prevent them from managing their
own affairs ;
5. Those whom the penal law declares incapable of holding a
civil office ;
6. Those who are themselves, or whose father or mother are
parties to a law suit, on the result of which the condition of the minor,
or part of his fortune, may depen d ;
7. Those who are debtors t o the minor, unless they discharge
the debt, prior to their appointment.
R C C-25, 2 6 4 , 2 9 2 , 3 03, 3 04 , 3 0 6 , 309, 385, 4 1 3 , 4 1 5, 3 0 7 0 .
4 5 ; 1 9 2 1 , E . S . , No. 34.

RCC 1 870, Art. 302.

Acts 1 8 9 4 , No.

( Same as Art. 302 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1 825, Art. 322.

( Pro jet, p . 24. Amendment adopted ; no comment)

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
1.
Slave s ;
Subds. 2 - 8 same a s subds. 1-7, above.

CC 1 808,

p.

Sont incapables d'etre tuteurs :
1. Les esclaves ;
2.
Les mineurs, excepte le pere et
la mere ;
3.
Les femmes, autres que la mere
et l'ayeule ;
Les insenses et les fous;
4.
5. Ceux que leurs infirmites em
pechent de gerer leurs pro pres afi'aires ;
6.
Ceux que les lois penales de
clarent incapables d e fonctions civiles ;
7. Ceux qui ont, o u dont !es pere et
mere ont avec le mineur un proces dans
lequel l'etat du mineur, ou partie de sa
fortune, sont compromis;
8.
Ceux
qui
sont debiteurs
du
mineur, a m oins qu'ils ne s'acquittent
envers Jui avant que la nomination se
fasse.

66, Art. 47.

·P·

The following persons cannot be tu
tors, to wit :
1.
Slaves.
2.
Minors except the father and
mother;
3.
Women except the mother and
grand m other ;
4.
Idiots and lunatics ;
5.
The blind, deaf or dumb ;
6.
Those whom the law d eclares
infamous ; ·
7.
Those who are themselves, or
whose father or mother are parties to

67, Art. 47.

Sont incapables d'etre tuteurs :
1. Les e sclaves ;
2. Les mineurs, excepte le pere et
la mere ;
3. Les femmes autres que la mere
et l'ayeule ;
Les in senses et les fous ;
4.
5. Les aveugles,
!es sourds,
!es
muets ;
6.
Ceux que la loi repute infiim e s ;
7.
Ceux q u i ont, ou dont !es pere
et mere ont avec le mineur, un proces
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law suit on the result of which the

dans lequel l'etat du mineur, sa fortune

condition of the minor, his fortune or
a considerable part of his estate may

ou une partie notable de ses biens, sont
compromis ;

depend.
8.
Those who owe the m i nor con
siderable sums of m oney, unless they

8.

shall discharge the d e bt prior to their
appointment.

CN

sont

d e biteurs

du

Minors,

except

the

father

Ne peuvent etre tuteurs, ni membres
des conseils de famille,
1.
Les mincurs, excepte le pere ou
la mere ;
2.
Les interdits;

or

mother.
2.
3.

qui

1 804, Art. 442.

The following persons cannot be tu
tors, nor members of family meetings :
1.

C eu x

mineur
de sommes considerables, a
moins qu'ils ne s'acquitten t envers Jui,
avant que la nomination ne se fasse.

Interdicted persons.
Women, except the

mother and

4.
All those who are themselves, or
whose fathers or mothers are parties

3.
Les femmes, autres que la mere
et les ascendantes ;
4.
Tous ceux qui ont ou dont Jes
pere ou me re ont avec le mineur un

to a lawsuit on the result of which the
condition of the minor, his fortune or
a considerable portion of his estate

proces dans lequel l'etat d e ce mineur,
sa fortune, ou une partie notable d e ses
biens, sont compromis.

asc endants.

m a y depend.
-Art. 443.
La condamnation a une peine afflictive
ou infamante emporte de plein droit
!'exclusion de la tutelle. Elle emporte
de m eme l a destitution, dans le cas ou
ii s'agirait d'une tutelle anterieurement
deferee.

Condemnation to a corporal or in
famous punishment carries with it ab
solute e xclusion from tutorship. It even
operates to deprive one of a tutorship,
in case it had been conferred before.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 8 9 4 , No. 4 5 ; 1 9 2 1 , E.S., No. 3 4 .

ART. 303. The following persons are excluded from the tutor
ship, and are even liable to he removed from it, if in the actual exer
cise of it :
I. Persons of a conduct notoriously had ;
2. Those whose management shall manifest either incapacity
or dishonesty.
3. Those who shall have neglected to cause an inventory to he
made of the minor's property, within the time prescribed by law.
RCC-302.

RCC

CP-5 8 0 , 9 2 4 , 1 0 1 3 , 105 9 .

1 870, Art. 303.

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 323.

( Projet, p . 24.
no comnl.ent)

Amendment amended and adopted ;

Sont exclus de la tutelle, e t meme
destituables s'ils sont en exercice :
1.
Les gens d'une inconduite no
toire ;
2.
Ceux dont la gestion attesterait
l'incapacite ou l'infidelite ;
3.
Ceux qui auraient n eglige d e
faire faire inventaire d es biens d u

Same as above.

mineur,

dans

le

delai prescrit p a r l a

Joi.

CC

1 808, p. 68, Art. 48.

·P·

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
no punctuation after "tutorship" ; period
( . ) after "of it."

69, Art. 48.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but no
punctuation after "tutelle" ; comma ( , )
after "destituables."
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1. Persons of a conduct notoriously
bad and of depraved morals ;
And 2 . Those whose management
shall manifest either incapacity or dis
honesty.

Art. 305

1. Les gens d'une inconduite notoire
et de m<l!urs depravees ;
Et 2. Ceux dont la gestion attesterait
l'incapacite ou l'infidelite.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 444.
The following persons are also ex
cluded from the tutorship, and are even
liable to b e removed from it, if in the
actual exercise o f it,
Subds. 1, 2 same as C C 1 82 5 , Art.
323, subds. 1, 2, above.

Sont aussi exclus de la tutelle, et
meme destituables, s'ils sont en exer
cice,
Subds. 1-2 same as CC 1 82 5 , Art.
3 2 3, rnbds. 1, 2 , above.

ART. 304,, The following persons are liable to be removed from
the tutorship :
1.
The tutor who becomes insolvent after his appointment ;
2. The tutor who fails to have the bonds, the purchase of which
is authorized by article 348, certified, countersigned and registered in
the manner required by law.
3. The tutor who neglects to cause to be inscribed, in the manner
requi1·ed by law, the evidence of the minor's legal mortgage against
his tutor.
R C C-2 23, 302 et seq., 3 1 9 , 32 1 , 348, 3 3 4 5 , 335 1 , 3369, 3 3 70.
1 0 13 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 304.

CP-9 2 4,

( Same as Art. 304 of Proposed Revision of 1 86 9 )

Same as above.
C C 1825, Art. 324.

( N o reference in Projet)
Le tuteur qui fait faillite depuis sa
n omination, doit etre exclu de la tutelle.

The tutor who becomes insolvent
after his appointment, is to be removed
from the tutorship .
CC 1808,

p.

68, Art. 49.

-p.

69, Art. 49.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "appointment."
CN 1804. N o corresponding article.

ART. 305. No cause of exclusion or removal is applicable to
the father, except the following : First-Unfaithfuln ess of his admin
istration. Second-Notoriously bad conduct. Third-Abandonment
of his children and failure to support and maintain them for more
than one year. (As amended by Acts 1880, No. 82 )
RCC-301 . CP-580, 1 01 3, 1 0 1 5 et seq., 1059.

RCC 1870, Art. 305.
No cause of exclusion or removal is applicable to the father, except that of
unfaithfulness of his administration, and of notoriously bad conduct.
CC 1825, Art. 326.
Same as above.

(Projet, p . 24.
n o comment)

CC 1808.

N o corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition amended and adopted ;

Aucune cause d'exclusion ou de des
titution n'est applicable au pere, sauf
!es cas d'infidelite dans sa gestion et
d'inconduite notoire.
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ART. 306. All the causes of incapacity, exclusion and removal
men�ioned above, apply li�ewise to the undertutor, except insolvenc
and mdebtedness to the rumor or minors.

;

RCC-273, 302 et seq.

RCC

1 870, Art. 306.

Same as above.

CP-1 015 et seq.
(Same as Art. 3 06 of Proposed Revision of 1869;
same as CC 1 825, Art. 325, as amended by Acts
1 868, No. 1 3 0 )

CC

1 825, Art. 325.
(No reference in Projet)
All the causes of incapacity, exclusion
Toutes !es causes d'incapacite, d'exand removal, mentioned above, apply clusion et de destitution, mentionees ci
likewise to the under-tutor.
dessus, sont communes au subroge
tuteur.

CC

1 808, p. 68, Art. 50.

-p. 69, Art. SO.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "removal", or after "above."

CN

1 804.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "destitution" ; comma (,) after
"d'exclusion."

No corresponding article.

Section 1 0-0F THE APPOINTMENT, RECOGNITION, OR CONFffiMATION
OF TUTORS, OF THE PERSONS WHOSE DUTY IT IS TO CAUSE TUTORS
TO BE APPOINTED AND OF THE LIABILITY OF SUCH PERSONS
ART. 307. The appointment, recognition or confirmation of
tutors must be made by the judge of the parish where the minor has
his domicile, if he has a domicile in the State, or if he has no domicile
in the State, by the judge of the parish where the principal estate of the
minor is situated, saving to the parties the right of an appeal within
thirty days from the judgment decreeing the nomination or confirma
tion, a fter which delay no appeal shall he admitted.
RCC-39, 3 19, 3 3 5, 405, 415. CP-58 0, 944, 945, 946, 961, 1 0 5 0 , 1 059.

RCC

1 870, Art. 307.

(Same as Art. 3 07 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69)

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 289.
(No reference in Projet)
The appointment or confirmation of
La nomination ou confirmation des
tutors must be made by the judge of
tuteurs doit se faire par le juge de la
paroisse du lieu du domicile du mineur,
the parish where the mincw has his
domicil, if he has a domicil in the
s'il a un domicile dans l'Etat, ou s'il
State or if he has no domicil in the
n'en a pas, par le juge de la paroisse du
lieu de la s ituation des principaux biens
State ; by the judge of the parish where
du mineur, sauf l'appel dans !es trente
the principal estate of the minor is
situated, saving to the parties the right jours du jugement relatif a la nomina
of an appeal within thirty days from
tion ou confirmation, apres lequel delai
the j udgment decreeing the nomination
l'appel ne sera pas re�u.
or confirmation, after which delay no
appeal shall be admitted.

CC

1 808, p. 62, Art. 22.

-p.

The appointment or confirmation of
tutors ought to be made by the judge
of the parish where the minor has his
domicil, if he has a domicil in the terri
tory, or if he has no domicil in the ter
ritory, by the judge of the parish where
the principal estate of the minor is
situated, saving the parties the right of

63, Art. 22.

La nomination ou confirmation des
tuteurs doit se faire par le juge de la
paroisse du lieu du domicile du mineur,
s'il a un domicile dans le Territoire,
ou s'il n'en a pas, par le juge de la
paroisse du lieu de la situation des
principaux biens dudit mineur, sauf
l'appel a la cour superieure dans Jes
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an appeal to the superior court, within
thirty days from the judgment d ecree
ing nomination or confirmation, after
which delay no appeal shall be admitted.

CN

1804.

Art. 309

trente jours d u jugement relatif a ladite
nomination
ou
c onfirmation,
apres
lequel delai l'appel ne sera pas re�u.

No c orresponding article.

ART. 3 08. In every case where it is necessary to appoint a tutor
to a minor, all those of his relations who reside within the parish of the
judge, who is to appoint him, are bound to apply to such judge, in order
that a tutor be appointed to the minor at farthest within ten days after
the event which make [makes] such appointment necessary.
RCC-2 5 2 , 263, 270 et seq., 2 7 9, 3 1 0, 3 1 2.

RCC

1870,

Art.

CP-9 4 7 e t seq.

308.

Same as above.

CC

182 5 ,

Art. 290.

( Projet, p . 21.
Recommendation to suppress re
jecte d ; comment by redactors)

Same as above ; but "make" correctly
spelled "makes."

CC

1808, p.

62, Art.

23.

Dans tous les cas o u il y a lieu de
donner un tuteur a un m ineur, tous
ceux de ses parens qui resident dans
la paroisse d u juge qui doit le choisir,
sont tenus de se p ourvoir a l'effet de Jui
faire nommer ce tuteur, et ce, au plus
tard dans !es dix jours de l'evenement
qui y donne o uverture.

CN

1804,

Art.

63, Art. 23.

-p.

In every case where it is necessary
to appoint n tutor to a minor, all those
of his relations who reside within the
parish of the j udge who is to appoint
him, are bound to apply to said judge,
in order that a tutor be appointed
to said minor, at farthest within ten
days after the event which makes such
appointment necessary.

Same as above.

4 0 6 , aentence 1.

This family meeting shall be convoked
at the request and on the application
ol the relatives of the minor, his credi
tors or other inte rested parties, o r even
on his own accord and suit by the j ustice
ol the p eace of the domicile o! the
minor.

Projet du GouYernement

Ce conseil sera convoque soit sur la
requisition et a la d iligence des parens
du mineur, de ses creanciers ou d'autres
parties intercssees, soit meme d'office
ct a la poursuite du juge de paix du
<lomicile du m ineur.

(1800), Book I, Title IX, Art.

In every case where i t i s necessary
to appoint a tutor to a minor, all those
of his relations who reside within the
district of the justice of the peace of
his domicile are bound to cause the
convocati o n of the family meeting for
the purpose o f attending to the tutor
ship ; and this must be done, at the
latest, within ten days after the event
which makes such appointment neces
sary.

2 3 , p a r. 1 .

Duns tous Jes cas ou ii y a lieu de
donner un tuteur a un mineur, toua
ceux de ses parens qui resident dens
l 'arrondissement du juge de paix de
son domicile, sont tenus de provoquer
la convocation de l'assemblee de famille,
a l'effet de faire pourvoir a la tutelle ;
et ce, au plus tard, dens !es dix jours
d e l'evenement qui y d onne ouverture.

ART. 3 09. * Minor relations and women who are excluded from
the tutorship, are not included in the provisions contained in the pre
ceding article.
RCC-302.

Acts 1 8 9 4 , No. 4 5 ; 1 9 2 1 , E.S., No. 3 4 .
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RCC 1 870, Art. 309.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2 9 1 .
S a m e a s above.

( Projet, p.

21.

Recommendation to

suppress re

jected ; comment by redactors)
S on t e xceptes de la

disposition con

tenue e n !'article precedent, Jes parens
qui sont eux-memes mineurs, et Jes
femmes qui sont exclues du droit de la
tutelle.

CC 1 808, p. 62, Art. 24.

-p. 63, Art. 24.

Same as a.hove.

CN 1 804.

Same as above.

No conesponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement

( 1 800 ) , Book I, Title IX, Art. 23, par. 2.

Minor relations, and women who are
by law excluded from the tutorship,
are n o t included in the above pro

Sont exceptes de .la disposition ci
d essus Jes parens qui sont eux-memes
mineurs, et Jes femmes, qui sont ex

visions.

clues de droit de la tutelle.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 1 , E.S., No. 34.

ART. 3 1 0. Relations who have neglected to cause a tutor to
be appointed, are responsible for the damages which the minor may
have suffered.
This responsibility is enforced against relations in the order
a ccording to which they are called to the inheritance of the minor,
so that they are responsible only in case of the insolvency of him or
them who precede them in that order, and this responsibility is not
in solidum between relations who have a right to the inheritance in
the same degree.
·

RCC-268, 308, 3 1 1 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 0.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 292.
Same as abov!l.

( Projet, p. 2 1 .
Recommendation to suppress
jecte d ; comment by redactors)

re

A defaut par Jes parens d'avoir pro
voque la n omination d'un tuteur, ils
sont responsables des dommages qu'en
aurait eprouve le mineur.
Cette responsabilite s'exerce contre
Jes parens dans l'ordre dans !equel ils
sont appeles a la succession d u mineur,
en sorte qu'ils n'en sont tenus qu'en cas
d'insolvabilite de celui ou de ceux qui
Jes pr ece d ent dans cet ordre, et cette
responsabilite n'est point so!idaire entre
parens habiles a succeder au m em e
deg1:e.

.

CC 1 808, p. 62, Art. 25.

p.

-

CN 1804.

63, Art. 25.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"ten us" ;
no punctuation after "cet
ordre."

Same as above.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 24.
·

The said relations who have neglected

to cause a tutor to be appointed, are
responsible for the damages which the
minor may have suffered.

A defaut par lesdits parens d'avoir
provoque la n omination d'un tuteur, ils
sont responsables des dommages qu'en
aurait eprouves le mineur.
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This responsibility is enforced against
the said relations in the order of their
proximity in degree of relationship, so
that those of a more remote degree are
reFponsible only in case of the in
solvency of the relations of the degree
above them. This responsibility is not
in solidum between relations of the
same degree.

Art. 312

Cette responsabilite s'exerce contre
lesdits parens dans l'ordre de Ia
proximite de leurs degres, en sorte que
ceux du degre le plus eloigne n'en sont
tenus qu'en cas d'insolvabilite des pa
rens du degre anterieur. La responsa
bilite n'est point solidaire entre Jes
parens au meme degre.

ART. 3 1 1. The action which results from this responsibility
can not be maintained by the tutor hut within the year of his appoint
ment.
If the tutor neglects to bring his action within that time, he is
answerable for such neglect to the minor.
RCC-3 10.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 1 .

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 293.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 21. Recommendation to suppress re
jecte d ; comment by redactors)
L'action qui derive de cette respon
sabilite ne peut etre exercee par le
tuteur que dans l'annee de sa nomi
nation.
A defaut par le tuteur de l'avoir
exercee, ii en demeure garant envers
le mineur.

CC 1 808, p. 62, Art. 26.

·p. 63, Art. 26.

Same a s above ; but comma ( , ) after
"responsibility", and after "by the tu•
tor."

Same as above.

CN 1 804. No corresponding article.
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book I, Title IX', Art. 25.

· Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 62, Art. 2 6 ,
above.

Par. 1 same as CC 1 8 08, p. 63, Art.
2 6 , par. 1, above.
A defaut par le tilteur de l'avoir
exercee, ii en demeure garant vis-a-vis
du mineur.

ART. 312. Whenever a circumstance occurs, which makes the
appointment of a tutor necessary, information thereof to the compe
tent judge may he given by any one.
RCC-24 6 et seq., 270 et seq., 279, 3 08, 1080, 3355. CP-947 e t seq.
RCC 1 870; Art. 3 1 2.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 294.

· Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)
Toute personne peut denoncer au
juge qui en doit conna'itre, le fait qui
donne lieu a la nomination d'un tuteur.

CC 1 808, p. 62, Art. 27.

-p.

Every person has a right to give information to the judge whose business
it is to take notice of it, of the fact
which makes it necessary .that a tutor
should be appointed.
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Same as above.
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CN 1 804, Art. 406, sentence 2.
Every person has a right to give in
formation to this justice of the peace,
of the fact which makes it necessary
that a tutor should be appointed.

Toute personne pourra denoncer a ce
juge d e paix le fait qui donnera lieu
a la nomination d'un tuteur.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 26, par. 1 .

Same as above.

Toute personne peut denoncer au
juge de paix le f'lit qui donne lieu a
la nomination d'un tuteur.

ART. 313.
When the minor is without a tutor, any person
who has a claim against him may apply to the competent judge to
request that a tutor ad hoc he appointed to him, which tutor shall not
he bound to give any security, hut shall take an oath before the court
who has appointed him, to defend the interests of the minor accord·
ing to the best of his knowledge.
RCC-49, 56, 2 4 6 et seq., 271, 274, 3 1 8, 334, 335, 1 126, 1 3 1 2, 1314.
1 91 8 , No. 179, § 1 ( 2 ) ; 1 9 1 8 , No. 2 1 9. CP-1 1 6, 9 64.

Acts

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 3.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 295.

(Projet, p. 2 2 . Amendment t adopted ; no com
ment)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Lorsqu'un mineur est sans tuteur,
"against him."
toute p ersonne qui a des droits a
exercer contre Jui, peut requerir du
juge competent qu'il Jui soit nomme
un tuteur ad hoc; lequel tuteur ne sera
tenu de donner aucun cautionnement,
et devra seulement preter serment,
devant le tribunal qui !'aura nomme,
de defendre !es interets du mineur au
mieux de ses connaissances.

CC 1 808, p. 64, Art. 28.

-p. 65, Art. 28.

When a minor is without a tutor,
every person who has a claim against
him, may apply to the competent judge,
to request that a tutor be appointed to
him.

Lorsqu'un mineur est sans tuteur,
toute personne qui a des droits a exercer
contre lui, peut requerir du juge com
petent qu'il Jui soit nomme un tuteur.

CN 1 804. No corresponding article.
ART. 314. If the tutor shall die or absent himself from the
State after his appointment, another tutor shall he appointed in his
stead by the judge, in the form prescribed.
The tutor who only wishes to he absent for a time shall not lose
the tutorship on that account, provided he leaves with some person
living in the parish where he resides, or in an adjoining parish, a gen·
eral and special power of attorney to represent him in all the acts of
his tutorship, and deposit an authentic copy of the power of attorney,
before his departure, in the office of the recorder of the parish where
he resides. This power of attorney shall he duly registered by the
recorder.
RCC-358, 1 1 5 3 , 1 154, 2 994, 3314, 3 3 8 6 e t seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 314.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 1 4 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
par. 2 similar to CC 1 825, Art. 1 145, a s amended
by Acts 1847, No. 1 5 6 rRS §§430, 1 4 7 1 1 ).
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Art. 316

(No reference in Projet)
Si le tuteur, depuis sa nomination '
If the tutor shall die or absent himself from the State after his appointvient a mourir ou a s'absenter de l'Etat
ment, another tutor shall be appointed
ii doit etre nomme un autre tuteur e�
sa place par le juge, dans Ia forme ciin his stead by the judge, in the form
dessus prescrite.
before prescribed.
C C 1825, Art. 298.

CC 1808, p. 64, Art. 30.

·P·

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "judge " ; "territory" instead of
"State."

65, Art. 30.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after
(,)
comma
after "tuteur" ;
"place" ; "du Territoire" instead of "de
l'Etat."

CN 1 804. No corresponding article.

ART. 315. Tutorship is a personal trust, which does not de
scend to the heirs of the tutor. Nevertheless, if the heirs of the tutor
he of full age, they are answerable for the a dministration, and are
responsible for the time, until another tutor shall have been appointed.
RCC-2 7 9 , 337, 356 et Beq., 3 69, 1 680.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 5.

( S ame as Art. 3 1 5 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9)

Same as above.
( No reference in Projet)
La tutelle est une charge personnelle
Tutorship is a personal trust, which
does not descend to the heirs of the
qui ne passe point aux heritiers du
tuteur ; cependant si ces heritiers sont
tutor. Nevertheless if the heirs of the
tutor be of full age, they are answer- majeurs, ils sont tenus de Ia gestion,
et en sont responsables jusqu'a la nomi
able for the administration, and are
nation d'un nouveau tuteur ou d'un
responsible for the same, until another
curateur.
tutor or curator shall have been appointed.
CC 1825, Art. 299.

65, Art. 3 1 .

CC 1 808, p. 64, Art. 3 1 .

-p.

Same as above ; but n o punctuation
after "trust", or after "same" ; comma
( , ) 'lfter "nevertheless."

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"du tuteur."

CN 1 804, Art. 4 1 9 .

Tutorship i s a personal trust which
does not descend to the heirs of the
tutor. They will only be responsible for
the administration of their predecessor ;
and if they be majors, they shall be
obliged to continue in the administration
until another tutor shall have been ap
pointed.

La tutelle est une charge personelle
qui ne passe point aux heritiers du
tuteur. Ceux-ci seront seulement re
sponsables de la gestion de leur auteur;
et s'ils sont majeurs, ils seront tenus
de la continuer jusqu'a la nomination
d'un nouveau tuteur.

Book I, Title IX, Art. 45.
Same as RCC 1870 Art. 3 1 5, above.
La tutelle est une charge personnelle,
'
qui ne passe point aux heritiers du
tuteur; cependant, si ces heritiers sont
majeurs, ils sont tenus de la gestion,
et en sont responsables jusqu'a la
nomination d'un nouveau tuteur.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) ,

ART. 3 16. Whenever any p erson shall a pply to he recognized,
confirmed or appointed as tutor, or shall have been recommended hy
a family meeting, the judge shall order, and it shall he the duty of such
applicant to cause a true and faithful inventory to he made of the
movable and immovable property, credits, deeds and papers belonging
to the minor, and to cause the said property to he valued by two
appraisers, appointed hy the judge and duly sworn.
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Art. 31 7

This inventory shall include the property situated out of the
parish, as well a s that within the parish where the appointment is to
he made.
This inventory shall be begun at the farthest within ten days
after the judge shall have ordered it, and shall he made by the
recorder or any notary public authorized to that effect by the judge.
RCC-2 5 1 , 3 3 5, 3 3 6, 1 1 05, 1 106, 3 3 5 1.
1 93 6, No: 3 1 1 ; 1 93 6, No. 3 37.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 3 1 6.

Same as above.

Acts 1 8 70, No. 3 3 ; 1 934, No. 220 ;

( Same as Art. 3 1 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

CC 1 825,

Art. 329.
( Projet, p. 25. Amendment adopted ; no comment)
It is the duty of the tutor to cause
Le tuteur est tenu de faire faire bon
et fidele inventaire de tous les biens
a true and faitful Cfaithfull inventory
to be made of the movable and im
meubles et immeubles, titres et papiers
movable property, credits, deeds and
du mineur, avec estimation desdits
papers belonging to the minor, and to
biens faite par deux appreciateurs
cause the said property to be valued
nommes par le juge et dument asser
by two appraisers, appointed by the
mentes.
judge and duly sworn.
Cet inventaire doit etre commence
This inventory shall be begun at
au plus tard, dans !es dix jours de la
farthest within ten days afther [after]
nomination du tuteur, soit par le juge
the appointment of the tutor, by the
lui-meme, soit par un notaire public,
judge himself, or by any notary public
autorise a cet effet par lui.
authorised to that effect by him.

CC 1 808, p. 68,

-p. 69, Art. 54.

Art. 54.

It is the duty of the tutor to cause
a
true and faithful inventory to be
made of the moveable and immoveable
property, credits, deeds and papers be
longing to the minor and to cause the
said property to be valued by two ap
praisers duly sworn.
This inventory shall be begun at
farthest within ten days after the ap
pointment of the tutor and shall be
made in presence of the under tutor, *
by the parish judge or by any notary
pub1ic duly authorised to that effect
by the said judge.

Le tuteur est tenu de faire faire bon
e t fidele inventaire de tous Jes biens
meubles et immeubles, titres et papiers
d u mineur, avec estimation desdits biens
faite par deux appreciatcurs dument
assermentes.
Cet inventaire doit etre commence
au plus tard dans Jes dix jours de la
nomination du tuteur, * par le juge de
paroisse ou par un notaire public
a utorise a cet effet par !edit juge.

CN 1 804, Art. 45 1 .

Within ten days after his appointment,
duly known by him, the tutor shall re
quire that the seals be removed, if any
have been affixed� and shall proceed
immediately to have made, in the pres
ence of the undertutor, an inventory
of the property of the minor.
If . there is any thing due the tutor
J:>y the minor, · the tutor must declare
it . in the inventory, under penalty of
forfeiture ; and this must be done on
the inquiry which the public officer
shall be bound to make of him, and of
which . mention shall be made in the

Dans Jes dix jours qui suivront celui
de sa n omination, dument connue de
Jui, le tuteur requerra la levee des
scelles, s'ils ont ete apposes, et fera
proceder immediatement a l'inventaire
des biens du mineur, en presence du
subroge tuteur . .
S'il lui est du quelque chose par le
mineur, il devra le declarer dans l'in
ventaire, a peine de decheance, et ce
sur la requisition que l'officier public
sera tenu de Jui en faire, et dont men
tion sera faite au proces-verbal.

proces verbal.

*"And shall be made in presence of the · under . tutor" has no counterpart in
French text.

ART. 317. After the inventory has been completed, the judge
shall fix the amount of the bond which the tutor is hound to give.
RCC-251, 271, 3 18. Acts 1920, No. · 2 2 3 · (as ·am. · by 1 924, No: 68, a11d
1 926, No. 283 ) ; 1 922, No. 3 1.
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Art. 319

( Same as Art. 3 1 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 86 9 )

Same a s above.

C C 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 318. Every tutor, except the father and mother, and
the tutor appointed according to the provisions of article 2 7 1 , shall
give good and sufficient security for the fidelity of his administration.
This security must he for a sum equal to the amount of the credits,
money and other movable effects stated in the inventory, and: such
other sum as the judge shall deem sufficient to cover any loss or
damage, which the tutor may occasion to the minor by his had admin·
istration.
This security may he increased or diminishe d on the demand
of the undertutor or any relation of the minor, as the disposable
funds of the estate may increase or diminish.
RCC-2 5 1 , 254, 2 5 5 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 7 , 3 2 8 , 3042, 3064, 3 3 �l0. Acts 1894, No. 4 1 ;
1902, No. 4 5 ; 1 9 1 6, No. 2 5 4 ; 1 9 2 0, No. 223 (as am. b y 1 9 2 4 , No. 68, and 1 9 2 6,
No. 2 8 3 ) ; 1 9 2 2 , No. 3 1.
R C C 1 870, Art. 3 1 8.

( Same as Art. 3 1 8 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1 82 5, Art. 330.

( Projet, p . 25.
redactors)

Every tutor, except the father and
mother shall give to the judge, who
either appointed or confirmed him, good
and sufficient security for the fidelity
of his administration.
This security must be in amount
equal t o the amount of the credits,
money and other movable effects stated
in the inventory, and such other sum
as the judge shall deem sufficient t o
cover any loss o r damage, which the
tutor may occasion to the minor by his
bad administration.
Par. 3 same as par. 3, above.

CC 1 808,

p.

68, Art. 55.

CN 1 804.

Tout tuteur, excepte les pere et mere,
doit fournir au greffe du juge qui l'a
nomme ou confirme , bonne et valable
caution pour surete de son administra
tion.
Ce cautionnement devra etre d'une
somme equivalente au montant des
creances, argent e t autres effets mobi
liers portes en l'inventaire, et en outre
de telle autre somme qui sera fixee par
le juge, en proportion de la fortune d u
mineur, pour repondre des pertes q u e l e
tuteur pourrait occasionner a u mineur,
par sa mauvaise gestion.
Ce cautionnement sera sujet a etre
augmente O U diminue, a la requisition
du subroge tuteur ou de tout parent
du mineur, selon que les fonds dont le
tuteur pourra disposer,. augmenteront
ou diminueront.
·P·

Every tutor except the father or
mother shall give to the j udge who has
either appointed or confirmed him, goo d
and sufficient security to the amount of
the inventory, for the fidelity of his
administration.

Amendment adopted; comment by

69, Art. 55.

Tout tuteur, excepte les pere et mere,
doit fournir au greffe du juge qui l'a
nomme ou confirme, bonne et valable
caution du montant de !'estimation de
l' inventaire, pour surete de son admi
nistration.

No corresponding article.

AnT. 3 19. This bond must he recorded in the mortgage book
of the parish in which the tutor resides, and a certificate to that effect
signed by the recorder of mortgages must he presented to the judge
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before he can make the appointment, or authorize letters of tutorship
to he issued.
R CC-304, 3 2 0 et seq., 335, 33 14, 3 3 4 7 , 3 3 4 8 , 3351, 3352, 3 3 69, 3370.
1 92 0, No. 223 (as am. by 1 924, No. 68, and 1 92 6 , No. 283) ; 1922, No. 31.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 9.
Same as above.

Acts

( Same as Art. 3 1 9 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
similar to Acts 1 8 6 9 , No. 95, §2 [ RS §2382, 38671 )

CC 1 825. No corresponding article.
CC 1 808. No corresponding article.
CN 1 804. No corresponding article.

ART. 320. The tutor may he exempted from furnishing this se
curi• y, if he prove that he possesses, within the State, immovable prop·
erty unincumhered with mortgages or other liens, of the value of
double the sum fixed for the security, or if he give a special mort·
gage on immovable unincumhered property, equal in value to the
amount of the security required.
RCC-2 5 1 , 2 7 1 , 3 2 1 , 322, 325, 3 3 1 , 3 32, 3 43, 1 130, 3334 et seq., 3336,
3 3 4 1 , 3351. Acts 1 9 20, No. 223 (as am. by 1 92 4 , No. 68, and 1 9 2 6, No. 283) ;
1 92 2 , No. 31.

RCC 1 870, Art. 320.

( Same as Art. 320 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

S a m e a s above.

CC 1 825, Art. 331.

(Projet, p.

The tutor may be exempted from
furnishing this security, if he prove
that h e possesses, within the State, real
property unincumbered with mortgages
or other liens, of the value of double
the sum fixed for the security, or if he
give a special mortgage on immovable
unincumbered property, equal in value
to the amount of the security required.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

2 6.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Le tuteur pourra etre dispense de
fournir ce cautionnement, s'il justifie
qu'il possede dans l'Etat des biens-fonds
non greves d'hypotheques, de la valeur
du double de la somme fixee pour le
cautionnement, ou s'il donne une hy
potheque speciale sur des immeubles
libres de toutes hypotheques, d'une
valeur egale a ce cautionnement.

ART. 321. In the several cases in which the tutor is not re·
quired by law to give bond, it shall be the duty of the clerk of the
district court of the parish in which the appointment is to he made,
to furnish a certificate of the amount of the minor's property accord·
.
ing to the inventory on file in his office. This certificate must be
recorded in the mortgage hook of the parish in which the tutor resides;
and a certificate to that effect, signed by the recorder of mortgages,
must he presented to the judge before he can make the appointment,
or authorize letters of tutorship to be issued.
R C C-251, 271, 304, 3 2 0, 322, 335, 3 3 4 2 , 3 343, 3347, 3348, 3 3 5 1 , 3 3 5 6,
3 3 5 7 , 3 3 69, 3370. Acts 1 9 16, No. 2 5 4 ; 1920, No. 2 2 3 (as am. by 1 924, No. 68,
and 1 9 2 6, No. 283 ) ; 1922, No. 3 1 .

RCC 1870, Art. 321.
Same as above.

CC 1825.

(Same as Art. 3 2 1 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar t o Acts 1 8 69, N o . 9 5 , §2 C R S § §2 38 2 , 38671 )

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.
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ART. 322. The recording of the bond or certificate of the
clerk as herein provided, shall o perate as a legal mortgage in favor
of the minor for the amount therein stated, on all the immovable
property of the tutor.
RCC-254, 255, 320, 321, 4 6 2 et seq., 3342, 3343, 3347, 3 348, 3355 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 322.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 322 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ·
similar to Acts 1869, No. 95, §2 CRS § §2382, 38671

>'

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 323. The tutor shall, within thirty days after his appoint
ment, cause such bond or certificate to he inscribed in the mortgage
hook o f every other parish in the State, in which he owns immovable
property.
RCC-2 7 8 , 3 04, 334, 3 3 4 2 et seq., 3351, 3369. Acts 1 920, No. 223
am. by 1 9 2 4, No. 68, and 1926, No. 2 8 3 ) ; 1922, No. 3 1 .
R C C 1 87 0, Art. 323.

Same as above.

(as

( Same as Art. 323 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;
similar to Acts 1869, No. 9 5 , § 2 CRS §§2382, 38671 )

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 324. It shall he the duty of the undertutor to see that
these inscriptions are made according to law.
RCC-2 7 8 , 3 1 9 et seq., 3 3 3 1 , 3 3 5 1 , 3369. Acts 1920, No. 223 (as am. by
1924, No. 68, and 1 926, No. 283 ) ; 1 9 2 2 , No. 31.
R C C 1 870, Art. 324.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 324 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
i n conformity with Acts 1 8 6 9 , No. 95, § 2 CRS
§ § 2382, 3 8 6 7 ] )

C C 1 825.

N o corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 325.* The surviving father or mother who becomes the
natural tutor of their minor children, may give a special mortgage
on immovable property, for the security of the rights and property of
such children, and the faithful discharge of the functions of tutor ;
provided, that a family meeting duly called according to law, on the
petition of such surviving father or mother, shall declare that the
property offered to he so specially mortgaged, is in their opinion of
sufficient value to secure the rights of the children in capital and
interest. From and after the execution of the special mortgage by the
natural tutor as aforesaid, all the remaining property of the father or
mother acquired or to he acquired, shall he completely discharged
from the legal mortgage arising from the tutorship.
RCC-2 8 1 et seq., 3 3 0 et seq., 344, 1 130, 3278 et seq., 3 334 et seq., 3 3 4 1 .
Acts 1 9 1 6 , No. 2 5 4 ; 1920, No. 2 2 3 ( a s a m . by 1924, N o . 68, and 1926, No. 2 83 ) ;
1922, No. 3 1 ; 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2 E .S , No. 1 8 ) .
.
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RCC 1 870, Art. 325.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 2 5 of Proposed Revision of 1869·
similar to Acts 1830, p. 46, § 1, and Acts 1855, No
324, §7 rns § §2 4 3 5, 38401)

'.

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

* In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 6, No 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 47 (as am. by

1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 326. * The special mortgage given in favor of minors may
be changed after a family meeting, called and held according to law,
shall have recommended such change ; and after the deliberations of
the family meeting shall have been duly homologated.
RCC-281 et seq.

Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 319 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am. by 1935, 2E.S.,

No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 326.
Same as above.

CC 1 825.

(Same as Art. 3 2 6 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as Acts 1 8 3 0, p. 46, §3, and Acts 1855, No.
324, § 9, par. 1 [RS § 2437, par. 1, §3 842, par. 1 1 )

N o corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN U l04.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5, 2 E S. , No. 1 8 ) .

.

ART. 327. * The title of the property proposed to he mort·
gaged shall be laid before the said family meeting and shall he care
fully inspected by the undertutor and the judge.
RCC-2 75, 2 8 1 e t seq., 3 3 1 . Acts 1926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am. by
1 93 5, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 327.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 2 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
same as Acts 1 8 3 0, p. 4 6 , § 3 , and Acts 1 85 5, No.
324, §9, par. 2 rns § 2 437, par. 2, § 3 8 42, par. 2 ] )

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am. by
1 9 3 5, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 328. * In all cases of application made by a father or
mother to give a special mortgage, the person applying shall be bound
to present at the family meeting a certificate from the register of mort·
gages showing what mortgages, if any, exist on the property offered
to be specially mortgaged ; the undertutor shall be called, and it shall
be his duty to he present at the deliberations of the family meeting ;
and when not fully satisfied with the value or kind of property offered
to he mortgaged, with the validity of the title of the property, or
with the deliberations of the family meeting, he shall refuse his appro·
bation to the said deliberations ; and any undertutor neglecting to
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perform the duties hereby prescribed, or neglecting to ascertain the
real value of the property offered to be mortgaged, shall be respon·
sible to the minors for any loss they may experience from such neglect ;
and it shall also be the duty of the undertutor, whenever the value
of the property specially mortgaged shall have diminished so as to
endanger the interest of the minors, to require an additional mortgage.
RCC-27 6 , 2 7 7 , 278, 281 e t seq., 3 1 8 , 3 3 1, 3393, 3 39 4 .
1 9 3 4 , No. 4 7 ( as am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2 E . S. , No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1 87 0, Art. 328.
Same as above.

Acts 1926, No. 3 1 9 ;

( Same as A1t. 328 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;
same as Acts 1 8 3 0, p. 4 8 , §4, and Acts 1855, No.
3 2 4 , § 1 0, par. 1 lRS § 2 4 3 8 , par. l, §3843, par. 1 1 )

C C 1 825.

N o corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No c orresponding article.

CN 1804.

No c orresponding article.

•In connection with this article see Acts 1926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5 , 2 E . S . , No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 329. All costs, occasioned by the demand to give a spe·
cial mortgage, shall be paid by the person making the application.
RCC- 3 5 9 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 329.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 329 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
same as Acts 1830, p. 4 8 , § 6 , and Acts 1855, No.
3 2 4, § 1 1 r ns §§2439, 384 4 1 )

C C 1 825.

N o c orresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No c orresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 330. It is hereby made the duty of all public officers
before whom family meetings shall be called for the purposes above
mentioned, to read the five preceding articles to them, and to the
undertutors ; and any officer failing to perform this duty shall be
responsible for any loss arising from such neglect, either to the under·
tutor or to the minors.
RCC-285, 3 2 5 et seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 3 0.
Same as above.

( Same as Art. 330 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar t o Acts 1830, p . 4 8 , § 7 ; same as Acts 1 8 5 5 ,
N o . 3 2 4 , § 1 2 l R S §384 5 1 )

C C 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 331. In all cases where special mortgage shall be given
by tutors in lieu of the legal mortgage existing in such cases, as rec
ognized by law, it shall be the duty of the judge receiving such special
mortgage, to cause the property proposed to be mortgaged to be ap·
praised by experts, in the same manner as is provided when adjudi
cations of the property of minors are made to their surviving father
or mother ; and the judge shall in no case accept the mortgage, unless
the value of the property so appraised shall exceed, exclusive of all
185
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prior liens, privileges, or mortgages, the amount of the d�bts or rights
of the minor intended to be secured, by at least twenty-five per cent. ;
the amount due the minors to be ascertained by a previous liquida
tion, to be made a ccording to law, and including all interests which
will probably accrue.
RCC-320, 325 et seq., 3 4 3, 3290, 331 1 , 3 3 2 1 , 3 3 3 6.

RCC 1870, Art. 331.

(Same as Art. 3 3 1 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;

Same as above.

similar to Acts 1 83 0, p. 48, § 8 ; same as 1855, No.
324, § 1 3 rns § § 24 4 0, 3846J >

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponaing article.

ART. 332. The grandfather or grandmother, when the tutor·
ship shall have devolved or may devolve upon either of them, by
operation of law, may give a special mortgage in the same cases, and
in the same manner and form as the father or mother.
RCC-263 et seq., 3 2 0, 325 et seq. Acts 1 92 0 , No. 223 (as am. by 1924, No.
6 8 , and 1926, No. 28 3 ) ; 1 92 2 , No. 3 1 .

RCC 1870, Art. 332.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 3 2 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
in conformity with Acts 1830, p. 5 0, § 1 0 ; same
as Acts 1855, No. 3 2 4, §14 rns §§24 4 1 , 3 8 4 7 1 )

CC 1825.

N o corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 333. * Whenever a special mortgage shall have been
given by a parent or tutor, to secure the rights of two or more minors,
any one of the minors, on attaining the age of majority, or being
emancipated, may proceed to the sale of the property mortgaged, after
having discussed the other property of the debtor, in the manner
following :
A family meeting shall be convened on behalf of the remaining
minors, to consider whether the property mortgaged is sufficient to
satisfy all demands on it, in favor both of the major and minor heirs.
If they should be of the opinion that the property is sufficient to
satisfy all demands, they shall advise that s o much of the property
mortgaged as will satisfy the demand of the major be sold, i£ sus
ceptible of division, · and the property so sold shall be free from the
mortgage in favor o f the remaining minors.
If the meeting shall he of opinion that the property mortgaged
is not sufficient to satisfy the demands of all the heirs, or that it is
not susceptible of division, the whole of the mortgaged property shall
be sold, and shall he released from the mortgage in favor of the major
and minors. The proceeds of the sale, after defraying the expenses,
shall be equally divided among the major and the minors, giving each
his virile share. The portion belonging to the minors shall be paid
to their tutor.
In the same decree in which the judge orders the sale of the prop·
erty, he shall order the evidence of the minor's legal mortgage to he
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inscribed in the mortgage hook in the manner heretofore provided.
This inscription must be made within three days after the date of the
order, in the parish in which the tutor resides ; and within thirty days
from the date of the order, in other parishes in which the tutor has
immovable property.
Acts 1 9 2 6 , No. 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 4 7 (as am. by 1 9 35 , 2 E S , No. 1 8 ) .
.

RCC 1 870, Art. 333.

.

( Same as Art. 333 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
pars. 1 - 3 similar to Acts 1 8 5 5, No. 324, § 1 5 CRS
§ § 2 442, 38481 )

Same as above.
CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1926, No. 3 19 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 334. The tutor shall, prior to his entering upon the exer·
cise of his duties, take an oath before the proper officer, that he will
well and faithfully fulfill his trust.
He shall also name and state in this oath the several parishes
in which immovable property belonging to him is situated; and that
he does not own immovable property in any parish in this State,
except the parishes therein named.
RCC-49, 2 74, 313, 335, 1 1 2 6. CP-990.
( Same as Art. 334 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 334.

Same as above.
( No reference in Projet)
Quoted under RCC 1 8 70, Art. 2 74, above.

CC 1 825, Art. 328.

CC 1 808, pp. 68, 69, Art. 53.

Quoted under R C C 1 870, Art. 2 74, above.
C N 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 335. The letters of tutorship shall not be delivered to
the tutor, until he shall have complied with the law as herein required.
Until they shall have been delivered to him, he shall not interfere
with the administration of the property of the minor, except for the
purpose of preserving it, in cases which admit of no delay.
The tutor is not recognized, confirmed or appointed, nor is
he permitted to act as tutor, until the judge renders and signs a decree
authorizing letters of tutorship to be issued.
RCC-2 48, 270 et seq., 3 0 7 et seq., 316 et seq., 3 19, 3 2 1 , 334, 336.
( S ame as Art. 335 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 ;
par. 3 in conformity with Acts 1869, No. 95, § 2
m s § §2 382, 3867 1 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 335.

Same as above.

( Projet, p.
The letters of tutorship shall not be
delivered to the tutor until he shall
have furnished securit of one of the
kinds before described.
C C 1 825, Art. 332.

;

26. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Les lettres de tutelle ne seront delivrees au tuteur qu'apres qu'il aura
fourni l'une des suretes ci-dessus requises.
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Until they shall have b e e n delivered
to him, he shall not interfere with the
administration of the property of the
minor, except for the purpose of pre
serving it, in cases which admit of no
delay.

CC 1 808.
CN 1 804.

Jusqu'a
ce
qu'elles
Jui
soient
d elivrees, il ne peut s'immiscer dans
!'administration des biens du mineur,
sauf pour Jes actes conservatoires qui
n'admettraient point de delai.

No corresponding article.
No corresponding article.

Section 1 1-0F THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TUTOR
ART. 336. The tutor administers and acts as such from the
day of his appointment, if such appointment took place when he was
present ; otherwise, from the day on which notice was given to him.
RCC-250, 3 16, 3 3 5, 3 37, 346, 3 5 1 , 415, 1 344, 1 3 69, 1556, 1665, 3 3 14.

RCC 1 870, Art. 336.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 297.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

Le tuteur administre et agit en cette
qualite, d u jour de sa nomination, si
elle a ete faite en sa presence, sinon,
du jour qu'elle Jui a ete notifiee.

CC 1 808, p. 64, Art. 29.

·p.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"present" ; no punctuation after "other
wise."

65, Art. 29.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "sinon."

CN 1 804, Art. 418.
The tutor shall act and shall admin
ister as such from the day of his ap
pointment, if it is made in his pres
ence ; otherwise, from the day on which
notice was given to him.

Le tuteur agira et administrera, en
cette qualite, du jour de sa nomination,
si .elle a lieu en sa presence ; sinon, du
jour qu'elle Jui aura ete notifiee.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 42.
Same as CC 1 808,

p.

64, Art. 29,

Same as CC 1825, Art. 297, above ;
but semicolon ( ;) after "presence";
no punctuation after "qualite."

above.

ART. 337. The tutor shall have the care of the person of the
minor, and shall represent him in all civil acts.
He shall administer his estate as a prudent administrator would
do, and shall be responsible for all damages resulting from a bad
administration.
He can not either personally, or by means of a third person,
purchase, lease or hire the property of the minor, or accept the assign
ment of any right or claim against his ward.
R CC-253, 315, 3 3 6, 3 3 8 et seq., 351, 357, 3 69, 1 049, 1 099, 1 146, 1 147, 1 3 12,
1 3 4 3, 1 546, 1 790, 2445, 3 314. Acts 19 14, No. 9 1 ; 1 916, No. 27; 1920, No. 1 1 6 ;
1 9 2 2 , No. 117.

RCC 1 870, Art. 337.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 327.
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 25.

Addition :j: adopted; no comment)

Le tuteur prendra soin de la personne
du mineur, et le representera dans tous
les actes civils.
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II administrera ses biens en hon pere
de famille, et repondra des dommages
interets qui pourraient resulter d'une
mauvaise gestion.
II ne peut, ni personnellement ni par
personne interposee, acheter les biens
du mineur, ni les prendre a ferme , ni
accepter la cession d'aucun droit ou
creance contre son pupile [pupille l .

CC 1 808, p. 68, Art. 5 1 .

-p.

The tutor watches over the p erson of
the minor and administers his estate;
He cannot become purchaser of the
property of the minor;
He cannot accept the assignment of
any right or claim against his ward.

69, Art. 5 1 .

L e tuteur surveille la personne du
mineur;
II administre ses biens;
II ne peut se rendre adjudicataire
desdits biens ;
II ne peut accepter la cession d'aucun
droit ou creance contre son pupile
[pupil!e].

-p. 68, Art. 52.

-p. 69, Art. 52.

The tutor is bound to administer a s
a good father o f a family ; h e is re
sponsib l e for all the damages which
might have b e e n either prevented or
repair e d by a wise administration.

Le tuteur est tenu d'administrer en
hon pere de famille, ii repond de tous les
dommages qu'une sage administration
aurait pU prevenir OU reparer.

CN

1 804, Art. 450.

Pars. 1, 2 same as CC 1825, Art. 327,
pars. 1, 2, above.
He cannot purchase or lease the
property of the minor, unless the family
meeting has authorized the undertutor
to grant him such lease, or accept the
assignment of a n y right or claim against
his ward.

Pars. 1, 2 same as CC 1825, Art. 327,
pars. 1, 2, above.
II ne peut ni acheter !es biens du
mineur, ni les prendre a ferme, a moins
que le conseil de famille n'ait autorise
le subroge tuteur a lui en passer bail,
ni accepter la cession d'aucun droit ou
creance contre son pupille.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 8 0 0 ) , Book I, Title IX, Art. 65.
Par. 1 same as CC 1808, p . 68, Art.
5 1 , par. 1 , above.
He cannot purchase it, or lease it,
unless the family m eeting has authoriz e d
the undertutor to grant h i m s u c h lease.
Par. 3 same as C C 1808, p. 68, Art.

5 1 , par. 3, above.

Pars. 1, 2 same as C C 1808, p. 6 9,
Art. 51, pars. 1, 2 , above ; but period
(. ) after " mineur", and after "biens."
II ne peut ni les acheter, ni Jes prendrc
a ferme, a moins que le conseil de
famille n'autorise le subroge tuteur a
Jui en passer bail.
II ne peut accepter la cession d 'aucun
droit ou creance contre son mineur.

-Book I, Title IX, Art. 66.
Same

as

CC

1 808, p. 68, Art. 5 2 ,

above.

Same as CC 1 808, p. 69, Art. 52,
above; but period (. ) after "famille . "

ART. 338.* Within a month after the closing of the inventory,
the tutor must cause the movable effects of the minor to be sold, unless
he be authorized by the j udge to preserve them in kind, in whole or
in part, in consequence of the time approaching for the emancipation
of the minor, or for any other sufficient reason ; in which case the
tutor shall return to the minor the estimated value of those movables,
which he can not restore in kind, or which he has suffered to deteri
orate through want of care.
R C C-3 4 1 , 1 163. Acts 1 9 18, No. 246 ; 1924, No. 1 3 1 ; 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 932,
No. 2 0 9 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 35, 2 E.S . , No. 1 8 ) .
RCC 1 870, Art. 338.
Same as above.
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Art. 339

(Projet, p. 2 6. Amendment adopted ; comment by
redactors)
Dans le mois qui suivra la clOture de
Same as above. ( In conformity with
l'inventaire, le tuteur sera tenu de faire
Acts 1 8 09, Chap. 2 1 , and Acts 1 8 1 1 ,
proceder a la vente des biens-meubles
Chap. 9 )
du mineur, a moins qu'il ne soit autorise
par le juge a les conserver en nature,
e n tout ou en partie, soit parceque le
mineur approche de l'age OU ii peut etre
emancipe, soit pour quelque autre
raison valable ; auquel cas le tuteur
devra rendre au mineur la valeur
estimative de ceux des meubles qu'il
n e pourra representer en nature, ou
qu'il aura laisse deterio.rer faute de
soin. ( In conformity with Acts 18 09,
Chap. 2 1 , and Acts 1 8 1 1, Chap. 9 )
CC 1 825, Art. 333.

CC 1 808, p . 68, Art. 56.

-p. 69, Art. 56.

Within ten days after the conclusion
of the inventory, it shall be the duty
of the tutor to proceed to the sale of
the m oveable and immoveable property
of his ward. ( Suppressed on recom
me11:dation of redactors ; Projet, p. 2 6 )

Dans les dix jours de la clOture de
l'inventaire, le tuteur sera tenu de faire
proceder a la vente des biens meubles
et immeubles du mineur. ( Suppressed
on recommendation of redactors ; Pro
jet, p. 2 6 )

C N 1 804, Art. 452.

Within a month after the closing of
the inventory, the tutor shall have sold,
at auction by a public officer, in the
presence of the undertutor, and after
having posted or published notices,
mention of which shall be made in the
proces verbal, all the movables other
than those which the family meeting
shall have authorized to be preserved
in kind.

Dans le mois qui suivra l a cloture de
l'inventaire, le tuteur fera vendre, en
presence du subroge tuteur, aux en
cheres re1;ues par un officier public et
apres des affiches ou publications dont
le proces-verbal de vente fera mention,
tous !es meubles autres que ceux que le
conseil de famille l'aurait autorise a
conserver en nature.

•In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 319 ; 1934, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5, 2 E.S , No. 1 8 ) .
.

ART. 3 39. * The immovables of the minor can not be alienated
nor mortgaged, unless on the representation of the tutor, that it is
for the interest of the minor that these objects or a part of them
should be sold or mortgaged, a family meeting duly assembled shall
declare that the sale or mortgage is of absolute necessity, or of evi
dent a dvantage to the minor.
RCC-337, 340 et seq., 3 4 5 , 373, 1 164, 1 1 6 5 , 1 2 8 0 et seq., 13 12, 1 3 4 1 . Acts
1 9 18, No. 246 ; 1924, No. 1 4 9 ; 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 932, No. 209 ; 1934, No. 4 7 (as am.
by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 121 ; 1 93 8, No. 2 9 0 .

RCC 1870, Art. 339.

( Same as Art. 3 3 9 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
( Projet, p. 26. Addition i adopted ; comment by
redactors)
Les biens-immeubles et les esclaves
The immoveables and slaves of the
du mineur ne pourront etre alienes ni
minor cannot be alienated nor mort
gaged, unless on the representation of hypotheques, a moins que, sur la repre
sentation faite par le tuteur qu'il
the tutor, that it is for the interest of
the minor that these objects or a part convient mieux aux interets du mineur
que ces biens ou partie d'iceux, soient
of them should be sold or mortgaged,
a meeting of the family duly assembled vendus ou hypotheques, une assembiee
CC 1 825, Art. 334.
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5hall declare that the sale or mortgage
is of absolute necessity, or of evident
advantage to the minor. ( In conform
ity with Acts 1 809, Chap. 2 1 , and Acts
1 8 1 1 , Chap. 9 )

CC 1 808.

Art. 340

de famille, dument convoquee, declare
qu'en effet cette vente ou hypotheque,
est d'une necessite absolue ou d'un
avantage evident pour le mineur.
(In
conformity with Acts 1809, Chap. 2 1 ,
and Acts 1 81 1 , Chap. 9 )

N o corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 457, pars. 1 -3.
The tutor, even the father or mother,
may neither borrow for the minor, nor
alienate or mortgage his immovable
property, without the authorization of a
family meeting.
This authorization should be given
only in case of absolute necessity or of
evident advantage.
In the first case, the family meeting
shall not give its consent until it is
established, by a summary account pre
sented by the tutor, that the money,
movable effects, and revenues of the
minor are insufficient.

Le tuteur, meme l e pere O U l a mere,
ne peut emprunter pour le mineur, n i
aliener ou hypothequer ses biens im
meubles, sans y etre autorise par un
conseil de famille.
Cette autorisation ne devra etre ac
cordee que pour cause d'une necessite
absolue, ou d'un avantage evident.
Dans le premier cas, le conseil de
famille n'accordera son autorisation
qu'apres qu'il aura ete constate, par
un compte sommaire presente par le
tuteur, que les deniers, effets mobiliers
et revenus du mineur sont insuffisans.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 934, No. 47 (as am.

by 1935, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 340. In case the family meeting shall consider the sale
or mortgage to he advantageous to the minor, it shall set forth
the reasons of its determination, in order that the judge may decide
whether h e ought to cause it to he homologated or not, and shall
also fix the terms of credit on which the property shall he sold, and
the other conditions of the sale, if the case requires it.
RCC-33 9 , 3 42, 373.
2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 340.

Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4, No. 47 (as am. by 1 935,
( Same as Art. 340 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 335.

( Projet, p.
In case the meeting of the family
shall consider the sale or mortgage to
be advantageous to the minor, it shall
set forth the reasons of its determination, in order that the judge may decide whether he ought to cause it to
be homologated or not, and shall also
fix the terms of credit on which the
property shall be sold, and the other
condition s of the sale, if the case requires it.

26. Addition t adopted ; no comment)
Dans le cas oil l'assemblee de famille
jugera cette vente ou hypotheque avan
tageuse au mineur, elle expliquera les
motifs de sa determination, afin que le
juge voie s'il doit ou non en accorder
l'homologation ; elle devra aussi fixer
!es termes de credit auxquels !es biens
seront vendus, et les autres conditions
de la vente, si le cas le requiert.

CC 1 808, p. 68, Art. 58.

-p. 69, Art. 58.

The judge at the time of authorizing
the said sale, shall fi x, with the advice
of the meeting of the family, the sev
eral terms of credit at which the
minor's property shall be sold, as well
as the rate of interest, the securities
to be given by the purchaser and the
other conditions of the sale, as the case
may require. (Suppressed on recom
mendation of redactors ; Projet, p. 2 7 )

Le juge, en autorisant ces ventes,
fixera, sur l'avis de l'assemblee de
famille, les termes de credit auxquels
!es biens du mineur seront vendus, !es
interets et les sil.retes a exiger des
acquereurs, ainsi que les autres con
ditions de la vente, si le cas le requiert.
(Suppressed on recommendation of re
dactors; Projet, p. 27)
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CN 1 804, Art. 457, par. 4.
The family meeting shall indicate,
in all cases, the immovables which
should be sold first and all conditions
which it shall consider advisable.

Le conseil de famille indiquera, dans
tous !es cas, Jes immeubles qui devront
etre vendus de preference, et toutes
Jes conditions qu'il jugera utiles.

ART. 341.
The sale of the property of the minor shall he
authorized by the judge, and made at public auction, after having
been duly advertised in the manner required for other judicial adver·
tisements, during ten days for movables and thirty days for Im·
movables.
RCC-338 et seq., 3 7 3 , 1 1 1 7, 1 1 67, 1 3 4 1 , 2 6 2 2 et seq.
1 9 3 2 , No. 209 ; 1 9 3 8 , No. 2 9 0.

RCC 1 870, Art.

34 1 .

Same as above.

Acts 1 878, No. 1 0 4 ;

(Same as Art. 3 4 1 o f Proposed Revision of 1869)

CC 1 825, Art.

(Projet, p. 2 6 . Amendment i adopted ; no comment)
336.
The sale of the property of the minor
La Y:!nte des biens du mineur se fera
shall be authorized by the judge, and
sur autorisation du juge, et a l'enchere
made at public auction, after having publique, apres avoir et� dument an
been duly advertised in English and
noncee en· Anglais et en Fran�ais,
French, during ten days for moveables,
savoir, pendant dix jours pour Jes
and thirty days for immoveables and meubles, et pendant trente jours pour
slaves, either by papers posted up at Jes immeubles et !es esclaves, soit par
the usual places, if the sale is made
des affiches aux lieux accoutumes, si
out of the parish of New Orleans, or la vente se fait hors de la paroisse
by advertisements inserted in at least d'Orleans, soit par des avertissemens
two of the newspapers which are printed inseres dans au moins deux des papiers
in the city of New Orleans, if the sale publics qui s'impriment a la Nouvelle
is made within the limits of that parish.
Orleans, si la vente se fait dans
l'etendue de la paroisse d'Orleans.
In those parishes in which a news
Dans Jes paroisses oil ii s'imprime
paper is published, the sale must be
une gazette, cette vente devra y etre
advertised in the newspapers, besides annoncee, outre la publication par
the publication by papers posted up, as affiches ci-dessus prescrite.
herein prescribed.

CC 1 8 08, p.

68, Art. 5 7.

-p.

This sale shall be authorised by the
j·.idge and made at public auction, after
having been duly advertised three times
in both the english and french lang
uages, to wit:-from ten to ten days
for immoveables, and from three to
three days for moveables, either by
papers posted up at the usual places,
jf the sale is made out of the parish of
New-Orleans, or by advertisements in
serted in at least two of the news papers
which are printed in the city of New
Orleans, if the sale is made within the
limits o f that parish.

69, Art. 57.

Cette vente se fera sur autorisation
du juge et a l'enchere publique, apres
avoir ete dument annoncee par trois
fois en anglais et en fran�ais, savoir, de
dix jours en dix jours pour Jes im
meubles et !es .esclaves, et de trois
jours en trois jours pour Jes meubles;
soit par des affiches aux lieux accou
tumes, si la vente se fait hors de la pa
roisse d'Orleans, soit par des avertisse
mens inseres dans au moins deux des
papiers publics qui s'impriment a la
Nouvelle-Orleans, si Ia vente se fait
dans l'etendue de la paroisse d'Orleans.

CN 1 804, Art. 459.
The sale shall be made publicly, in
the presence of the undertutor, at an
auction conducted by a member of the
civil court, or by a notary commissioned
for such purpose, after having posted no
tices, on three consecutive Sundays, at
the usual places in the canton.
Each of these notices shall be signed
and certified by the mayor of the com
munes where they shall have been
posted.

La vente se fera publiquement, en
presence
du
subroge tuteur,
aux
encheres qui seront re�ues par un
membre du tribunal civil, ou par un
notaire a ce commis, et a Ia suite de
trois affiches apposees, par trois di
manches consecutifs, aux lieux - ac
coutumes dans le canton.
Chacune de ces affiches sera v1see
et certifi ee par le maire des communes
oil elles auront ete apposees.
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Art. 343

ART. 342 . The minor's pr operty can not he sold f or less than
the a �ount of it s appraised valu e mentioned in the inventory, and if
ther e is no offer to that amount , it shall he again offered for sale at
public a uction, with the sam e f ormalities whi ch are above directed
until th e price of its appraisem ent may he obtained, reserving to th
judge, w ith th e advice of th e famil y meeting, t h e p ow er of extending
the t er m s of credit granted , a nd of giving such other facilities as may
procur e a prompt and advantageous sal e of the proper ty, and of
ord ering oth er appraisement or appraisement s, in case he shall h e
satisfied that the sale can not he eff ected a t the rat e of appraisement
already made.

;

RCC-3 4 0 , 1 1 6 5 , 1 170.

RCC 1 870, Art. 342.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 337.
Same as above.
1809, Chap. 2 1 , § 7 )

( No reference in Projet)
Les biens d e s mineurs n e pourront
( Similar to Acts
etre adjuges au dessous du prix d e
!'estimation de l'inventaire, e t s'ils ne
s'elevent point a ce prix, il faudra les
recrier de nouveau a l'enchere publique
avec Jes memes formalites ci-dessus
prescrites, jusqu'a ce qu'on en ait
obtenu ce prix, sauf au juge, de l'avis
de l'assemblee de famille, a etendre
les termes de credit accordes, et a
donner les autres facilites qui peuvent
procurer une vente prompte et avan
tageuse de ces biens, et meme a faire
proceder a une OU a de nouvelles
estimations, s'il reconnaissait que la
vente ne pourrait se faire sur le pied
de !'estimation deja faite. (Similar to
Acts 1 8 09, Chap. 2 1 , § 7 )

CC 1 808, p. 70, Art. 59.

·P ·

The minor's property cannot b e sold
for less than the amount of its ap
praised value m entioned in the inven
tory ; and if it does not rise to that
amount, it shall be again offered for
sale at public auction, with the same
formalities which are above directed,
until the price of its appraisement may
be obtained, reserving to the judge,
with the advice of the meeting of the
family, the faculty of extending the
terms of credit granted and of giving
such other facilities as may procure a
short and advantageous sale of said
property, and of ordering other ap
praisement or appraisements in case he
shall b e satisfi e d that the sale cannot
be effected at the rate of appraisement
already made.

CN 1 804.

7 1 , Art. 59.

Les biens des mineurs ne pourront
etre adjuges au-dessous du prix de
!'estimation de l'inventaire, et s'ils ne
s'elevent point a c e prix, ii faudra les
recrier de nouveau a l'enchere publique
avec Jes memes formalites ci-dessus
prescrites, jusqu'a ce qu'on en ait
obtenu ce prix, sauf au juge, de l'avis
de l'assemblee de famille, a etendre les
termes de credit accordes, et a donner
!es autres facilites qui peuvent procurer
une vente prompte et avantageuse
desdits biens, et meme a faire proceder
a une ou a de nouvelles estimations,
s'il reconnaissait que la vente ne pour
rait se faire sur le pied de !'estimation
deja faite.

No corresponding article.

343. * Whenever the par ent of a m inor has property in
ART.
commo n w ith h im, the par ent can cause the shar e of the minor either
in the w h ol e of the property or in any part ther eof t o he adjudicated
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to the parent at the price of an estimation made under oath by experts
appointed by the Judge, provided that a family meeting duly assembled
shall declare that the adjudication is for the interest of the minor and
the under tutor shall give his consent thereto. When the property is
an immovable, the share of the minor which shall have been adjudi
cated shall remain specially mortgaged in the minor's favor to secure
the payment of the price of adjudication in principal and interest.
(As amended by Acts 1914, No. 78)
RCC-331, 3 4 4 , 1 2 8 9 et seq., 1 3 0 8 , 1 32 3 , 1 3 69, 1402, 3317, 3353.
Acts
1 9 1 6, No. 23 ; 1924, No. 1 0 6 ; 1926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 928, No. 1 7 ; 1932, No. 2 0 9 ; 1 934,
No. 47 (as am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) . RS-2 3 6 3 .

Art. 343.
Whenever the father or mother of a minor has property in common with
him, they each can cause it to be adjudicated to them, either in whole or in part,
at the price of an estimation made by experts appointed by the Judge, and duly
sworn, after a family meeting, duly assembled shiill have declared, that the
adjudication is for the interest of the minor, and the under tutor shall have
given his consent thereto ; and in this case the property so adjudicated shall remain
specially mortgaged for the security of the payment of the price of adjudication
and the interest thereof. (As amended by Acts 1 90 0, No. 50)

RCC 1 870, Art. 343.
Whenever the father or mother of a minor has property in common with
him, they each can cause it to be adjudicated to them, either in whole or pa1t, at
the price of an estimation made by experts appointed and sworn by the judge,
after a family meeting, duly assembled, shall have declared, tha� the adjudication
is for the interest of the minor, and the undertutor shall have given his consent
thereto ; and in this case the property so adjudicated, shall remain specially mort
gaged for the security of the payment of the price of the adjudication and the
interest thereof.
( Projet, p. 27.

CC 1 825, Art. 338.
Same as above.
1 809, Chap. 2 1 , § 2 )

( Similar

to

Acts

Addition adopted; no comment)

Lorsque le pere OU la mere d'un
mineur a des biens communs avec lui,
ii peut se les faire adjuger, en tout ou
en partie, au prix de !'estimation faite
par experts nommes et assermentes par
le j uge, apres qu'une assemblee de
famille, dument convoquee, aura de
clare que cette adjudicatio n convient
aux interets du mineur, et que le sub
roge tuteur y aura consenti ; et dans
ce cas, les biens ainsi adjuges, demeur
eront hypotheques specialement pour
siirete du payement du prix de !'ad
judication et de ses interets. ( Similar
to Acts 1 8 0 9 , Chap. 21, § 2 )

CC 1808. No corresponding article.
CN 1 804. No corresponding article.
* I n c onnection with this article see Acts 1 9 2 6, No. 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 4 7 ( a s am.
by 1 935, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 344. In case of an adjudication made under the preced·
in:g article or any other law authorizing similar adjudications, a special
mortgage may he given by the father or mother on immovable prop·
erty, to secure the rights of the minors ; and such special mortgage
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Art. 346

shall have the effect of annulling the mortgage arising from such
adjudication.
RCC-13 3 8 , 3353, 3369. Acts 1 9 20, No. 223 ( as am. by 1924, No. 6 8 , and
1926, No. 2 83 ) ; 1922, No. 3 1 . RS-2363.
RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 344.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 344 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar to Acts 1830, p. 4 6 , §2, and Acts 1 8 5 5 ,
No. 3 2 4 , § 8 l R S §§2436, 3 84 1 ] )

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART.
345. The prohibition of alienating the immovables of
a minor, does not extend to the case in which a judgment is to be
executed against him, or of a licitation made at the instance of the
coheir, or other coproprietor.
RCC-339, 1289 et seq., 1 3 1 2 , 1 3 14, 1322 et seq., 1 3 2 7, 1328, 1339, 1 3 6 9 .
Acts 1 91 8 , No. 1 5 ; 1932, No. 2 09.
RCC 1 870, Art. 345.

(Same as Art. 345 of Proposed Revision of 1 86 9 )

Same a s above.
( Projet, p. 27. Addition adopted ; no comment)
The prohibition of alienating the imLa prohibition d'aliener !es immeubles
moveables and slaves of a minor does
et !es esclaves du mineur, ne peut
s'etendre au cas ou ii s'agit d'executer
not extend to the case in which a judgun jugement rendu contre lui, ni a celui
ment is to be e xecuted against him, or
of a licitation made at the instance of d'une licitation provoquee par un co
heritier, ou autre co-proprietaire indivis.
a co-heir, or other co-proprietor. ( Analo(Analogous t o Acts 1809, Chap. 2 1 , § 5 )
gous to Acts 1 809, Chap. 2 1 , § 5 )
CC 1 825, Art. 339.

CC 1808.

N o corresponding article.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 460, par. t .

The formalities required by articles
457 and 4 5 8 for the alienation of the
property of the minor, do not apply
where a judgment has decreed a licita
tion, at the instance of a co-proprietor.

Les formalites exigees par !es articles
457 et 458 pour !'alienation des biens
du mineur, ne s'app!iquent point au
cas oil un jugement aurait ordonne la
licitation sur la provocation d'un co
proprietaire par indivis.

ART. 346. If among the property of the minor there he any
which it may be necessary to work, as a plantation or a manufactory,
the tutor shall not he hound to administer them or to cause them to
he administered, hut he shall he permitted to let them for an annual
rent proportioned to their value. The lease may be made at public
auction, or by private act with the approval of the judge. (As amended
hy Acts 1876, No. 65 )
Acts 1 9 2 0, No. 1 1 6.
RCC 1 870, Art. 346.
Par. 1 same as sentence 1, above ; but comma (,) after "If", after "minor", and

after "administer them" ; no punctuation after "work."
The adjudication of the lease must b e made at public auction.
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Art. 340.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 2 7 .

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Lorsque, parmi Ies biens du mineur
iI s' en trouvera qu'il sera necessair�
d'exploiter, comme une habitation, une
manufacture, le tuteur ne sera pas tenu
de Ies administrer ou faire administrer·
mais ii lui sera loisible de Jes afferme�
pour une rente annuelle proportionnee
a leur valeur.
L'adjudication de cette ferme doit
etre faite a l'enchere publique.

CC 1 808. No corresponding article.
CN 1 804. No corresponding article.
ART. 347. The tutor shall be hound to invest, in the name
of the minor, the revenues which exceed the expenses of his ward,
whenever they amount to five hundred dollars. In default thereof,
he shall be bound to pay on such excess the rate of interest allowed
by law.
RCC-418. Acts 1930, No. 74.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 347.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 347 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as CC 1 825, Art. 341, par. 1, as amended by
Acts 1824-25, p. 198 rRS §§424, 3826] )

C C 1825, Art. 34 1 ,

par. 1 .
(Projet, p. 27. Addition adopted ; no comment)
The tutor shall be bound to invest,
Le tuteur devra faire, au nom du
in the name of the minor, the revenues mineur lui-meme, le placement des
which exceed the expenses of his ward, revenus qui se trouveront exciider Ia
whenever they amount to five hundred diipense de son pupille, des que cet
dollars.
In default thereof, he shall excedent s'iilevera a cinq cents piastres.
be bound to pay on such excess the A diifaut d 'emploi, ii en devra l'interet
highest conventional interest allowed au taux le plus haut de l'interet conven
by law. (Analogous to Acts 1811, Chap. tionnel permis.
(Analogous to Acts
1811, Chap. 9, §4)
9, §4)

CC 1808, p. 70, Art. 7 1 , par. 1 .

-p.

7 1 , Art. 7 1 ,

par.

I.

Le tuteur devra tenir compte a son
The tutor is bound t o pay to his
ward an interest, at the rate of five per pupile [pupille], de l'intiiret annuel a
cent. per annum, for all sums which he cinq pour cent, de toutes les sommes
shall have received on his account, pro qu'il aura touchiies pour Jui, soit du
ceeding either from the sale of his produit de Ia vente de ses biens, soit du
property, recovery of his credits or recouvrement des criiances a lui dues,
otherwise, and from the time he has soit autrement, et ce, a compter du jour
received such sums respectively, with ou ii aura re�u Iesdites sommes respec
out being admitted to free himself tivement, sans qu'il puisse s'exempter de
from such interest, under pretence of payer !edit intiiret, sous pretexte qu'il
his not having been able to lay the n'aurait pas trouve a placer Iesdites
sommes.
money out.
-p.

·p.

72, Art. 72.

The tutor is not allowed, in any case,
to lay out the money of the minor in
the purchase of any moveable or im
moveable property ; and if he makes
suc!J. purchase, it shall remain for his
own account, as the object of the law
by directing the sale of the minor's
property, is to prevent the inconveni
encies [inconveniences] of its adminis
tration by tutors.

CN 1804,

Art. 455.

This family meeting shall determine
positively the sum above which the

73, Art. 72.

Le tuteur ne pourra, en aucun cas,
employer !es deniers du mineur en
acquisitions de biens meubles ou im
meubles, et s'il fait de pareilles acqui
sitions, elles resteront pour son compte
personnel ; la Joi n'ordonnant la vente
des biens des mineurs, que pour iiviter
!es inconveniens de Ieur administration
par Ies tuteurs.

Ce conseil diiterminera positivement
Ia somme a laquelle commencera, pour
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tutor is obliged to invest the surplus
of revenues over expenses: this invest
ment must be made within a delay of
six months , beyond which the tutor will
be responsible for interest in default
of investment.

Art.

348

le tuteur, !'obligation d'employer l'ex
cedant U'excedentl des revenus sur la
depense: cet emploi devra etre fait dans
le delai de six mois, passe Jequel le
tuteur devra les interets a defaut d'em
ploi.

-Art. 456.
If the tutor has not caused the family
meeting to determine the sum above
which he is obliged to invest the sur
plus of revenues over expenses, he
shall owe, after the delay mentioned
in the preceding article, interest on
any sum not invested, however small it
may be.

Si le tuteur n'a pas fait determiner
par le conseil de famille la somme
a laquelle doit commencer J'emploi, ii
devra, apres le delai exprime dans
!'article precedent, les interets de toute
somme non employee, quelque modique
qu'elle soit.

ART. 348. The investment 0£ the fonds 0£ the rumor must
be made in bonds 0£ the United States of America, or in bonds of
any of the States of the United States of America or in bonds for
the payment of which the faith of any of the States of the United
States of America stands pledged ; or in bonds of any political sub
division of the State of Louisiana, principal and interest of which
are payable out of an ad valorem tax or taxes, the population of
which political subdivision exceeds 5,000, and the assessed value of
real estate therein exceeds $5,000,000.00 (Five Million Dollars) ; or
in first mortgage bonds on real estate (provided that no sum shall
be loaned on any such mortgage for more than 60 per cent of the
appraised value of the property) ; or in first mortgage or vendor's
lien notes on improved real estate (provided that no sum shall be
loaned o n any such mortgage or vendor's lien notes for more than
60 per cent of the assessed value of the property at the time the
investment is made that such assessed value shall not be less than
$2,500.00 and provided further when said mortgage is subject to a
homestead claim said claim shall be waived in the manner and form
provided by law) , and this investment in bonds or notes shall only
be made under a decree of the court having jurisdiction over the
tutorship, nor shall such investment be changed or the bonds, or notes
alienated, except by a decree of the same court. (As amended by
Acts 1926, No. 88)
RCC-304. Acts 1918, No. 30; 1 9 32, No. 71, §2 (as am. by 1934, No. 201 ) ;
1938, No. 8 1 , § 6 2 . RS-2358.

Art. 348.
The investment of the funds of the m inor must be made by public act and
secured b y mortgage, unless such investment be made in the bonds of the United
States of America, or in bonds of the State of Louisiana, or in bonds for the pay
ment of which the faith of the State of Louisiana stands pledged; and this invest
ment in bonds shall only be made under a decree of the court having jurisdiction
over the tutorship, nor· shall such investment be changed or the bonds alienated,
except by a decree of the same court.
In case o f such investment in bonds o f the State of Louisiana, or in bonds
for the payment of which the faith of the State of Louisiana stands pledged, it
shall be the duty of the tutor to furnish the Auditor of Public Accounts with a
copy of the decree of the court authorizing such investment, and to cause the
bonds to be registered in the office o f the Auditor. The Auditor shall write, in
large and legible characters, on the face of the bonds, that they are the property
of such a minor or minors, mentioning his, her or their names ; that they were
purchased by virtue of a decree of the court aforesaid; that they are not trans-
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Art. 349

ferable unless by virtue of a decree of such court authorizing the same, and he
shall si�n the statement. Such bonds shall thereby lose their negotiable charac
ter and no person obtaining possession thereof, other than the minor or minors
to :.Vhom they belong, shall have a ny rights therein o r thereto. The Auditor shall
keep a distinct book wherein to register such bonds. ( As amended by Acts 1 9 18,
No. 2 1 )

RCC 1870, Art. 348.

( Same as Art. 348 of Proposed Revision of 1 869 ;
similar to CC 1 82 5, Art. 3 4 1 , par. 2, as amended by
Acts 1 857, No. 1 9 0 ERS § §200-202, 2355-2 357 1 )
T h e investment o f t h e funds of the minor must b e made b y public act and
secured by mortgage, unless such investment be made in the bonds of the State
of Louisiana, or in bonds for the payment of which the faith of the State of Loui
siana sta nds pledged ; a nd this i nvestment in bonds shall only be made under a
decree of the court having jurisdiction over the tutorship, nor shall such invest
ment be changed or the bonds alie nated except by a decree of the same court.
In case of such investme nt in bonds, it shall be the duty of the tutor to
furnish the Auditor of Public Accounts with a c o py of the decree of the court
authorizing such investment, and to cause the b o nds to be registered in the office
of the Auditor. The Auditor shall write, in large and legible characters, on the
face of the bonds, that they are the property of such minor or minors, mentioning
his, her or their names ; that they were purchased by virtue of decree of the court
aforesaid; and they are not transferable, unless by virtue of a decree of such court
authorizing the same, a nd he shall sign the statement. Such bonds shall thereby
lose their negotiable character, and no person o btaini ng possession thereof, other
than the minor or minors to whom they belong, shall have any rights therein or
thereto. The Auditor shall keep a distinct book wherei n to register such bonds.

CC 1 825, Art. 341 ,

par. 2.
( Projet, p. 27. Addition adopted ; no comment)
The investment of the funds of the
Le placement des fonds du mineur
minor must be made by public act, and doit etre fait par acte public et sur
secured by mortgage.
hypotheque.

CC 1 808. No corresponding article.
CN 1 804. No corresponding article.

ART. 349. The tutor may retain as a commission for his care
and labor, ten per cent. on the annual amount of the revenues of the
property committed to his charge.
R C C-337.

RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 349.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 342.

( Projet, p. 28. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Same as above (Analogous to Acts
Le tuteur pourra retenir, par forme
180 9 , Chap. 21, § 6, and Acts 1 81 1 , de commission, pour ses peines et soins,
dix p our cent sur l e montant annuel
Chap. 9, § 4 )
des revenus des biens confies a sa ges
tion. ( Analogous to Acts 1 809, Chap.
2 1 , § 6 , a nd Acts 181 1, Chap. 9, § 4 )

CC 1 808,

p.

70, Art. 7 1 ,

par.

2.

7 1 , Art. 7 1 , par. 2.
Neanmoins le tuteur pourra retenir
sur le montant annuel de cet interet,
dix pour cent, par forrne de commis
sion pour !es peines et soins et les
risques de sa responsabilite.
-p.

But the tutor may retain o n the
annual amount of such i nterest, ten
per cent. as a compensation for his
care a nd trouble and for the responsi
bility to which he has subjected himself.

CN 1 804. No corresponding article.
ART. 350. * The expenses for the support and education of
the minor ought to he so regulated, that nothing decent or necessary
shall he wanting to him, according to his condition and his fortune.
They ought never to exceed his revenues. But if the revenues are not
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Art. 350

sufficient to procure him an education, the tutor may cause a family
meeting to be assembled in order to deliberate whether it be for the
advantage of the minor that something should he taken from his cap
ital, in order to insure to him the advantage of a liberal education.
In case also that the revenue of the minor should be evidently
insufficient to procure him subsistence, the tutor, by the advice of the
family meeting, may be authorized to take from the capital in order
to supply his wants.
RCC-4 1 8. Acts 1 92 6, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 93 4, No. 47 (as am. by Acts 1 935 , 2E.S .,
No. 1 8 ) .
RCC 1 870, Art. 350.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 343.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 2 8. Su bs titution adopted; comment by
r edactors )
Les depens es pour l'entr etien et
!'education du mineur doivent etr e
r eglees de manier e qu e rien d'honnete
et de necess air e ne lu i manque, s elon
s a condition et sa for tune. Elles ne
doivent point exceder s es r evenus . Ce
pendant, si ces r evenus n'etaient p as
suffis ans pour lu i pr ocur er de l'edu ca
tion, le tu teur devr a provoquer la con
v ocation d'u ne ass emblee de famille,
a l' eff et de deliber er s 'il ne s erait pas
avantageux au mineur de prendr e qu el
que chos e sur s on capital, pour lu i
assur er le bienfait d'une edu cation
liber ale.
D ans le cas auss i ou les revenus du
mineur s eraient evidemment insuffis ans
pour lu i pr ocur er la subs is tance, le
tuteur pourr a etre au tor is e, d'apres
l'avis de l' ass emblee de famille, a pren
dr e quelqu e chos e sur le capital de s on
pu pile [pupille] , pour su bvenir a s es
necess ites .

cc 1808, p. 70, Art. lro.

-p. 71, Art. 60.

The exp ences of food, maintainance
and edu cation of the minor shall not ex
ceed his income or the inter es ts of his
(Suppr ess ed on r ecommenda
fu nds .
tion of r edactors ; Pr ojet, p. 28)

Les fr ais de nourr iture, entr etien et
education du mineur ne doivent p as
exceder s es r evenus ou l'inter et de s es
capitau x.
(Suppress ed on r ecommen
dation of r edactors ; Pr ojet, p. 28)

CN 1804, Art. 454, par. 1 .
At the time any tutor other than a
father and mother begins his duties ,
the family meeting s hall deter mine
upon a r ou gh es timate, and according
to the importance of the pr operty ad
minister ed, the maximum amou nt to be
allowed for the annu al expens es of the
minor, as well as that allowed for the
adminis tr ation of his pr oper ty.

Lors de l'entr ee en exercice de tou te
tu telle, au tr e qu e celle des per e et
mer e, le cons eil de famille r egler a par
aper�u , et s elon !'impor tance des biens
r egis , la s omme a laquelle pourr a
s' elever la dep ens e annu elle du mi neur ,
ains i qu e celle d'adminis tr ation de s es
biens .

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 72, par. 2.

The expens es of food, maintenance
and edu cation of the minor shall not exceed his income.

Les frais de nourr iture, entr etien et
educat ion du mineur ne peuvent exceder � es revenus .

"'In connection with this ar ticle s ee A cts 1926 , No. 3 1 9 ; 1 93 4, No. 47 (as am.
by 1 935 , 2E .S., No. 18).
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Art. 351

351. The tutor administers hy himself alone; all instru·
ments are made by him and in his name, without the concurrence of
the minor;
Be can, on his own responsibility, act by an attorney in fact, m
places distant from .his residence.
ART. .

RCC-336, 337, 13 1 2 , 1546.

RCC 1870, Art. 351.

CP-1 09, 1 15, 1 17 , 320, 321.

(Same a s Art.

351

o f Proposed Revision o f

1869)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 344.

(Projet, p.

The tutor administers by himself
alone; all the deeds are made by him
and in his name, without the concurrence of the minor.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

CC 1 808,

p.

Amendment adopted; no comment)

Le tuteur gere et administre en seul;
tous Jes actes se font par Jui et en
son nom, sans le concours du mineur.
II peut, sous sa responsabilite, agir
par fonde de pouvoir, dans !es lieux
eloignes de sa residence.

70, Art. 6 1 .

-p.

7 1 , Art. 6 1 .

Same a s par.

Same as par. l , above; b u t comma
(,) after "alone", and after "him."

CN 1 804.

28.

1,

above.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book I, Title IX, Art. 73.
The tutor alone manages and administers.
All acts are made in his
name, without the concurrence of the
minor.

Le tuteur seul gere et administre.
Tot:s Jes actes se font en son nom, sans
le concours du mineur.

ART. 352. It shall not be necessary for minor heirs to make
any formal acceptance of a succession that may fall to them, hut such
acceptance shall be considered as made for them with benefit of inven
tory J:iy operation of law, and shall in all respects have the force and
effect of a formal a cceptance.
1546.

RCC-883, 977 et seq., 1 0 04, 1013, 1018, 1 03 2 et seq., 1044, 1046, 1 099,

RCC 1 870, Art. 352.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 345.

(Same as Art. 352 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as Aets 1 855, No. 324, §16 rRS §§234 1 , 3 7091)
(No reference in Projet)

The tutor cannot, without an authority from the judge, by and with the advice of a family meeting, accept or refuse an inheritance which has descended
to the minor.

-Art. 346.

(No reference in Projet)

The acceptance of an inheritance,
which has accrued to a minor, can be
inade in no other way than with the
benefit of ·an inventory.

-Art. 347.

L'acceptation d'une succession echue

a un mineur, ne peut se faire que sous
benefice d'inventaire.

(No reference in Projet)

The inheritance which has been re
fused by the tutor authorized by the
judge, may be resumed or accepted* by
the tutor by a similar authority, or by
the minor when arrived at the age of
majority, in case such inheritance shall
not have been accepted by any other
person.

Le tuteur ne peut, sans l'autorisation
du juge, donnee sur l'avis de l'assem
blee de famille, accepter ou repudier
une succession echue a son mineur.

La succession qui a ete repudiee par
le tuteur, avec l'autorisation du juge,
comme il est dit ci-dessus, peut etre
reprise* so it par le tuteur, avec pareille
autorisation, soit par le mineur devenu
majeur, dans le cas seulement ou elle
n'aurait ete a cceptee par aucun autre.
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Art. 352

But the inheritance must be taken
such as it is at the time of claiming
the same, and the claimant shall have
no right to contest any sales or other
acts, which may have been legally made,
during the vacancy of the inheritance.

Mais la succession ne peut etre re
prise que. dans I'etat ou elle se trouve
!ors de la r e clamation, sans pouvoir
attaquer !es. ventes et autres actes qui
auraient ete legalement faits durant
la vacance de la succession.

CC 1808,

-p.

p.

70, Art. 62.

p.

-

70, Art. 63.

-p.

The acceptance of an inheritance
which has accrued to a minor cannot
be made but under the benefit of an
inventory.
·p .

7 1 , Art. 62.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 3 45 , above;
but no punctuation after "juge."

The tutor cannot, without an author
ity from the judge by and with the
advice of the meeting of the family,
accept or refuse an inheritance which
has descended to the minor.

71, Art. 63.

Same as C C 1825, Art. 3 46, above;
but no punctuation after "mineur."

70, Art. 64.

-p.

The inheritance which has been re
fused by the tutor with the aforesaid
authority, may be resumed or accepted*
by the tutor by a similar authority, or
by the minor when arrived at the age
of majority, in case such inheritance
shall not have been accepted by any
other person.
Par. 2 same as CC 1825, Art. 3 47,
par. 2 , above; but n o punctuation after
"acts", or after "made."

7 1 , Art. 64.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 3 47, above;
but comma (,) after "ci-dessus, peut
etre reprise."

CN 1804, Art. 4 6 1 .
The tutor shall not b e able t o accept
or refuse a succession which has de
scended to the minor, without the pre
vious authorization of the family meet
ing.
An acceptance shall take place
only under benefit of inventory.

Le tuteur ne pourra accepter ni re
pudier une succession echue au mineur,
sans une autorisation prealable du con
seil de famille. L'acceptation n'aura lieu
que sous benefice d'inventaire.

-Art. 462.
In case the inheritance refused in the
name of the minor shall not have been
accepted by another, it might be re
sumed, either by the tutor authorized to
this effect by a subsequent deliberation
of the family meeting, or by the minor
when arrived at the age of majority,
but it must be taken such as it may be at
the time of such acceptance, and the
claimant shall have no right to contest
any sales or other acts which may have
been legally made during the vacancy.

Dans le cas ou la succession repudiee
au nom du mineur n'aurait pas ete
acceptec par un autre, elle pourra etre

reprise soit par le tuteur, autorise a
cct effct par une nouvelle deliberation
du conseil de famille, soit par le mineur
clevenu majeur, mais dans l'etat ou elle
se trouvera !ors de la reprise, et sans
pouvoir attaquer les ventes et autre11
11ctes qui auraient ete legalement faits
durnnt la vacance.

Projet du GouTernement (1800), Book I, Title IX, Art. 74, par. 2.
He cannot, without this authorization,
11 ne peut, sans cette autorisation,
accepter ni repudier une successfon.
accept or renounce an inheritance.
-Book I, Title IX, Art. 75.
Same as CC 1808, p. 70,
above.

63,

L'acceptation d'une succession echue
au mineur, ne peut se faire que sous
le benefice d'inventaire.

The inheritance which has been re
fused by the tutor authorized by the

La succession qui a ete repudiee par
le tuteur, avec l'autorisation du conseil

-Book I, Title IX, Art.

Art.

76.
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Art. 353

de fami l l e, p eu t etre repris e, s oit par
le tut eu r avec pareille au toris ati on,
s oit par le mi neur devenu majeu r, dans
le cas s eu lement ou elle n'au rait ete
acceptee par au cu n au tre.
M ais la su ccess ion ne p eut etre re
pris e qu e dans l'etat ou elle s e t rouve
!ors d e la re clamati on, s ans pouvoir
attaqu er !es ventes et au tres actes qu i
au rai ent ete leg alement faits contre des
curat eu rs ou commiss aires a la suc
cessi on, pendant qu' elle au rait ete re
pu die e et vacante.

family meeting, may be resu med by the
tu tor by a s imilar au thorit y, o r by the
mi nor when arrived at the age of major
ity, i n cas e such i nheritance s hall not
have been accepted by any other pers on.
But t he i nheritance must be taken
such as it is at the tim e of clai ming
t he s ame, and the clai mant s hall have
no rig ht to contest any s ales or other
acts , whi ch may have been leg al l y
made, cont radict orily with t he cu rators
or commissaires of the su ccess ion, du r
ing t he ti me that it was refus e d and
vacant .

*"Or accepted" has no count erpart i n F rench t ext .

ART. 353.* The tutor can not borrow for the minor, purchase
for him immovable [immovables] or compromise respecting his rights,
without an authority from the judge, granted o n the advice of a family
meeting.
RCC-339, 373, 415 , 1 785 , 1 867, 2231, 3071 , 307 2 , 3148, 3302. Acts 1926 ,
No. 319; 1 934, No. 47 ( as am. by 1935, 2E.S., No. 18 ) .

RCC 1870, Art. 353.

( Same as Art. 353 of Proposed Revision of 18 69)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 348.

( Proj et, p. 28. A d di ti on f adopted ; no comment )
The tutor cannot borrow for the
Le tut eu r ne peut empru nter p ou r le
mi nor, pu rchas e for hi m i mmoveables or mineu r, acquerir pour lui des i mmeu bl es
ou des es claves , transig er su r s es droits ,
slaves , or compromis e res pecting his
rights , without an au thority from the sans aut orisation de just ice, accorde e
ju dge, g rant ed on t he advice of a meet- d' apres l'avis de l'ass emble e de fami lle.
i ng of the family.

CC 1 808,

p.

70, Art. 65.

-p.

The tutor cannot borrow for the
minor, nor enter i nto any t rans action
or compromise res pecti ng his rig hts
wi thout an au thority from t he judge.

CN 1 804, Art. 457,

par.

7 1 , Art. 65.

Le tuteur ne peut empru nt er pour le
mineu r, t ransig er, ni compromettre su.r
s es droi ts , s ans autorisat ion de justi ce.

1.

Qu ot ed u nder RCC 1 870, Art. 339, above.
-Art. 467.

The tut or s hall be able t o compromis e
i n t he name of the mi nor only after
having been authoriz ed by the family
meeti ng , and on the advi ce of t hree
ju ris consu lts designat ed by the commis
saire du Gouvernement in t he civil court.
The compromis e shall not b e vali d
u nti l it has been homologated by the
civil court after hearing the com
missaire du Gouvernement.

Le tuteur ne pourra transiger au
nom du mi neur, qu' apres y avoi r ete
aut orise par le cons ei l de f ami lle, et
de l' avis d e t rois ju risconsult es de
s ig nes par l e commiss aire du G ou verne·
ment pres le t ri bunal civil.
La tr ans acti on ne s era valable
qu'autant qu' elle au ra ete homologuee
par le tri bu nal civil, apres avoir ent en du
le commiss ai r e du Gou vernement .

*In connection with this arti cle s e e Acts 1926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1934, No. 4 7 (as am.
by 1935, 2E.S., No. 18).

ART. 354. The tutor may accept legacies, donations and other
advantages made to his ward ; but he can not, in any case, dispose
gratituously to the movable or immovable property of the minor, or
of any part thereof.
RCC-374, 977, 1546, 1547, 1558, 1 748. Acts 1 92 8 , No. 1 2 1.
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Ari. 356

RCC 1 870, Art. 354.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 349.
Same as above.

C 1 808,

p.

(No reference in Proj et)
Le tuteur peut accepter les donations,
legs et autres avantag es faits a s o n
mi neur; mais il ne peut, dans aucun
cas, dispos er d es biens meubles et im
meubl es de ce mineur a titre g ratuit,
ou d' aucune partie d'iceux.

7 0, Art. 66.

·P·

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "cas e."

CN 1 804, Art. 463.
The donation made to the minor can
not be accepted by the tutor without
the authoriz ation of the family meet
ing .
I t s hall have, with respect to the
m inor , the s ame effect as toward a
major.

7 1 , Art. 66.

Le tuteur peut accepter les donations, l egs et autres avantag es faits a
son mineur, mais il ne peut dans aucuns
cas , dispos er des biens meubles et i m
meubl es dudit mineur, a titre g ratuit,
ou d' aucune partie d'i ceux.
La donation faite au
pourra etre acceptee par
qu'avec l'autoris ation du
famil le.
El le aura, a l'eg ard du
m em e eff et qu'a l'eg ard du

mineur ne
le tuteur
cons eil de
mineur, le
maj eur.

ART. 355. When the minors shall possess houses or other
buildings, it shall he the duty of the Tutor, on his own responsibility,
to have the same insured against fire and tornado, unless expressly
relieved from so doing by the Judge of the Court in which the tutor
ship is pending. (As amended by Acts 1928, No. 170)
RCC-2 7 5 .
RCC 1 870, Art. 355.

( S am e as Art. 355 of Proposed R evision of 1 869 ;
s imil ar to Acts 1 8 1 1, Chap. 9, §6; same as Acts
1 8 5 5, No. 32 4, us ms §2 3 4 3 ] )
W hen a minor shall poss ess hous es in the city of New Orl eans , it s hall b e
the duty o f the tutor, on his own r es ponsibil ity, to have the s ame ins ured ag ains t
fire.
CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corr esponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corr espon ding article.

ART. 356. The tutor is bound to render an annual account
of his administration, reckoning from the day of his appointment.
This account shall he rendered contradictorily with the undertutor.
The judgment homologating the account shall he prima facie
evidence of the correctness of the account homologated, in any settle
ment which may afterwards be made with the minor.
The tutor shall append to his annual account an affidavit, in
which he shall name and specify the several parishes in this State
in which immovable property belonging to him is situated ; and that
he does not own immovable property in any parish except the parishes
therein named.
RCC-2 75 , 357, 361, 3 6 9, 3 8 1, 1 19 1, 1674, 3 070.
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Art. 357
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 356.
Same a s above.

(Same as Art.

pars.

356

of Proposed Revision of

1 869 ;

1, 2 similar to Acts 1855, No. 47 CRS §§23 44,

2 345))

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 470.

Tout tuteur, autre que le pere et la
mere, peut etre tenu, meme durant la
tutelle, de remettre au subroge tuteur
des etats de situation de sa gestion,
aux epoques que le conseil de famille
aurait juge a propos de fixer, sans
neanmoins que le tuteur puisse etre
astreint a e n fournir plus d'un chaque
annee.
Ces etats de situation seront rediges
et remis, sans frais, sur papier non
timbre, et sans aucune formalite de
justice.

Every ·tutor except the father or
mother may be obliged, even during
the tutorship, to submit to the under
tutor statements of account of his ad
ministration, at such intervals as the
family meeting may have thought proper
to specify; but he shall never be
obliged, however, to subm i t more thari
one. account each. year.
These statements of account shall be
prepared and submitted, without charge,
on unstamped paper, and without any
legal formality.

ART. 357. The tutor is bound to give an account of his admin
istration at the expiration of the tutorship, and whenever he is ordered
to do so by the judge.
RCC-5 5, 249, 3 5 6, 3 5 8 , 3 5 9, 361, 362, 369, 3 8 1, 405, 1479, 3 0 7 0 , 3 3 14.
CP-997, 998, 999, 1012.

RCC 1 870, Art. 357.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 350.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"so."

CC 1 808,

p.

Le tuteur est tenu de rendre compte
de sa g·estion, a !'expiration de sa tu
telle, et toutes Jes fois qu'il Jui est
ordonne de le faire par le juge.

70, Art. 69.

-p.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "tutorship", or after "so."

7 1 , Art. 69.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "tutelle."

CN 1 804, Art. 469.
The tutor is accountable for his ad
ministration at its expiration.

Tout tuteur est comptable
gestion lorsqu' elle finit.

de

sa

ART. 358. The tutor who is about to absent himelf perma
nently from the State, is hound to cause another tutor to be appointed
in his stead, and, previous to his departure, to give an account of his
administration; and if he neglects so to do, he may be arrested and
held to hail in such sum a s the judge shall determine.
RCC-275, 364, 369, 3 8 1 , 1 1 53. CP-997, 998, 999, 1012.

RCC 1 870, Art. 358.
Same a s ·above.

CC 1 825, Art. 35 1.

(Same as Art.

358

of Proposed Revision of

1869)

(No reference in Proj.et)

The tutor who absents himself from
the State, is bound to cause an other
tutor to be appointed in his stead, and,
previous to his departure, to give an
account of his administration; and if
he neglects so to do, he may be arrested and held to bail in such sum as
the judge shall determine.

Le tuteur qui s'absente de l'Etat,
est tenu de faire pourvoir a son rem
placement, et de rendre prealablement
compte de son administration, a peine
d'etre arrete, et tenu de donner caution
de telle somme qui sera determinee par
le juge.
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A son retour, le juge decidera s'il
doit reprendre la tutelle ou non.

On his return, the judge shall de
cide whether he is to resume his tutor
ship or not.

CC 1808, p. 7 0, Art. 70.
The tutor who absents himself from
the territory, is bound to cause another
tutor to be appointed in his stead and
previously to give an account of his
administration, in defect whereof he
may be arrested and held to bail in
such sum as the judge shall determine.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above; but n o
punctuation after "return."
CN 1 804.

Art. 360

7 1 , Art. 7 0.

·P·

Same as above; but "du territoire"
instead of "de l'Etat"; no punctuation
after "territoire", after "remplacement",
after "arrete", or after "retour."

No corresponding article.

ART.
359. The account of the tutorship is given at the expense
of the minor; the tutor advances that expense.
RCC-329, 3 69, 381, 405.

CP-924.

RCC 1 870, Art. 359.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 352.
Same as above.

CC 1 808,

p.

(No reference in Projet)
Le compte de tutelle est rendu aux
frais du m ineur ; le tuteur en avance
Jes frais.

72, Art. 73.

·p.

Same as above.
CN 1 804, Art. 471,

73, Art. 73.

Same as above.
par.

1.

The final account of the tutorship
shall be given at the expense of the
minor, when he shall have reached his
majority or obtained his emancipation.
The tutor shall advance that expense.

Le compte definitif de tutelle sera
rendu aux depens du mineur, lorsqu'il
aura atteint sa majorite ou obtenu son
emancipation.
Le tuteur en avancera
!es frais.

ART. 360. The sum which appears to be due by the tutor as
the balance of his accounts, bears interest, without a judicial demand,
from the day on which the accounts were closed.
The same rule applies to the balance due to the tutor.
RCC 1 870, Art. 360.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 353.
Same as above.

CC 1808,

p.

(No reference in Projet)
La somme a laquelle est fixe le re
liquat dil par le tuteur, porte interet
sans demande, a compter de la c!C>ture
du compte.
II en est de meme du reliquat dil a u
tuteur.-

72, Art. 74.

·P·

73, Art. 74.

Same as above.

The sum which results due by the
tutor as the balance of his accounts,
bears interest, without a judicial de
mand, from the day on which the ac
counts were closed.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
CN 1 804, Art. 474.

The sum to which the balance· due
by the tutor may amount, shall bear
interest, without j udicial demand, from
the day on which the accounts are
closed.

La somme a laquelle s'elevera le re
liquat du par le tuteur, portera interet,
sans demande, a compter de la c!Oture
du compte.
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Les interets de ce qui sera du au
tuteur par le mineur, ne courront que

Interest o n that which shall b e due
to the tutor by the minor shall run
only from the day, following the clos
ing of the accounts, on which demand
of payment shall have been made .

du jour de la sommation de payer qui
aura suivi la cloture du compte.

.ART. 361. Every agreement which may take place between
the tutor and the minor arrived at the age of majority, shall be null
and void, unless the same was entered into after the rendering of a
full account and delivery of the vouchers, the whole being made to
appear by the receipt of the person to whom the account was ren
dered, ten days previous to the agreement.
RCC-356, 357, 147 8 , 1 479, 3072, 33 14.

RCC

1 8 7 0, Art. 361.

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 355.

(No reference in Projet)
Tout traite qui pourra intervenir
entre le tuteur et le mineur devenu
majeur, sera nul, s'il n'a ete precede de
la reddition d'un compte detaille, et de
la remise des pieces justificatives; le tout
constate par un recepisse de l'oyant
compte, dix jours avant le traite.

Same as above.

CC

1 808, p. 72, Art. 76.

-p.

CN

73, Art. 7 6 .

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"justificatives."

Every agreement which may take
place between the tutor and the minor
arrived at the age of majority, shall
be null and void, unless the same was
entered into after the rendering of a
full account and delivery of the vouch
ers, the whole being made to appear
by the receipt of the person to whom
the account was rendered, ten days
previous to the said agreement.
1 804, Art. 472.

Every agreement which may take
place between the tutor and the minor
arrived at the age of majority, shall
be null and void, unless the same was
entered into after the rendering of a
full account and delivery of the vouch
ers, the whole being made to appear
by the receipt of the person to whom
the account was rendered, at least ten
days previous to the agreement.

Tout traite qui pourra intervenir
entre le tuteur et le mineur devenu
majeur, sera nul, s'il n'a ete precede
de la reddition d'un compte detaille, et
de la remise des pieces justificatives; le
tout constate par un recepisse de l'oy
ant-compte, dix jours au moins avant le
traite.

ART. 362. The action of the minor against his tutor, respect
ing the acts of the tutorship, is prescribed by four years, to begin from
the day of his majority.
RCC-37, 278, 385 et seq., 1 558, 2221, 3542.

RCC

1 870, Art. 362.

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 356.

Same as ab9ve.

(No reference in Projet)
L'action du mineur contre son tuteur
relativement aux faits de la tutelle, s
prescrit par quatre ans, a compter de la
majorite.

�
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CC

1 808, p. 72, Art. 77.

-p.

The action of the minor against his
tutor, respecting the acts of the tutorship, is prescribed by four years, to
begin from the day of the majority.

CN

Art. 364

73, Art. 77.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "ans."

1 804, Art. 475.

Every action of the minor against
his tutor, respecting the expenses of
the tutorship, is prescribed by ten years,
to begin from the day of his majority.

Toute action du mineur contre son
tuteur, relativement aux frais de l a
tutelle, s e prescrit p a r dix ans, a comp
ter de la majorite.

Section 12-oF TUTORS OR GUARDIANS OF MINORS RESIDING OUT OF

THE STATE
ART. 363. Any person who has been, or shall be, appointed
tutor or guardian of any minor residing out of the State of Louisiana,
and who has qualified as such in conformity with the laws of the State
or country where the appointment was made, upon his producing sat
isfactory evidence of his appointment as aforesaid, shall be entitled
to sue for and recover any property, rights or credits belonging to
the minor in this State, and may perform and execute acts on behalf
of the minor and affecting the minor's property in this State, when
properly authorized according to the laws of this state, without being
under the necessity of qualifying as tutor of the minor according to
the laws of Louisiana. (As amended by Acts 1920, No. 251)
RCC-246 et seq., 250, 363, 977, 1044, 1099, 1312.

RCC

1 87 0, Art. 363.

( Same as Art. 363 of Proposed Revision of 1869;
similar to Acts 1843, No. 145, §1; same as Acts
1855, No. 324, §5 CRS §§2330, 3838])

A n y person who has been, or shall be, appointed tutor or guardian of any
minor residing out of the State of Louisiana, but within the United States, and
who has qualified as such in conformity with the laws of the State or country
where the appointment was made, shall be entitled to sue for and recover any
property, rights, or credits belonging to the minor in this State, upon his pro
ducing satisfactory evidence of his appointment as aforesaid, without being
under the necessity of qualifying as tutor of the minor according to the laws
of Louisiana.

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 364. Nothing in the preceding article shall authorize
any tutor or guardian to take possession of or remove from the State,
the property of any minor, unless satisfactory proof he furnished to
the court that the debts of the minor are paid, or that none exist in
the State; which proof shall consist in public advertisement in the
newspapers, for at least thirty days, in the manner prescribed by law
for the rendering of accounts by tutors and administrators.
RCC-356 et seq. Acts 1877, No. 49, §15 (as am. by 1938, No. 75); 1877,
No. 4 9, §16; 1878, No. 104.
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Art. 365

RCC

(Same as Art. 3 64 of Proposed Revision of 1 869 ;
same as Acts 1 8 4 3 , No. 145, §2, and Acts 1855, No.

1 870, Art. 364.

Same as above.

3 2 4 , §6 rns § § 2 3 31 , 3 8 39])

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

Chapter 2-0F EMANCIPATION
Section I

-

GENERAL DISPOSITIONS

ART. 365. There are three kinds of emancipation:
I. Emancipation conferring the p ower o f administration.
2. Emancipation by marriage.
3. Emancipation relieving the minor from the time prescribed

by law for attaining the age of majority.
RCC-35, 216, 2 2 1 , 3 6 6 et seq.

RCC

1 870, Art. 365.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 6 5 of Proposed Revision of 1869;
par. 3 in conformity with Acts 1829, No. 17, Acts
1 855, No. 324, and Acts 1 85 6, No. 5 [RS § § 2 3 16-

2 3 1 91)

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No correspondil'lg article.

Section 2-0F EMANCIPATION CON FERRING THE POWER OF
ADMINISTRATION
ART. 366. The minor, although not married, may he eman·
cipated hy his father, or i£ he has no father, b y his mother, when he
shall have arrived at the full age of fifteen years.
This emancipation takes place by the declaration to that effect
of the father or mother, before a notary public in presence of two
witnesses.
RCC-35, 216, 365, 3 77, 3 8 5, 2234, 2236.

RCC

1 870, Art. 366.
Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 369.

Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)
Le mine r meme non marie, pourra
1;1 �
,
,
etre
emanc
1pe par son pere ou a defaut
de . son pere, par sa mere, orsqu'il
aura
qumze ans revol us.
Cette emancipation s'oper e par Ia
seule declaration du pere ou de
Ia mere,
rec;ue par un notaire en presen
ce de
deux temoins.

i'

CC

1 808, p. 74, Art. 88.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "minor."

-p.

75, Art. 8 8 .

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "mineur", or after "la mere";
comma (,) after "notaire."
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Art

368

CN 1804, Art. 477.
Par. 1 same a s par. 1 , above.

Le mineur, m e m e non marie, pourra
etre emancipe par son pere, O U , a defaut
de pere, par sa mere, lorsqu'il aura
atteint l'iige d e quinze ans revolus.
Cette emancipation s'operera par la
seule declaration du pere ou de la mere,
recue par le juge de paix assiste de son
greffier.

This emancipation shall take place by
the declaration to that effect of the
father or mothe r , before a justice of
the peace assisted by his clerk.

ART. 367. The minor who has attained the full age of eighteen
years, and who desires only to acquire the rights conferred by this
section, may he emancipated by the judge having jurisdiction, by pur
suing the course prescribed in section IV. of this chapter.
The emancipation .may he petitioned for, either by a relation
of the minor, or by the minor himself. .
RCC-37 7 , 385

et Beq.

RCC 1870, Art. 367.

( Same as Art. 3 6 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 370.

(No reference in Projet)

The orphan minor may likewise be
emancipated by the judge (but not before he has arrived at the full age of
eighteen years) if the family meeting
called to that effect, be of opinion that
he is able to administer his property.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

CC 1808,

p.

74, Art. 89.

Le mineur sans pere ni mere, pourra
aussi, mais seulement a !'age de dix
huit ans accomplis, etre emancipe par
le juge, si l'assemblee de famille con
voquee a cet effet, le juge capable
d'administrer ses proprietes.
Cette emancipation pourra etre provoquee, soit par l'un des parens du
mineur, soit par le m ineur lui-meme.
.
·P·

The orphan minor may likewise be
emancipated by the judge (but not
before he has arrived at the full age
of eighteen years ) , if the meeting of
the family called to that effect; be of
opinion that he is able .to administer
his property.
This emancipation may be petitioned
for either by. some of the relations of
the minor, or by the minor himself.

75, Art. 89.

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 478.
The minor left without father or
mother may likewise be emancipated,
but not before he has arrived at the
full age of eighteen years, if the family
meeting be of the opinion that he is fit
for emancipation.
·
In this case, the emancipation shall
result from the meeting which shall
have authorized it, and from the dee�
laration, that the minor is emancipated,
which the j ustice of the pe.ace, as presi
dent of the family meeting, shall have
made in the same act.

Le mineur reste sans pere ni mere
pourra aussi, mais seulemeiit a l'iige
de dix�huit ans accomplis, etre eman
.
cipe, si le conseil de famille l' en juge
capable.
En ce cas, !'emancipation resultera
de la deliberation qui !'aura autorisee,
et de la declaration que le juge de paix,
comme president du conseil de famille,
aura faite dans le menie acte·, que le
minew· es t enuincip·e .

, ART. 368. The :minor may he e1�1ancipated against the will
of his father and mother, when they ill treat him excessively, refuse
him support, or give him corrupt examples. RCC-2 2 7 , 378, 387,-
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Art. 369

RCC 1 870, Art.

368.

Same. as ·above.

CC: 1 825, Art.

( Projet, p. 2 9 . Addition adopted ; comment by
redactors )
Le mineu.r peut etre emancipe contre
la volonte de s es pere et me re, lors qu'ils
le maltraitent outre mes ure, Jui refus ent
des alimens , ou Jui donnent des ex.
emples c orrupteurs .

371 ,

.
··
Same as above.
.
.
.

..

CC 1808. No. corres ponding article,
.

CN

No . c�rres po nding article.

1 804. :

·. A
RT

369
The .account of . the tutorship must b e rendered
th.e emancipated :minor assisted by a curator ad hoc, who shall be
assigned to him by the judge.
•

.

•

.

to

RCC-356 et seq., 3 8 1 .

R.CC 1 870, Art. .3 69.
Same as above.

. ( Same as Art. 3 6 9 of Propos ed Revis ion of 1869 ;
in conformity with Acts 1830, p. 48, §9 CRS 123481)

CC

1 825, Art. 372.
(Projet, p. 29. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Le compte de tutelle ou de curatelle
The account of the tutors hip or curatorship must be rendered to the emanci- s era rendu au mineur emancipe ass is te
pated · minor · as sisted b y a curator ad d·'un curateur ad hoc, qui Jui s era
nomme par le juge.
hoc, who shall be ass igned to him by
the judge;

CC 1 808. No corres ponding article.
CN

1 804, . Art. 480

.

The acc ount of the tutors hip shall be
rendered to the emancipated minor as 
s is ted by a curator who· s hall b e ass igned
to him by the family meeting.

Le compte de tutelle s era rendu au
mineur emancipe, ass iste d'un curateur
qui lui s era nomme par le cons eil de
famille.

ART. 370. The minor who is emancipated has the full admin
istration of his estate, and may pass all acts which are confined to
such administration, grant leases, receive his revenues and moneys
which may be due to him, and give receipts :for the same.
RCC-3 73, 3 7 6, 1 3 1 4 , 1 3 6 9 , 1785, 2222 e t seq., 3 0 01.

RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 370.
.·

··
0
.Same as �bove�

CC

1 825, Art; ·373

• .

Samii! as abo;y.�.

( No · reference. in . Proj et )
Le mineur emancipe a la pleine ad
minis tration de s es biens ; il peut faire
tous les actes qui ne s ont que d'adminis 
tration, p ass er · des baux, recevoir s es
revenus et les s ommes qui lui s ont dues ,
e t e n donner decharge.
·

cc 1 808,

p.

76,:Art. 9 1 ,
.

-p.•

Same as above ; bi:tt no punctuatfon
after "es tate."

CN

1804, Art . 481.
.

The minor · wh'o is · emancipated shall
grant leas es for. terms not longer than
nine years ; he shall receive . his revec
nues , give receipts for the s ame, and
shall pass all acts of mere administra· ·

77, Art. 9 1 .

Same as .above ; but no p unctuation
after "dues."
. Le mineur emancipe pass era les baux
dont Iii d uree n'excedera ·point neuf
ans; il recevra s es rev:enus , en don
ilera decharge, et fera tous !es actes
q ui ne s ont que :de pure adminis tration,
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tion without being able to claim a res
titution for such acts where a major
would not be so.

A1'.t. 372

sans etre restituable . contre ces actes
dans tous les cas ou le majeur ne le
serait pas lui-meme.

Projet du Gouvernemeat ( 1800) , Book I, Title IX, Art. 1 07 , par. 1.
The minor who is emancipated has
the full administration of his estate ; he
may pass all acts which are confined
to such administration, grant leases, receive his revenues, and give receipts
for the same.
·

Le mineur . emancipe a la pleine administration de ses biens; il peut faire
tous Jes actes qui ne sont que d'adminis
tration, passer des baux, recevoir ses
revenus, en donner decharge.

ART. 371. He can not bind himself legally by promise or
obligation for any sum exceeding the amount of one year of his
revenue.
RCC-3 7 6, 377, 1314, l S 69, 1476 e t seq., 1785, 2222 et. seq., 3001, 3 3 00.

RCC 1870, Art. 37 1 .
Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 374.

·(No reference in Projet)
11 ne peut s'engager valablement par
promesse ou · obligation, que· jusqu'a
concurrence d'une annee de ses revenus.

Same as above.

CC 1 808,

p.

76, Art. 92.

77, Art. 92.
Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "obligation."

-p.

He cannot bind himself legally by
promise or obligation, for any sum
exceeding the amount of one year of
revenu e .

CN 1804. No corresponding article.
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book I, Title. IX; Art. 1 08.
Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 76, Art. 92,
above.

Same. as CC 1 8 0 8 , p. · 77, Art. 92,
above ; but comma (,) after "obliga
tion."

ART. 3 72. The minor who is emancipated has no right to
claim a restitution on the plea of simple lesion* against acts of simple
administration. ·.
He has no right either to cJaim a restitution for simple lesion*
a gainst obligations or promises which do ' not exceed the amount of
one year of his revenue.
If, however, he has contracted in the same year, towards one or
more creditors, several . obligations, each of which does not exceed
the amount of one year of his revenue, hut which together exceed
that amount, these obligations may be reduced according to the dis
cretion of the judge, whose duty it shall be in such case, to take into
consideration the estate of the minor, the probity or dishonesty of
the persons who have dealt with him, and the utility and inutility of
the expenses.
RCC-3 7 6 , 3 '7 7, 1476, i 7 8 5 , 1 8 64 , 1865 et seq., 1 8 7 2 , 1873, 2222 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 372.

( Same as Art. 372 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1825, Art. 375.

(No reference in Projet)
The minor who is emancipated, has
Le mineifr emancipe n'est pas · resti
no · right to claim a restitution on the
tuabJe· . sur le . :fondeinent de simple
plea of mere lesion* against acts o f
lesio:i ou· de defaut d'einpfoi* contre
simple administration.
les actes de pure administration.
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II ne !'est pas non plus pour simple
lesion ou d efaut d'emploi* contre les
obligations ou promesses qui n'excedent
pas une annee de revenus.

He has no right . either to claim a
restitutio n for mere ·lesion* against
obligation s or promises which do not
exceed the amount of one year. of his
revenue.
Par. 3 same as par. 3 , above ; but no
punctuatfon after "If", or after "how
ever.''

Si neanmoins ii a contracte dans la
meme annee, envers un ou plusieurs
creanciers, plusieurs obligations, dont
chacune n'excede pas une annee de son
revenu, mais qui, reunies, excedent
cette mesure, ces obligations pourront
etre reductibles a la discretion du juge,
en prenant en consideration la fortune
du mineur, la bonne ou mauvaise foi
des personnes qui auront coiltracte avec
lui, l'utilite ou l'inutilite des depenses.

C C 1 808, p.- 76, Art. · 93.
The minor who is emancipated has
no right to claim a restitution on the
plea of mere lesion or for want of use * *
against acts of simple administration ;
he has no right either t o claim a resti
tution for mere lesion or for want of
use* * · against obligations or promises
which do not exceed the amount of one
year of his revenue.
If however he has contracted in the
same year towards one or. more credi
tors several obligations, each of which
does not exceed the amount of one
year of his revenue, but which collected
together exceed that amount, these obligations may be reduced accqrding to
the discretion of the judge, whose duty
it" shall be, . in su ch case, to take into
consideration the estate of the minoi·,
the probity or dishonesty of the persons
who have dealt with him and the utility
or inritilty of the expences.
C N. 1 804, Art. 484, par. 2.
Obligations, which he may have con
tracted by way of purchases or in any
other ·1uanner, shall be ·· subject to re
duction in case of : exce5s : the , courts·
shall consider, in such m atters, the for
tune of the minor, the probity or
dishciiiesty of the · persons who have
dealt ·with him; · and· the utility or in- ·
utility of the expenses.

-p.

77, Art. 93.

Le mineur emancipe n'est pas resti
tuable sur le fondement de simple lesion
ou de defaut d'emploi* * confre !es
actes de pure administration.
II ne !'est pas non plus pour simple
lesion ou de defaut d'emploi * * contre
Jes obligations ou promesses qui n'ex
cedent pas une annee de revenus.
Par. 3 same as par. 3, above ; but no
punctuation after "obligation", after
"mais qui", or after "reunies."

·

A l'egard des obligations qu'il aurait
contractees par voie d'achats OU autre
Ihent, elles seront reductibles en cas
d'exces : les tribunaux prendront, a ce
sujet, en consideration, la fortune du
mineur, la bonne ou mauvaise : foi ·des
personnes qui · auront conttacte avec
Jui, l'utilite ou l'inutilite des depenses.

·Proj e t du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book I, Title IX, Art. .10 9.

The minor who. is emancipated has no
right to claim a restitution on the plea
of simple lesion or of failure to invest
against · acts of simple administration.
He has no right either to claim a
restitution for simple lesion or for fail
ure to invest .. against purely movable
promises or obligations
which do not
'
exceed the amount of one year �f his
revenue.
If, however; he has contracted
in
.
the same
year towards on e or mo�e
.
ere dito rs, several . obligations, each of
the amount of
. which
.'
. does not exceed
one year .of his revenue, but which

Le mineur emancipe n'est point resti
tuable sur le fondement de la simple
lesipn ou du defaut d'emploi, contre
Jes actes de pure administration.
II ne l'est p oint non plus .p om· simple
lesion ou defaut d'emploi, contre Jes
promesses ou obligations purement
mobilieres qui n'excedent point une
annee de revenu.
Si neanmoins il a contracte dans la
meme annee, envers un ou .plusieurs
creanciers, plusieurs obligations dont
chacune n'excede point une annee ·de
son revenu, mais qui reunies excedent
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togethel' exceed that amount, he may
obtain l'estitution against a l l , i f i t is
not shown that th e se obligations have
proved to his advantngo.>.

Art. 374

cette mesure, ii peut se faire restituer

e o ntre toutes, s'il n'est 1ias prouve que
c e s o b liga tions o nt tourne a son profit.

*English translation of French ttxt inc, omplcte ; should include "or of failure
to invest."

• • Note e rrol' in English translation of French text ; "for want of use" should
be "of failure to invest."

ART. 373. * The emancipated minor can nei t h er ali enate, affect
or mortgage his immovables wit h ou t the authority of the judge, which
can only be granted with the advice of a family meeting, and in case
of

absolute

necessity

or of a certain

a d v anta g e .

RCC- 3 3 9 et seq . , 3 5 3 , 3 7 0 , 3 7 7 , 1 4 7 7 , 3 3 0 0 , 3302.
1934, No. 4 7 ( as am. by 1 9 3 5 , 2 E . S . , No. 1 8 ) .

RCC 1870, Art. 373.

Acts 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ;

( Same as A r t . 3 7 3 of Proposed Revision o f 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1825,

Art. 376.

( No reference in Projet)

The emancipated minor can n e it he r
nlienate, 11ffect nor m ortgag-e his i m
moveablcs

or

slaves

without

the

au

thor ity of the judge, which can only
be granted w ith the advice of a family
meeting, and in c ase of absolute ne c es
sity or of a certain advant age.

CC 1808,

p.

76, Art. 94.

Le mineur emancipe ne peut aliener,
engager ni hypothequer ses immeubles
et ses esclaves, si ce n ' est avec l'autori
sntion du juge, qui ne Jui sera accordee
ri u e de l'avis de l'assemblee de famille,
e t dans le cas d'une necessite absolue ou
d 'un avantage evident.
-p.

CN 1804, Art. 484,

par.

77, Art. 94.
Same as above.

The emancipated minor can neither
alienate, affect or mortgage his im
moveables or s l a v e s , without the au
thority of the j udge, which sh a l l be
granted with the ad vice of t he family
meeting, in case o f absolute necessity
or of a certain advantage.

1.

Neither shall he be able to sell o r
alienate h i s immovables, nor make any
act other than that of mere administra
tion, without observing the formalities
prescribed for minors not emancipated.

II ne pourra n o n plus vendre ni
aliener ses immeubles, ni faire aucun
acte autre . que ceux de pur administra
tion, sans observer !es formes - prescrites
au mineur non emancipe.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , B ook I, Title IX, - Ar;t. -;1 1 0,_ par. 1.
Le mineur emancipe ne peut aliener,
The emancipated minor can n either
alienate, affect, or -mortgage his immov- · engager,· et hypothequer ses immeubles,
n i disposer de s e s . biens m.eubles ou . im
ables, nor dispose of his movables or .imrneubles, par donation entre-vifs,- si ce
movables, by donation inte r vivas, unless
n'est par · contrat d e mai'iage en faveur
it be by marriage c ontract in favor of
de la personne a laquel!e ii s'unit.
the person to whom he is to be married.
·

*In connection with this ai·ticle see Acts 1 926, No. 3 1 9 ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 47

(as

am.

by 1935, 2E.S., No. 1 8 ) .

ART. 374. The emancipat ed minor has 11 0 right to dispose of
his movables or immovables by donation inter vivos unless it be by
marriage contract in favor of the person to whom h e i s to be married.
RCC-354, 1 4 7 7 , 1478, 1 7 8 5 , 1 8 7 3 , 2330.

RCC 1 870, Art. 374.
Same as above.
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3 75

( No reference i n Proj e t )

CC 1 825, Art. 377.

Le mineur emancipe ne peut disposer
de ses bicns meubles et immeubles par
donations entre vifa, si ce n'est par
contract de maringe e n fovcu1· de la
pcrsonnc a laquclle ii s'unit.

Same as above.

CC 1 808,

p.

76, Art. 95.

·P·

Same a s above ; but comma ( , ) after
"mvos", a n d after "contract."

CN 1 804.

7 7, Art. 95.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"mariage."

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book I, Title IX, Art. 1 1 0 , par. 1.
Quoted under RCC 1 8 7 0 , Art� 373, above.

ART. 375. * The minor who is emancipated otherwise than
hy marriage, can not appear in courts of justice without the assist
ance of a curator ad litem, who is to he appointed for him specially
hy the judge for that purpose.
RCC-380, 382.

C P- 1 0 4 , 1 0 7, 1 0 9, 1 1 0, 9 5 8 , 9 6 4 , 999, 1 3 1 3 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 375.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 378.

( No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma (,)
"minor."

CC 1 808,

p.

after

Le mineur emancipe auti-cment que
par le mariage, ne peut ester e n justice
sans !'assistance
d'un curateur aux
causes, qui Jui est nomme specialement
par le juge a cet effet.

76, Art. 96.

-p.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "minor", or after "litem" ; comma
( , ) after "emancipated", after "justice", and after "judge."

77, Art. 96.

Same as above.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 482.
II ne p ourra intenter une action im
mobiliere, ni y d e!endre, meme recevoir
et donner decharge d'un capital mo
bilier; sans !'assistance de son curateur,
qui, au dernier cas, surveillera l'emploi
du capital re�u.

He shall not institute an action on an
immovable right, nor defend such, nor
can he even receive and give receipts for
movable assets, without the assistance
of his curator, who, in- the latter - case,
shall· supervise the investment of the
capital received;
·

,

*In connection with this article see · cP, ·Art. 958. ·

376. · The emancipated ·minor who is engaged in trade;
.
is considered as having _arrived at the age of m�jority, for all the acts
which have any relation to such trade. .
.
.·

ART.

.

RCC-3 4 1 , 370 et seq., 1 785, 1873, 2225 et seq.

RCC 1 87 01 Art. 376.

( Same as Art. 3 7 6 of Propos ed Revisio n
of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

C C 1 825, Art. 3 79.

(No reference in Projet)
The . emancipated m nor who · iS -�it- : -' ·' Le minetir emanci
pi! qui faif u n com
.
_
ga�ed m trade, is cons1de ed as havmg
· merce, est repute majeur pour to u s Jes
: .
arrived to the age of maJonty, �or all
faits relatifs a ce comm erce.
.
the acts which have any relation to
such trade.

�

·

CC 1808,

p.

76, Art. 97.

Same as RCC 1870, Art. 3 7 6, above ;
but no punctuation after "in trade."

-p.
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378

CN 1 804, Art. 487.
Le mineur emancipe qui fait un
commerce, est repute ·.majeur pour les
faits relatifs a ce commerce.

Same as above.

ART. 377. The emancipation, whatever he the manner in
which it may have been effected, may be revoked, whenever the minor
contracts engagements which exceed the limits prescribed by law.
RCC-97, 366 et seq., 3 7 1 et seq., 376, 378, 383.

RCC 1 870, Art. 377.
Same as above.

CC 1 825� Art. 380.

( Projet, p.
redactors)

30.

Addition

·

adopted ;

comment

by

L'emancipation, de quelque niariiere
qu'elle ait eu lieu, peut etre. revoquee,
lorsque le mineur a contr:i,cte des en
. gagemens qui excedent Jes bornes qui
Jui sont fixees par la loi.

Same as above.

·

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 485.
Any emancipated minor whose en
gagements shall have been reduced by
virtue of the preceding article,· may
be deprived of the benefit · of emanci
pation, which shall be revoked by fol
lowing the formalities observed when
it was conferred.

Tout mineur �mancipe dont" l'e s en
gagemens auraient ete reduits en verh1
de !'article precedent, pourra etre prive
du benefice de !'emancipation, laquelle
Jui sera retiree en suivant !es: memes
formes que celles qui auront eu lieu
pour Ia Jui · conf�rer. ·

ART. 378. The revocation of emancipation places the minor
under the same authority to which he was subject previous to his
being emancipated.
But if he has been emancipated against the will of his father
and mother, for excessive ill treatment, refusal to support him, or
corrupt examples given him, another tutor shall be appointed
in the
.
manner provided by law.
RCC-24 6 et seq., 368, 377, 3 8 3 , 1 785.

RCC 1 870, Art. 378.
Same a s abov�

( Same as Art. 378 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

• .

(Projet, p. 3 0 . · Addition amended · and adopted·;
· no comment)
.
.
.
. .
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
La revocation de !'emancipation replace le mineur soils la . rileme autorite
dont ii dependait avant, d'etre_, emancipe.
Mais s'il a ete emancipe contre la
But if he has been emancipated.
volonte de ses pere et mere, parce qu'ils
against the will of his father and
le maltraitaient outre mesure, lui re
mother, for excessive ill treatment, re
fusaient . des alimens. ou !iii d'cin·naierit
fusal to support him, or corrupt ex
des eicemples. . corrupteu,rs, un. . autr.e
amples given him, another curator shall
curateur lui sera 'n.omme de la · maniere
be appointed in the manner provided
prescrite par la loL ,
by law.

CC 1 825; Art. 381.

...

·

_

.

·

·

.

_

·

.

·

·

CC 1 808.

No

corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 486.
From the day of the revocation of
the emancipation, the minor shall b e
replaced under t utorship and shall re
main thereunder until he has attained
majority.

Des le jour oil !'emancipation aura
ete revoquee, le mineur rentrera e n
tutelle; e t y restera jusqu'a s a majorite
accomplie.
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Art. 379

Section 3-0F EMANCIPATION

BY

MARRIAGE

ART. 379. The minor, whether male or female, is emanci
pated of right by marriage.
CP- 1 1 0, 1 1 4.

RCC..,.... 3 5 , 375, 380 et seq.

( Same as Art. 3 7 9 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69)

RCC 1 870, Art. 379.
Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)

CC 1 825, Art. 367.
The

of

minor is emancipated

by marriage.

CC 1 808,

p.

Le mineur est emancipe de plein droit
par le mariage.

right

74, Art. 87.

-p.

75, Art. 87.

Same as above.

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 476.
Same as above.

Same as above.

ART. 380. The minor, emancipated by marriage, can appear
in courts of justice without the assistance of a curator. The husband,
who is a minor, can also authorize his wife to appear therein, whether
she is a minor or of full age.
RCC-375, 382, 2327.

CP-1 1 0, 1 1 4 , 9 9 9.
(Same as Art. 3 8 0 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 380.
Same a s above.

(Projet,

CC 1 825, Art. 368.

p. 29.

The minor who is married, can not
only appear in court without the assistance of a curator, but can authorise
his wife to appear therein.

CC 1 808. No

Addition

adopted;

no

comment)

Le mari mineur peut non seulement
ester en justice sans !'assistance d'un
curateur, mais meme autoriser sa femme
a y paraltre.

corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 482.
Quoted under RCC 1870, Art. 3 7 5, above.

ART. 381. The minor, e�ancipated by marriage, m ay demand
an account from: his tutor and a settle!iieiit of the tutorship. The tutor

is bound to pay him ihe ba�ance ascertained to be due,
. and to deliver
the property in his hands belonging to such minor.
R C C-356 et seq., 3 6 9.

RCC 1 870, Art. 381.

·

(Same as Art. 3 8 1 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

C C . 1 825.

No corresponding article.

cc 1 808,

No correspoµ!l:irig article;

CN 1 804.

No corresponding artiCJe: '

'

'

'

·

ART. 382. The minor, emancipated b y marriage
, does not need
.
tIie assistance �£ a curato� m any ac t or proceeding ; provide
d that
whenever a mmor emancipated by marriage shall reach
u
the at:>e
of
.
. hteen years the sa1'd mmor sh aII he relie ved from
e1g
all of the dis.
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A�·t. 383

abilities which attach to minors and with full power to do and p er�
form all acts as fully as if the said minor had arrived at the age of
twenty-one years. (As amended by Acts 1908, No. 224)
RCC-8, 3 7 5 , 380, 385.

CP-1 1 0 , 114 . .

RCC 1 870, Art. 382.

(Same as Art. 382 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
in conformity with Acts 1830, p. 48, §9 ms §2:3481)

The minor, emancipated by marriage, does ·not 1�eed· the :assistarice of a .cu·ra�
tor in any act or proceeding.

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

383.

ART.

This emancipation can not be revoked.

RCC-3 7 7 , 378.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 383.

( Same as Art. 3 8 3 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 485.
Quoted under RCC 1870, Art. 3 7 7 , above.

ART. 384. In other respects, minors emancipated by marriage
are bound by the rules laid down in the preceding section.
RCC-3 6 6 et seq.
( Same as Art. 384 of Proposed Revisio.n of .1 869 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 384.

Same as above.

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Section 4-oF EMANCIPATION RELIEVING THE MINOR FROM THE TIME
PRESCRIBED BY LAW FOR ATTAINING

THE AGE OF

MAjORITY .·

.
Whenever a minor, �ver the age of eighteen years,
shall desire to he relieved from the time prescribed by law for attain
ing the age of majority, he shall present a petition to the judge having
jurisdiction, wherein he · shall set forth the reasons therefor and also
the amount of his estate. This p etition shall be accompanied by the
written assent of the tutor, if there be one·, otherwise hy •that of .a
special tutor appointed, for _tli_at purpose ; and this as�ent shall �ontahi
the spec:Hie . dedaratioii ihat the. mino'r is fully capabl� i)f_ tiia11�ging
his own affairs. If the tutor refuses to give his assent to such emanci·
pation, or shall refuse to appear by way of answer in . the application
of the minor, he shall be cited according to law, to show cause why the
minor should not be emancipated.
ART.

385.

.

RCC-3 5 , 3 02, 362, 365 et seq., 3 7 7 , 382, 386 et seq., 1 7 8 5 , 1791.
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Art. 386
RCC

( Same as Art. 3 8 5 of Proposed Revision of 1 869 ;
similar to Acts 1 829, No. 17 § § 1 , 2, Acts 1847,
No. 84, §1, Acts 1 85 5 , No. 324, §1, and Acts 1 856,
No. 5, §1 £RS § 2 3 1 6 1 )

1870, Art. 385.

Same as above.

1 825.

N o correspondin� article.

cc - 1 808.

No corresponding article.

1 804.

No corresponding article.

CC
CN

ART. 386. The judge, either in open court or in chambers,
after hearing the parties, shall render judgment in the premises. If
there be a decree of emancipation, it shall declare that the minor is
fully emancipated and relieved of all the disabilities which now
attach to minors, and with full power to do and perform all acts as
fully as if he had arrived at the age of twenty-one years.
RCC-385, . 387.

RCC

1 87 0, Art. 386.

(Same as Art. 3 8 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
analogous to Acts 1 8 2 9 , No. 17,. § 6, Acts 1 847,
No. 84, §2, Acts 1 85 5 , No. 324, §2, and Acts 1856,
No. 5, § 2 rns § 2 S1 7 l )

Same as above.

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding artiele.

ART. 387. If any minor, desiring to avail himself of the pro
visions of the two preceding articles, has a father or mother living,
the consent of the father or mother, or both, shall be necessary to
authorize the judge to act ; but such consent shall not be necessary
if the application be made on the ground of ill treatment, refusal to
support, or corrupt examples.
RCC-84, 368, 385, 386.

RCC

1 870, Art. 387.

( Same as Art. 3 8 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
similar to Acts 1 82 9 , No. 17, § 8 ; same as Acts
1 8 5 6, No. 5, §3 ms § 2 3 1 8 1 )

Same as above.

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 388. Whether the minor shall fail or succeed in obtain
ing a decree of emancipatio n, all expenses that he may have incurred
shall he paid out of his estate.
_

RCC:

1 870, Art.

388.

Salll e as above.

_

_

,

_

- ( Same as Art. 3 8 8 of Prc:1posed Revision of 1 86:9 ;
analogous to Acts 1 8 2 9 , No. 17, §9, and Acts 1856,
No. 5, §4 £RS § 2 3 1 9 1 )

CC

1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.
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